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ABSTRACT,
- The third section of this two-volume report examines

the utility of the model developed in section I for application in a
classroom testing situation. The model was applied in arithmetic
classes through a weekly testing program. The teacher specified the
gen'eric task being taught, tests were constructed using a table of
random numbers to select the numbers for addition or subtraction, and
results were reported to the teachers. The rehults were used in three
waye: as information about individual and class performance, for
Planning further instruction, and for providing feedback to studenti.
A miniature study of subtraction was undertaken to illustrate the use

- of conventional analysis of variance procedures with these tests. The
results of they study suggest that short tests developed without
preliminary item analyses,and primarily fo'r use in monitoring
classroom instruction cam also be ueed in a more conventional
fashion. The final section of the report contains an annotated
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SECTION 111

In the first section of this report we described our point of view

about testing in connection with classroom instruction and we developed

the model that We are studying. 'This model postulates a generic task

(such as "addition of two-4igit numbers) and uses a random samgling prin-

ciple to generate sample items, the performance on which gives an un-

biased estimate of the proportion of items in the universe that can be

answered correctly by the student or examinee. This model is restricted

to a generic task for which it is unlikely that the examinee can "guess

right"; as such it does not apply to multiple-choice items. Instead

the model is more clotely related to the content standard notionof Ebel

which was described in Section I.

The notion of an item universe plays an important role in our study.

let us contrast two approaches to test development that might be chosen

--one that emphasizes performance on a particular set of items (the

test) and uses various proCedures to select an optimum set of items,

and another that emphasizes an item universe, the performance on which

is to be estimated, and selects what may be called randomly equivalent

sets ofAtems as tests. For example, one might construct a number of

addition items and call this a "pool"; such a pool is not necessarily

the universe of all possible such items. One could then try out a num-

ber of items and use one of several procedares to secure for each of the

items studied an index or a pair of indices that'describe the gem in

some specified fashion. One then might select items in terms of these

indices to make up a test or possibly two or more so-called equivalent

tests. A basic feature of this type of test development is that a con-

tinuum of examinee ability or achievement is postulated as essentially

the criterion against which performance on an item is judged.

Early, and rather simple, item analysis procedures included the

correlation of item performance (a biserial or point biserial correlation

coefficient) wtth performance on some group of items that was taken as

a surrogate for the postulated "ability" or "achievement" dimension

which ordinarily was conceived as a latent and unobservable trait. \Such

a study would yield for each item a measure of difficulty (proportion

right or, more properly, the "easiness" of the item) and a measure of

association of*the item score with the score given by the sum of the

item performances. One could.then select items with a desired pattern

of difficulties that correlated well with the. surrogate, and use these

as a "test." Today we have more sophisticated procedures based on



one-parameter, two-parameter, or three-parameter item characteristic

curve mOdels. These models also require postulated continuum of

"ability" or "achievement" as a criterioeand yield (at least) amea-

sure of Fur wel,1 the item discriminates, which is essentially a mea-

sure of how well the item is associated with the surrogate variable.

One can then choose items that discriminate well at a cerUin level or

levels of difficulty to build a test, and this test should function
well to sort examinees or distinguish among examinees at this point or
these points.

In practice, it is recognized that for item analysis or item char-
acteristic curve analysis to be useful a substantial number of examin-
ees must be tested; consequently these procedures probably are most

useful for large-scale testing programs--programs of commercial test
makers, of state-wide testing such as California's, and the like.

It is at this point that one may ask about the utility of such pro-
cedures for the case of a single classroom group of students who are
being taught certain specific task performances or problem-solving pro-
cedures. First, this number of students may be 20 to 30, and there may
not be any other available students who have had a similar instructional

history and are'being instructed currently in the same fashion. In-

struction is designed to change the performance of the examinee and,

usually, to change the performance rather rapidly; if this occurs, then
examinee achievement is not stable over time but improves. Furthermore,

for any given set of students in a classroom, the change in performance

probably proceeds at different rates for different students; if so, the
achievement continuum that mbst be, postulated for the first approach to

test development changes with instruction and furthermore these changes

are not simply a consistent displacement of the distribution some con-

stant number of units on the continuum. One then wonders whether data

gathered at one time lead to a test that has similar optimum character-

istics at a later point in the.instruction. This is an espe.cially im-

portant question if the instrktion is effective and the-stUdents are
changing rapidly. If' the schooling has no effect, of course, then the

item analysis or ftem characteristic curve procedures will develop tests

that are very much like conventional academic aptitude o intelligence

tests.

Let us now look more closely at classroom instruction. It may be

true that academic aptitude or intelligence tests provide useful data

for organizing classrooms, possibly in selecting curriculum materials,

and the like. However, classroom instruction often is designed to bring
about fairly specific changes in performance in the students, and these

changes are seldom evidenced in aptitude or intelligence test scorei.

How then might tests be developed that would give a teacher information

about the changes in performance that the teacher hopes will take place?

Thegeneric task.. There are a number of school objectives that can
be viewed as the improvement of student performance on a generic task.

Given an appropriate set of words for the age and instructional level of

the students, the spelling of such words is a generic task. Given a

base 10 (or for that matter, base 2 or base 12) number system, the addi-

tion or the subtraction of numbers in this system is a generic task.



Given appropriate passages, the identification of the main idea or of
the topic sentence of such paragraphs is a generic task. For any such

generic task, there will exist a number of specific tasks each of which
employs a specific content. thus

29

+14

is a specific task in the addition of two two-digit (base 10) whole num-
bers. The generic task plus the subject matter or content that is spe- .
cified in the objective define a universe, the performance on which is
a measure of the current achievement of a student or of a group of stu-

dents. Thus at various times in the educational history of a student,
we may want to ask how well he can add two whole numbers, how well he

can add two or more two-digit numbers, how well he can add sevefal two-
digit numbers for which regrouping ("carrying") is required, how well he
can add several decimal numbers, and ttle like. Each such question con-
ceptualizes a universe of specific tasks that is homogeneous in the
sense that all the specific tasks are an example of the same generic

task.

Thus the generic task plus the content or subject matter define a
universe of performances, and these specific tasks can be taken as the
foundations of achievement items. In order to prepare such items for
use with students it is necessary, in addition, to define the conditions

under which the specific performance is to be observed; this definition
will in effect specify item format, time of testing, mode (oral or writ-
ten) Df testing, etc. It should be clear that the choice of conditions

may be arbitrary. For example, the item

and the item

29

+14

29 + 14 =

differ in format and may measure et least slightly different achievements.
However, it is not unreasonable to include as part of instruction, in-
formation about common formats and about-the formats that will be used

in exercises.and/or tests. The analysis of an instructional objective
should describe the generic task, the appropriate subject-matter or con-
tent, and the various conditions under which student performance is to

be observed. With these spelled out it is then possible to generate

items to be administered to the students.

If it were feasible and economical, one might want to observe the
performance on every item in the universe; however, this ordinarily can-

not be done. For example, there are 104 items for the addition of two
two-digit (base 10) whole numbers, if we allow zero to appear in any of

the four positions. If a student requires 30 seconds to work each prob-
lem, then 83-1/3 hours would be required to complete all the 10,000 items.

3



It is obvious that a testing session this long is Impossible for any

student. Let us grant that except in possibly trivial cases of small
finite item universes, it is never possible in practice to secure a
universe score for any student. What then can be done? The item anal-

ysis or item characteristic curve approach attempts to solve the prob-
lem by identifying a set of items that in effect are highly correlated

with the surrogate variable, and to develp estimates of ability from
the scores on this set of items. Note that the universe scores still

are not avatlable, and that the surrogate variable, depending upon how

it is constructed, may or may not be a well behaved estimator of the
universe score. Also, note that what is regarded as a high correlation
between the score on the items selected for the test and the score on
the surrogate still may allow large discrepancies in the rank order of

students on the two variables. Simply,observe a fairly regular scatter
plot with a correlation of, say, .50 to see this.

Another approach is to build tests by sampling at random from the
items in the item universe. Interestingly, this can be done even though

the entire item universe is not actually written out or specifically

available. Again consider the addition generic task we have used before.
The 10,000 items of this universe are implicitly available, and a random

sample of these items can be constructed readily by randomly selecting

digits (including zero) to fill the four spaces for each item. It then

follows that a.test of m items constructed in this fashionyields a score
(number right) that is an unbiased estimate of the (unavailable) stu-
dent's score on the item universe. In other words, if we secure the

performance of a given student on such independently selected a-item

tests, the average score for the student approaches the student's aver-

age universe score as the number of tests increases. Thus an estimate

that is fairly stable can be secured by choosing m to be large enough.

We note that for this approach, a test itself is not of primary concern;

our concern is with the universe score of which the test yields an

estimate.

Applications to classroom testing. We took this notion about the

construction of tests that are related to classroom instruction, and our

ideas about the estimation of the parametbrs of our item model into

classrooffs, administered tests over a period of time, and worked with

the teachers on the interpretation of the data yielded by these class-

room tests.

Our firs't task was to identify some teachers who were carrying out

. a program of arithmetic instruction whose objectives would permit the

type of test construction we were studying. We wanted the teachers to

be able to specify on a week-to.:week basis the generic task or tasks

they were trying to teach; we then showed the teacher examples of items

and item formats fitting this specification and the teacher chose the

type of item that the teacher regarded as appropriate. We also suggested

a test length and a time at which we would come to the class, administer

the test or tests, score the tests, and give the teacher the results.

In general we attempted to carry out weekly testing over a period of

time, with the understanding that the generic task being tested could

change from week to week in keeping with the teacher!s instructional

plans and the progress of the students. We also provided for randomly



equivalent tests to be used two or three weeks in a row when the teacher
judged that the students needed further instruction and practice on a
particular type of task. As the data presented later in this section
indicate, we employed several equivalent forms for a given task over a
period of several weeks in some instances. We also used quite a few
differenetask types in keeping with the teacher's instructional program.

Perhaps the most'important feature of this testing program is that
it was tailored to the instruction being planned for a particular class-
room and a particular group of students. Another important feature is
that it provides evidence over time of the performance of the same group
of students. A third feature is that relatively small (20 to 30) groups
of students were the focus of any particular test. Thus this testi/rig

experiment differs markedly from typical uses of standardized tests in
school-wide, district-wide, or state-wide testing programs. We believe

that tailoring the test to what the teacher actually is attempting to
teach at that time and testing the same students over time to determine
progress give this testing program a basis in instructioT that is unique.

The test construction process was carried out by us as soon as we
had, for a particular group of students, the teacher's specification of
the generic task (or tasks) and of the desired item format. We did re-

strict item formats to those for which the student was required to'pro-
duce the response (rather than a multiple-choice item.format); this was
dictated by the model we have described earlier which`assumes that the
examinee cannot "guess righf." To`build the items required for a test,
we used a table of random numbers to select digits (including zero) for

each of the positions in the item form. For example, there are nine po-
sitions-to be filled for any addition problem with three addends, each
consisting of three whole numbers. For a division problem with a two-
digit whole number divisor and a three-digit whole number.dividend, there
are five positions to be filled. By selecting digits at random from a
random number table to form an item, we in effect created with a set of
these items a random sample of all the possible items of that type. We

also were able to introduce conditions which in effect defined an item
universe that is a sub-universe of a larger one. For example consider

the subtraction of a two-digit whole number from a-three-digit whole
number. Some of these items require no regrouping ("borrowing") and can
be solved correctly simply by writing down the differences for two pairs
of numbers, as in this example:

857
-34

Our procedures permitted us to sample randomly from this sub-universe
of items without regrouping, as well as from the entire universe. We .

illustrate this below in a miniature study of "bor;rowing" in subtraction.

The tests that were constructed were typed on a master, using an
IBM "Orator" ball which prints large numbers. Their size can be observed

in the examples attached to this section.

5.



We then had the test duplicated on (usually) col&ed stock; this
was useful whenever we had two tests to be adOlnistered to the same

group of students during the same period, as wek.often did. Generally

we could place 10 items on a sheet; consequentlyif the teacher wished

a test of 20 items on a particular occasion we cfleated two randomly

equivalent 10-item tests, on sheets of different color, and %ie could
administer them separately, using the.color code to identify the test.
At other times a teacher asked for two different tests on the same oc-
casion, such as an addition test and a subtraction test; again the
color code simplified administration and the scoring the tests. We

scored the tests as soon as they wereAcompleted by the students by
marking items as correct or incorrecrind recording the number correct
-on the top of the test sheet beside the student's name. These marked

tests were given to the teachers who used the data as they saw fit.

We also recorded the results for our records, recording 3 or G

(correct or incorrect) for each item for each student. We then subse-

quently entered our data into the local computer and secured estimates,
for that group of students on that type of test on that occasion, of
the parameters of our item model. These parameters are k, the propor-

tion of students in the + category of the dichotomous latent class
variable, and xt the conditional error rate for each of the items in
the test. We interpreted the estimate of k as an estimate of the pro-

portion of a population of students (similar to the classroom sample in
instructional history) who understand and can perform the generic task,
i.e., belong to the + latent class. _Our expectation wasthat the value of
the estimated k would increase beginning with the introduction of the
skill being taught through the period of systematic instruction and
practice.

Different teachers used the test results differently. Three major

uses appeared to evolve: (1) providing information to the teacher about
individual and class performance on tasks emphasized during the previous
week's instruction; (2) providing information to the teacher for plan-
ning further instruction; (3) providing imMediate feedback to students
about their errors and offering reinforcement for work well done. It

was our belief that having the tests prepared, administered, and scored

by "outsiders" (i,e., by us) helped to establish a serious working at-

mosphere in the classroom. Several times we observed this effect of our
entrance into the classroom when a substitute teacher was in charge that

day; when we passed out the test papers and began the testing, the stu-

dents became serious about their work.

Teachers often Used the test results to discover the specific prob=
lems students had with the previous week's material, and these observa-
tions often influenced the plans for future instruction. For example,

if students' did poorly on a particular set of problems, the teacher
might spend more time on this area during the next week and ask us to
prepare a similar set of items for the next week's test. If the students

did well, the teacher would likely move on to a new area and ask us to

prepare items over this new domain for the coming week. Also, there were V

times when teachers requested new tesits over tasks that had been covered

earlier in the year as a way of deteftining how well students had re-

tained the material.



Many times teachers returned the scored test papers immediately to

the students so that they Could discover and correct their errors;,thus

students received immediate feedback that sbowed them how well or poorly

they had done and had an opportunity to redo the problems they had

missed. Since the tests were relatively short, students could work a
set of problems, have them scored by us, and correct their errors all

within the time period allocated to arithmetic for that day. Teachers

also often charted the scores from week to week for individuals and for

the class as a whole, and some teachers posted this information on bul-

letin boards.

Our impression was that the teachers who participate-a-in our program

believed that they were helped in several ways. For one, we constructed

the tests and relieved the teacher of that burden. For another, the

presence of outsiders for a short period of time once a week helped to

change the classroom atmosphere and efflphasize the seriousness of the

tests. The imMediate scoring of the tests which permitted prompt feed-

back to teachers and to students was highly regarded. (Note that school-

wide or district-wide testing programs usually involve a long delay

between test administration and the communication of information about

the perforMances.) Also the weekly program gave regular practice in

-test-taking spaced over the school term; this regular practice may have

helped students to retain what they were learntng. ,6

7
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Test results. We present in the Appendices for Section III tables
of data derived from classroom testing over a period of approximately
one and one-half years. In each table we tdentify the arithmetic task
and its specific item format, and then give information for the various
classes who took this type of test. The information includes the date
of testing. As these dates indicate, quite often the same generic task
(but different sets of items) was administered to the same class on
several occasions. We used the Goodmaytprocedure, described in Section
II, to estimate k, the proportion of examinees who understood the generic
task, and xt or the specific item difficulty for each item. The range
of xt and the average xt are presented for each administration. We also
present the number of examinees (n)/and the number of such ttems (m).
Thus if one accumulates the product of n and m over all the tables in
the appendices, one can determine how many bits of data (itemrexaminee
responses) were collected. This number is quite large.

The appendices present,the,data for the .four arithmetic tasks sep-
arately, beginning with addition and ending with,division. Certain ob-,
servations are prompted by the data.

For one, it is evident that different teachers were teaching the
-same type of task. Recall that any test we constructed was specifically
requested by a teacher and the item format approved by the teacher. It

certainly isn't surpristng that elementary schoOl teachers of students ,

in grades 3"to 6 were teaching arithmetic over a period of time, nor that
they emphasized the four "fundamental" operationt. Our data indicate ,

that different teacheet often regarded the same generic task as an appro-
priate one to emphasize.

A second observation is that within a class the same generic task
often was tested more than once, with testing sessions commonly held
a week apart. This aspect of the record indicates that teachers often
continued the testing (and of course the teaching) of the same task over
a period of time in an effort to bring the class to an acceptable level
of performance. The value of the average t probably is a good index of
performance (especially.when the value of k ls large and fairly
consistent) over time. As can be seen from some of the tables this
repeated testing of the same,task (with different items) was accompanied
by decreases in the average xt, an indication" that the items were being
answered correctly more often. For other parts of the _record there is
a clear indication that k increases over the repeated testings of the
class; this suggests that understanding of the generic task is increas-
ing with the testing and instruction.

A third observation is that the overall difficulty, indexed by
k(1 - average Xt), differs for the four arithmetic operations among these
grade 3 to grade 6 students. In general addition is easier, which is not
surprising, and multiplicatiohl and division are more difficult. As the
dates of testing indicate, the teachers usually emphasized addition and
subtraction earlier in the year and multiplication and division later.
This too reflects a Tether conventional view of the arithmetic curriculum.

13
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One might also use these data to identify differences between

classes. It was not our intent to use the testing procedure in this

way, and we did not-(with two exceptions) use exactly the same tests

with more than one class. '(These exceptions are described below in -

the reports of the retention and the subtraction studies.) Instead,

each test was constructed for use with a particular class at a par-

ticular point in its instructional history and was designed to meet

a partiojular teacher's criterion of appropriateness. Thus comparisons

of grougs, although they may be made, are not planned for and may be

somewhat misleading. In general we would recommend that these test
data be examined for evidence of improving'achievement on the part of

a group rather than for evidence of different levels of achievement

among groups.

Finally we found that the Goodman method of estimating k and xt
functioned very well for these data, even though we usually had small

examinee groups of 20 to 30 and shOrt tests of 5 to 10 items. The

estimates converged and cOnverged rapidly. We regard the Goodman

method highly.

Retention over the summer interim. An iMportant question is.that

of retention of what has been learned from classrooM instruction. In

.order to throw some light on this we abstracted a number of research

\ 'studies that examined this question. These abstracts follow. Note

that many of these studies deal with reading. Only a few (see, e.g.,

Kurtz, R.) provide information about retention of specific arithmetic

skills. Further, many of the studies used standardlzed achievement

tests which usually are not focused on specific skills.

14



Btgle, E.G., Ginther, J.R., Pence, B., and Davis, M. Mathematical retention over
the summer. Teacher Corps Mathematics Work/Study Group. Working paper
No. 1. (ED 138547).

The purpose of this study was to investigate mathematical retention of

Junior High School students over the summer months. Approximately 41 % of \the

eighth grade sUgjects used in this study were chicano; the others were ang14\

black,'oriental, and American Indian. The subjects wee divided into four groups

(sample size ranged from 25 to 40) according'to ethnic origin and according to

whether or not they had received pretraining on the tests. The retention tests

administered in June (seventh graders) 4nd again in September (eighth graders

from the same group), measured (1) mathematical reasoning, (2) computation, (3)

comprehension, (4) the ability to 'read mathematical prose.

Sixteen means and standard deviations were derived for each group for

each of the four tests in June and again in September. Fourteen reliabilities

were also computed in June and again in September. The reliabilitdes for two

groups were not odmputed because they were predominantly anglo students, and

the Missing Words Test had been found to be reliable for all anglo'groups.

The authors concluded that in general, no loss of comprehension or

mathematical reasoning over the summer-months was found, and the ability to

read mathematical prose seemed to increase slightly over the stimmer months.

15 -



Brueckner-, L.J., & Distad, H.W. The effect of the summer vacation on the
peading ability of first-grade children. The Elementary School
Journal, 1924, 24, 698-707.

The authors examined the reading retention ability of students Th twelve

first-grade classrooms. Using the Minneapolis Primary Reading Test and the

Haggerty Reading Examination, Sigma I, they found that median scores for each

grade were lower in September than they were in June on the former test, but on

the Haggerty Reading Examination there was no difference.

16



Cohen, A.D. The Culver City Spanish'immersion proram: How does summer recess

affect Spanish speaking ability? Language'Learning, 1974, 24, 55-68.

This study looks at one aspect of second-language mastery in depth:

patterns of foreign language retention among youg ch'ildren after being removed

from a language contact situation for a period of time. The subjects were 14

Anglo children from the Culver City Spanish Immersion Program, 4 pioneering

project in American public school education. These children were immersed

exclusively in Spanish during their, kindergarten year. English. was gradually

introduced in first grade. This report deals with the effects of summer recess

'between first and second grade upon the spoken Spanish of the students. They

were given an Oral Language Achievement Measure individually on a test-retest

basis. The results showed that,a summer recess of three months took its toll

on Anglo children's performance in Spanish. Utterances became shorter.,- at

least one grammatical class (prepositions) was used slightly less while another

(verbs) became more prominent; the children made more errors proportionate to

what theyIaid; .problems with article/adjective agreement not only.persisted,

but in the case of the definite article, shifted in nature; the ser verb began

to be used more than estar when children were in doubt; and inflection for

person in present tense indicative verbs continued to cause Onor problems.

17



David, J.L., & Pelavin, S.H. Evaluating compensatory education: over what

period of time should achievement be measured? Journal of Educational

Measurement, 1978, 15, 91-99.

The authors point out that evaluations of compensatory education

programs, in general, have not included measures of sustained achievement. In-

stead, judgments of program succes have been based on students' achievement during

the school year: that is, on a spring posttest score adjusted in some way for the

preceding fall pretest score. They hypothesized that evaluations based on

measure§ of sustained achievement would lead to different conclusions than evalua-

tions based on fall-to-spring achievement. Specifically, they expected that

evaluations based on a fall-to-fall period, by virtue of'including the summer

months, would result in smaller achievement gains than tradiiional fall-to-spring

evaluations.

The authors obtained longitudinal data from evaluations of several

compensatory-education programs. They used data from those programs that administered
4

standardized achievement tests annually in both the fall and spring for con-:

secutive grades. The analysis consisted of comparing achievement over the 7-

month fall-to-spring period with achievement over the 12-month falr-to-fall period.

They did this by calculating the means for each test point for all samples with

three test administrations (fall, spring, fall) and then subtracting pretest from

posttest to obtain estimates of mean gain for the tdo time periods.

The authors maintain that the results of the data support their hypothesis

that the inclusion of the summer months in the evaluation period will result in

smaller gains in achievement: in all five samples, the second fall score is smaller

than the spring score. They conclude that there can be large and statistically

significant achievement losses over the summer and, hence, fall-to-fall gains can

be considerably smaller than fall-to-spring gains. They point out that if

, evaluations of compensatoryLeducation pro?rams were conducted on a fall-to-fall

basis, conclusions about program success might be quite different.
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Elder, H.E The effect of the summer vacation on silent-reading ability in the
intermediate-grades. The Elementary School Joupnal, 1927, 27, 541-546.

Elder tested 203 subjects in May and September with the Monroe Standardized

Silent Reading Test. When the data were analyzed without reference to grade, it

was discovered that 59% of the subjects improved, 27% regressed, and 15% remained

the same. The average gain per pupil during the four and a half mont interval was

.45 of a school grade. Elder also found the range of performance to be greater in

September than in May. However, an important limitation in the Elder study was the

fact that the May test was administered almost one_month before school adjourned

for the,summer.
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Haydon, J.R., Davis, D., Bowman, J, Pritchard, J. Evaluation report, Title I

ESEA Project activities, 1966-67. (ED 016744) .

Each of the 22 compensatory education projetts conducted in the Des

Moines, Iowa, public schooli during the school year and summer was separately

evaluated in this report. Some of the projects concentrated on instruction in

'reading, language arts, mathematics, humanities, or practical science. Others

offered special social and health services. A few projects provided enrichment,'

tutoring, instruction in small classes, or therapy for handicapped children. The

number of students showing academic gain or loss on standard achievement tests is

iedicated in the report, but the projects' evaluation techniques and findings are

not discussed.
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Hillerich, R.L. Pre-reading skills in kindergarten; a second report.
The Elementary School Journal, 1965, 65, 312-317.

The effect of summer,vacation on the retentilirabibity of kindergarten

subjects exposed to two different programs was the focus of Hillerich's investiga-

tion. He examined subjects' ability to use context, find letters, listen for

letter sounds, and match letters and sounds. Subjects enrolled in kindergartens

where a workbook was used retained significantly (p 4.01) less than non-workbook

subjects. The mean loss on the fifty-eight items was only 2.15 raw score- points,

however. The author stated that this was evidence that the skills were retained

over the summer vacation.

21
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Irmina, Sister M, The effect of summer vacation on the retention of the elementary

school subject. Catholic University American Research Bulletin, 1928,

pp. 3-99.

The author examined retention abilitf of first through seventh grade-

subjects using eleven different measures, including intelligence, reading,

math and spelling ability. Tests were administered the last week of sichool in

the spring and within two weeks after students returned to school in the fall. She

concluded that the word recognition ability of first and second graders was not

seriously effected by the vacation period. The word reading, phrase reading, and

sentence reading subtest scores loss.of first grade subjects was significant, but

for second graders the loss was slight in two of the sclools studied and a gain

was reported in the.third schml. On the Reading of Directions.tubtest of the

Gates Primary Reading Tests, a consistent loss was found in grade one. In .grade two,

however, the subjects in two of the schools reported a slight gain. Subjects in-

all three schools indicated a gain in reading ability at the second grade level as

measured by the Stanford Primary Reading Examination, Paragraph Reading subtest.

The author concluded that there appeared to be no actual loss in reading ability

due to a non-school period.

blr
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Keyes, N., & Lawson, J.V. Summer versus winter gains in rpgding school
achievement. School ahd Society, 1937, 46, 541-44.

The authors tried to determine the,stabi4ity of subjects' standardized

test scores over an extended period of time. Their subjects originally _J

included 164 4th, 5th and 6th graders in Gilbeet Minn. Subjects were tested

on the Unit Scales of Atta4nment each fall and spring between 13 and 1937. The

test included eleven subtests: reading, arilthmetic operations, problem solving,

American.history, geography, elementary science, Uteraturg, elling, english

usage, capitalization, and punctuation. .Tests were a istereeone month before

school dismi,ssed in Spring and were readministered one month after school resumed

in the fall. The investigators found that the'reading score did,not decrease

during the five-month interval. There was a loss in the mean arithmetic,,sciencet

and literature.scores, however.
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Kurtz, jk., Fourth-grade division: how much is retained in grade five. The
-P-Arithmetic Teacher, 1973, 20, 65-71%

The design of the study provided for the testing of all fourth graders in a

small city school system in Kansas and the retesting of those same children at

the beginning of the fifth grade. Only scores from the 343 students (163 boys and

180 girls) who were able to.participate in,both fourth- and, fifth-grade testings

were included in the data analysis. It was hypothesized that the results of.the

pretests and posttests, which were administered- in May and September respectively,

would show that over the summer.fifth graders lose a significant amount of the

divisiorr skills that they possessed at the end of the previous year.

'A 16-item test was devised to assess various computational skills in

division at the fourth-grade level. The items covered a wide range of difficulty

from problems with a single digit divisor and a single digit dividend without a

remainder, to a two digit divisor and a two digit dividend with a remainder.

The overall-performance comparisons of the study show that, on the average,

fifth-grade students, after the lapse of summer, were able to work approximately

two less problems than they were.able to work at the end of thelourth grade. The

bays recorded virtually the same loss as did the girls. While indications are that

losses over the summer were great, the relatively low (63%) accuracy level achieved

by the end-of-year fourth graders indicates that the skills were nOt well learned.

After comparing the summer loss for students in the various quartiles, a

pattern emerged suggesting that students in the upper quartile registered consid-

erably more summer loss than students in the lower quartile. This information

supports the position that even the-beilefourtA-grade students need-considerable

revirpw in the fifth grade. The fact that fourth-grade students who scored in the
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Kurtz', R. continued

lowest quartile were able to work little more than 25 % of the problems

6,rrectly in the fifth grade verifies the need for developmental instruction in

the division processes. The author believes-that a short review might be

sufficient for upper quartfle studenti, but it is inadequate for those in the

lower quartile.

A suvey of the most difficult problems for fourth graders showed that the

same problems were the most troublesome for fifth graders. However, there was

little loss in the ability to work these problems. Kurtz quotes the old phrase,
Co

"You Can't forget what you never learned".

The author concludes that this study presents sufficient evidence to

support the conclusion that mastery of fourth-grade division is not satisfactorily

attained by over one-half of the fourth graders. Whencthis mastery level is

further reduced by the attrition caused by summer vacation, it is evident that a

fifth-grade teacher should be prepared for considerable variation 'in division skills

in each new class.
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Montgomery, J.L. A comparison of BSCS versus traditional teaching Metho
testing student achievement and retention of biology concepts. Report.

submitted to the East Central Indiana Curriculum Improvement Project,
Muncie, Indiana: Ball State University, May, 1969. (ED 033866).

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of,the biological .scjences

c
curriculum study (BSCS) materials 'and the inquiry teaching metfio.4 on student

achievement and retention in biology. Teachers were selected who used BSCS.materials

with inquiry methods, BSCS materials with traditional methods, traditional materials witt

inquiry methods; and traditional materials with traditional methods. Twelve

students selected at ranilom from the classes of each teacher chosen were pre-

tested and post-tested ult Ong the Nelson Biology Test and the ProCesses of,Science

Test.as a measure of achievement;- the same tests were administered after the summer

vacation as a measure of retention. The data were analyzed by analysis of

covariance using the pretest scores as covariates in analyzing the post-test scores,

and the post-test scores as covariates in analyzing the retention scores. The

results indicated that the BSCS students taught by inquiry mehtods showed the

greatest achievement, all BSCS students showed greater retention, inquiry taught

traditional students showed greater retention on the Processes of Science Test

than traditionally taught traditional students, and tenth grade students out-

performed nineth.grade students. There' was also a 'positive relationship between

class size and both achievement and retention.
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Morrison, J.C. What effect has the summer vacation on children's learning
and ability to learn? Ohio State University Educational Research
Bulletin, 1924, 245-249.

k

Using the Haggerty Reading Examination, Sigma I, Morrison found that.the

mediarn scores of first grade subjects actually increased over the summer. However,

his sirst grade sample included only forty-five subjects, all from the same school.

When scores from subjects in grades one, two, and three were examined together,

70% of the 'Abjects improved while 30% lost. He concluded, however, that there

was practically no change In their reading ability.
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ParsTty, K.M., 4Owe1l, M. Achievement gains or..losses during the academic year
-and ovek the summer vacation period: A study of trends in achievement by
sex and grade level among students of average intelligence. Genetic

Psychology Monographs, 1962, 66, 285-342.

The authors randomly selected ninety males and ninety femaies at the

second through seventh grade levels with intelligence quotients between 90 and

110 as measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity. The CalifOrnia

Actrievement 11Wituvas used to determine if reading ability was retained over the
-

r vacation period. They found that reading vocabulary scores tended to

increaSe, by grade level, over the summer, up to grade five. Or, while there was
,

a slight loss in mean scores at the second grade level, there was no loss at the

third grade level and an actual gain at the fourth and fifth grade level. A similar

trend was evident when reading comprehension socres were examined across the

,grades.
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Perez, Samuel A. The effects of the summer vacat n on reading retention.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the International Reading
Association, Houston, Texas, 1978. (ED 158243).

To assess the efeect of summer vacation on the overall reading ability of

first through fifth graders, as measured by norm-reference d criteion-

referenced reading tests, a study was conducted involving 84 children enrolled in

' the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development-Word Attack at the Edith Bowen

LaboratoTSchool in Logan, Utah. More specifically, the question being asked

was: What are the specific reading skills that are more easily retained and the

specific reading skills that are more difficult to retain by children receiving

reading instruction in an objective-based reading program?

In the spring testing the researcher administered the Gates-MacGinitie

Reading Test, Form 1 (considered to be a norm referenced test), and the Wisconsin

Tests of Reading'Skill Development, Form 1 (considered to be a criterion-ieferenced

test) the last two weeks prior to-summer v ion. In the Fall testing, Form 2 of

the same tests was given. A summer activitie questionaire was administered to

exclude children who had received reading instruc during the summer.

Three hypotheses were formulated: (1) There is no difference between

,Spring and Fall mean scores of the Gates-Macginite Reading Test; (2) There is no

difference between Spring and Fall variance scores on the Gates-Macginitie Test;

(3) There is no difference in the-Spring and Fall mean scores measured by the

Wisconsin Tests of Reading Skill Development. An analysis of variance was used

to determine the degree of reading retention. Hypotheses (1) and (2) were accepted

and (3) was accepted with the following qualifications. Statistically significant

gains were found on two of the 33 CRT's measuring specific reading ability. The

statistically significant gains were recorded on the tests Measuring short vowels

and middle vowels.

The results suggest that no significant loss in reading ability occurs over

the summer vacation; therefore, the author suggests that teachers using objective-

based reading 14ograms need not conduct massive retesting or reteaching in the fall.
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Rude;R!T.. Sex, intelligence, and schooljreading curriculum as factors in-
fluencing summee retention of mierall reading ability and specific
reading skills of first-grade subjects. Technical ReportA mb
Wisconsin University., Madison: Research and Development Ce r for
Cognitive Learning, 1973. (ED 095515).

This study was designed to assess the effect the summer vacation period

has on the reading ability of first-grade subjects, as measured by norm-and

criterion-referenced reading tests. The data were analyzed todetermine if sex of

subject, IQ, or type of school reading curriculum were related to the ability

to retain overall reading ability or specific reading skills.

Subjects in the study were 311 first-grade pupils enrolled in nine

northeastern Wisconsin elementary schools. Approximately one-half of the subjects

were enrolled in an objectives-based reading program while the remaining subjects

were enrolled in basal reader curricula.

All subjects were administered the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Primary

A, and the Wisconsin Tests of Reading Skill Development-Word Attack, Level B, two

weeks prior to and two weeks after the summer vacation Period. In addition, the

California Short-Form test of Mental Maturity was administered to all subjects

during the spring testing sessions. Subjects with IQ scores which fell within the

third or'seventh stanines were not included in the data analysis. A multiple

analysis of variance statistical treatment was used to analyze the data. Retention

of reading scores between the spring and fall was the dependent variable; sex of

subject, intelligeme, and type of school reading curriculum were the independent

variebles.

Statistically significant differences were found between the mean spring ,

andfall test scores on eleven of the fourteen measures. Sex of subject and type of

school reading curriculum were not significantly related to ability to retain reading

skills. Intelligence of subjects was found to be related to retention ability
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Rude,R.T. continued

on only two of the measures.

Fifteen percent of the subjects changed from being considered "masters"

of the speciftc reading skills in the spring to being classified as "notimasters"

in the fall. Achieving a score of eighty percent or better on any. of the specific

skill tests was the criterion for mastery.

It was concluded that even thOu§h statistically significant losses occurred

on most of the tests, the most meaningful measure of change was the difference be-

tween the percentage of subjects considered to have mastered the skills in the

spring versus the percentage in the fall. The fifteen percent change between the

two times was not considered great enough to suggest massive schoolwide retesting

4

of all subjects in criterion-referenced reading programs. Instead, retesting of

subjects might be done on the basis of teacher subjective judgment, thereby re-

ducing considerably, the cost and timenecessary to implement such a reading

program.

In conclusion, then, sex of subject, intellectUal ability, and type of

school reading curriculum do not appear to be important variables related to the

retention of overall reading ability and specific reading skills. While significant

losses were found on eleven of the fourteen measures, when the data were examined

in terms of percentage of subjects considered to have mastered the skills in the

spring and fall, only fifteen percent of'the subjects needed to be recategorized.
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Rude, R.T., Foxflover, Niquette, S. Retention of visual and auditory
discrimination reading skills. Journal of Education Research, 1975,
68 192-196.

The authors concluded that kindergarten children tend to retain visual

discrimination skills during the summer months while they tend to show a slight

loss in auditory discrimination Skills.
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Scott, L.F. Summer loss in modern and traditional elementary school mathematics

.programs. California Journal of Educational Research, 1967, 18,145-152.

Scott reported two studies investigating retention of mathematics

ability after receiving instruction in either a modern or traditional mathematics

program. Using an analysis of variance technique, he found no significant

differences in retention ability attributable to the two instructional programs

-2)
at the first and second grades in one study. In the other investigation, no

significant differences in retention ability were found at the third, fourth, and'

sixth grade levels. He found a significant difference (p4.01) favoring the

traditional group in the first study, while in the second study he found a significant

difference (p1(.01) favoring the modern mathematics group at the fifth grade.level.

Overall, there was little difference in retention between the two programs.

0
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Townsend, . Growth of,independent-school pupils in achievement on the
Stanford Achievement Test, Educational Records Bureau, 1951, 56, 61-67.

Using the Stanford Achievement Tests, and following 56 subjectsi over

three grades and two suMmers, she found the lowest test-retest correlation on the

Reading subtest to be .883. Even though high correlations between test scores

were found, she cautioned that care must be exercised when interpreting her data.

Correlations between two consecutive fall test scores, for example, were usually

higher than consecutive spring-fall test scores. It is important to note that in

her study, classroom instruction continued one month after the spring tests were

administered and, in the fall, another month of instruction was carried out before

the post assessment was conducted.

3 4.
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Turner, E.W. The effect of long summer holidays on children's literacy. Educa-

tional Research, 1972, 14 182-186.

The summer holiday was used as a device for holding steady the school-
,

based variable in order to Investigate a possible connection beween

home/neighborhood backgrounds and their ability to retain reading'skills.

A small pilot scheme using a language-based battery of tests to assess a

small number of children (N*30) from disparate backgrounds yielded significant

liults: a survey was then carried out with 83 from municipal housing and

143 children from owner-occupied property. (Tbis study seems to have been

conducted in a Middle School in England; the information is scanty).

The author states that an analysis of the results indicated a correlation

between background and retention of reading'dilility, .Me concludes that the more

able children are less affected by what he terms "adverse forces", and the less

able seem particularly vulnerable.



Weinberger, J. Temporal retention study on IPI mathematics. Report to U.S.
Department of Health, Education & Welfate, Office of Education, 1969.
(ED 036181).

In the individually prescribed instruction (IPI) system, once a pupil

begins working through the objectives, it should not be

necessary to have him take placement tests each fall. The purpose of this

study was to determine whether or not it is necessary to give placement teSts to the

-

pupils at the beginning of each school, year. To meet this purpose, the nuMber of

units the pupils have gained or lost over the summer has been calculated by area in

the oontiuum and grade level of the pupil. The data used was extracted from the

pupils' placement profiles forthe spring and iall of 1968 in four schools for

1,231 puOil4s representing grades 1-5. These data were anaiYzed to determine

if the IPI policy regarding a fall placement test wis 'correct. The results of

the study show that it is unnecessary to have the placement test again in the

fall.
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Womble, M.L. Summer recess: Does it make a difference on Title I student
achievement? (ED 141445).

A random sample of fourth and eighth grade title I students who either did

or did not attend summer school was tested to determine what effect the title I

summer school program had on student achievement and summer loss in readinq,and'"

mathematics. Academic achievement was assessed by the Stanford Achievement Tests. r)

An-analysis of covariance was computed on the pretest and posttest scores for

both groups of students (summer school and honsummer school) for each service

(reading and mathematics) for each grade level. The pretest scores jerved as the

covariate and the posttest the criteria. Most differences between the two groups

.were nonexistent by the end of septeMber. Students not attending summer school

usually gained more or lost less than students attending summer hool. The

necessity of a summer Title I academic program was conside ed,questionable.
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These abstracts strongly suggest that we do not have adequate and
relevant data to determine to what extent classroom instruction in spe-
cific arithmetic skills is retained over a period of time such as the
summer. Studies that use a testing system such as the one we are.study-
ing and compare performance Over time for students who actually were
given direct instruction and practice on specific skills clearly are
needed.

f

We were able to retest (using the same sets of items) in,September
1979 two groups of'students who had been tested earlier in that year
or later in the preceding year. We present these results in Tables 1

through 3.

We note that for the addition task tested,-Cldts 4 tended to per-
form in much the same fashion over,the period of approximately-a year-.
Class 5 performance may indicate thatthe specific number combinations
have not been well tetained; this is indicated by the average ict valuei.

Also note that we were unable to retest 6 of the,25 students in Class 5.
For subtractionithe results were quite'similar on the two occasions for
Class 4. Class .,5 may have made some progress, if the value of the aver-

age xt is examined; towever, k decreased slightly. For multiplication
ehe value 'of the average Rt,did not change much for either class; how-

ever

These three sets of results may be most valuable in suggesting 'a
slightly different approach to the study.of retention. We believe that

for generic tasks such as these, theovalues of Rt are an indicator of
the difficulty of the specific number combinations in the item, and the
values of k an indicator of the propottion of 'students who understand
the generic task. These data suggest that there is no strong evidence
across these time periods of either marked growth or matked deterior-

ation with respect lb either of-these aspectt of achievement.

A miniature study of subtraction. Finally we present a small study

as an illustration of the use of conventional analysis of variance pro-

cedures with'our types of tests. For Classes'4 and 5 we prepared 20
subtraction items (randomly placed on two 10-item sheets) of 4 types.
All of the items had this format:

zzz
-zzz

Five of the items required no tegrouping ("borrowing") and could be
solved correctly'by simply writing doWn the difference between eath pair

of numbers. We had observed earlier that some students made mistake

of this type on problems that did requiie regrouping. The second type

required a regrouping in the tent place only ("borrowing" a ten). The

third type required regrouping only in the hundreds pTace, and the fourth
type required regrouping in both the ten's and hundred's places.

Both tests were given to 25 students in each of the two classes on
the same morning (but at different hours). The data were then examined
for evidence of differences in difficulty of the four types of items for

the two classes. Our expectation was that the two classes would perform
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Table 1

Retention Study: Addition

Date

10-11-78

9-27-79

Date

11- 1-7E3

9-27-79

Class 4

R Range of Xt Average Cit

.96

.96

.08-:16

0-.09

.10

.05

26

24

5

5

Class 5

k Range of Average n .m

.92

.95

0-.17

.11-.28

.10

.23

25

19

5

5
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Table a

Retention Study: Subtraction

a

. Class 4

Date Range of x Average xt rn

10-11-78

9-27-79

.96

.92

.08-.28

.09-.27

.20

.16

26

24 5

Class 5

Date k . Range of ;it Average-

11- 1-78

9-27-79

.88

.84

.05-.86

.19-.44

:t8

..30

25

19
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Table 3

'Retention Audy: Multipl i cation

ZZ
X Z

Class 5

Date Range of SL Average ict

3-29-79 .88 .18-.59 .37 25 10

9-27-79 .95 0-.78 .41 19 10
A

ZZZ
X Z Z

Class 4 ..

Date i Range of Xt Average ict

4-19-79 .97 .07-.48 . .31 30 10

9-27-79 .88 .14-.52 ' .32 24 10
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at a different overall level, with Class 5 more accomplished on the

average than Class 4. We also expected that the first type of item
(no "borrowing") would be easier than the other three types, with these
three types possibly progressively more difficult.

Table 4 presents the average item difficulty value for the eight

calls of this design (2 classes by 4 item types). Each such entry is

based on 125 responses (25 students by 5 items). These data suggest

that the two classes perform at different levels as was expected and

that Item-Type 1 (no "borrowing") is easier than the other three item

types, also as expected. There is poltrong evidence here that item
types 2, 3, and 4 are systematically different in lifficulty.

Table 4

Average Subtraction Item Difficulties
for 2 Classes and 4 Item Types

Class

Item Type

1 2 3 4

5

.94 .78 v.70 .74

.98 :87 .90 .8t

These results are summarized in Table 5 which presents the conven-

tional anova table for these data. If we make certain distributional

assumptions then we can identify statistically significant effects in

this study. The effect (mean square) due to item types, when compared
with the variation within types yields an F ratio of 29.40 that is sig-

nificant well beyond the 1% level, even though we have only 3 and 16

df for this comparison. For classes we have an F ratio of`3.95 which
is not significant at the 5% level but is at the 10% level. (Incidentally,

this comparison is essentially a two independent group t-test for the

examinees' total scores on the 20 items. As such it is the most robust

comparison in this study.) The comparison of classes by item types with

the source attributable to individuals within classes by item types yields

as F ratio of 1.62 which is not significant at the 10% level. This com-

parison essentially asksyhether or not the two classes differ in their

"profile" over item types and is an approximation to a multivariate test.

No other comparisons seem to be meaningful in this study.

, The results suggest that the two classes may differ ie overall per-

formance, but this is not strongly indicated. The results also suggest

that the item types present different levels of difficulty to the stu-

dents, a finding that is consistent with much informed teacher experience;

here, however, we have isolated a specific question and allowed system-

atically collected data to reflect on this belief or hunch. Finally,

the results do not support the notion that there is an "interaction" of

class and item type or a difference in profile over item-type for the two

classes.
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Table 5

Anova Results, Subtraction Study

Source df SS ms

Items

Betieen Item Types

Within Item Types

Individuals

Between Classes

Within Classes

Items by Individuals.

Classes by 4 Item Types

Classes by Items/Types

Individuals/Classes by
4 Item Types

Individuals/Classes by
ItemS/Types.

_19, - 4111

3 440.00 1.47

16 0.78 0.05

49- - -

1 3.36 3.-36

48 40.84 0.85

931 -

3 0.78 0.26

16 1.14 0.07,

144 22.52 0.16

768 53.68 0.07
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We wish to emphasize the point that this illustrates the conven-
tional treatment of data from short tests devised according to our ,

model. Each of the four types formed only a 5-item test, yet these
were adequate to give a dependable answer to the question of differ-

ences in task difficulty. It seems likely that thgse short tests are
not highly reliable in a conventional sense, and that this is assroci-
ated with a lack of power in the comparison of the two classes. We

should remember, however, that these tests were not built to maximize
the separation of groups by "pretesting" items a-RE-selecting them ac-
cording to difficulty level and discrimination; instead each of these
five item tests consists of five exemplars of a generic task drawn
randomly from the universe of all such exemplars. We believe that we

should be encouraged to find that such short tests developed without
preliminary item analyses and primarily "for use in monitoring class-
room instruction can also be used in a more conventional fashion.
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ADDITION

zz

+zz

Class 2

Date
A

Range of Xt
A

Average Xt
rn

11-3-78 1.00 0-.72 .33 29 k 10

11-9-78 1.00 0-.52 .21 29 10

11-17-78 1.00 0-.10 .05 21 10

12-11-78 1.00 .04-.17 .07
...

.

28 5

Class 5 .

A

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

10-18-78 1.00 0-.21 .13 24 5

10-18-78 1.00 .04-.33 .18 24 5

10.-25-78 1.00 0-.17 .10 24 5

10-25-78 .96 .09-.22 .13 24 5

Class 7

A

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

10-3-79 1.00 .07-.23 .11 30 10

Class 8

A

Date i
Range of Xt Average Xt

n , m

10-3-79 1.00 0-.09 .02 23 10



ADDITION

, Class 3

Date i

1.00
1.00

A

1.00

A

Range of Xt
A

Average Xt
n

.

12

la

n

, 28

m

5

5

10

10-5-78
10-12-78

Date

0-.08
0-.20

Class 4

.02
'

.06

A

Average Xt
A

Range o X
t

09-28-78
1Nit,

.64-.11 .05

10-04-78 .96 .04-.20 .09 26 5

10-11-78 .96 .08-.16 .10\ 26 5

09-27-79 .96 0-.09 .05 24 5

Clais 5

A

Date i
Range of Xt Average

n m

09-27-79 .95 .11-.28 .23 19 5

09-28-78 1.00 0-.54 .32 24 10

10-04-78 1.00 , 0-.52 .31 27 5

10-11-78 .71 .18-.59 .32 24 5

11-01-78 1.00 .04-.27 .17 26 5

11-01-78 .92 0-.17 .10 25 5

11-08-78 1.00 .08-.28 .18 25 5

11-15-78 .92 .09-.27 .15 24 5

02-07-79 .96 0 0 28 2

02-21-79 .90 .10-.14 .12 26 2

02-28-79 .88 0-.045 .02 25 2



1

ADDITION

Date
A

K

\

zzz

+zzz

Average Xt

\
\

n \

h

Class 2

Range o# Xt

12-15-78 1.00 .04-.18 .09 28;
01-12-79 .96 .08-.23 .12 27;

Class 4

..,

A )

Date. K .

Range of Xt Average Xt
ni

1
03-08-79 1.00 0-.07 .04

05-03-79 .96 .04 .04

Class 5

Date i
Range,of it Average Xt

01-10-79 .96 .13-.30 (.2Z---
01-17-79 .96 0-.33 42
01-31-79 1.00 .04-.14 ,09

02-07-79 .91 .10-.22 .16

02-14-79
02-21-79

.95

.85

" .125

0-.23
...:-l2J ....

v.12
ii.

03-08-79 1.00 .04-.07 .06

03-15-79 .96 '.04-.16 .11

03-22-79 1.00 .08 .08

03-29-79 .96 .04-.25 .10

04-19-79 1.00 0-.08 .04

04-26-79 1.00 .04-.08 .05

00 .04-.36 .15 28 10

11-07-79 .89 0-.25 .14 27 5

11-14-79 .96 0-.25 .12 25 5
,,

Class 7

m I

5

5 k

m

28 3

28 3

i

!

03-08-79 1.00 0-.07 .04

05-03-79 .96 .04 .04

Class 5

Date
Range,of it Average Xt

i

'24 5

25 5

28 2

28 2

29 2
26 2

27 3

26 3

26 3

25 3

26 3

25 3



Date ,

ADDITION

IZI
+zzz

7../ (Continued)

Class 8

Range of Xt
A

Average X.

2

10-17-79 1.00 0-.25 .15 24 10

10-31-79 1.00 .08-.20 .12 25 5

10-31-79 1.00 7 .04-.12 .09 25 5

I

4



Date AK

ADDITION

zzzz
+zzz

Class 3

Range of Xt Average Xt

10712-78 1.00 0-.20 .06 10 5

Class 4

A A
A

2411 K n m
Range of Xt Average Xt

10-04-78
10-0-78
10-25-78
1140-78
11/.08-78

.96 .08-.36 .16 26 5

1.00 .07-.23 .15 26 5

1.00 .04-.21 .12 28 5

1.00 0-.12 .06 26 5

1.00 0-.19 .09 27 5

Class 5

Date 'i

.93

.84

:84
:84 .

.89

Range of Xt
.,

Average Xt
n

27

24
28

29
25

m_

/5

5

2

2

2-

,

10-04-78
10-11-78%'
02-07-79
0244-79
02-28-79

0-.48
.10-.55
.11-.19
.05-.22

.10

.31

.38

.15

.14

.10

(

IG" 5 t



Date i

03-08-79 .97

05-03-79 .97

Date

01-31-79 .97

03-08-79 .89

03-15-79 .83

03-22-79 .94

03-29-79 .94

04-19-79 1.00
04-26-79 .93

11t7111"14L

Date is

11-28-79 .92

A

Date K

11-07-79 .92

11-14-79 1.00 .

11-28-79 1.00

ADDITION

ZZZZ
+ZZZZ

Class 4

,..

Rouge of Xt Average Xt

.04-.15 . .10 28 2

.04-.08 .06 28 2

Class 5

Range of Xt Average Xi
,

.08-.30 .18 28 3

0,-.17 .08 27 2

.12-.21 (4 .16 26 2

.06-.26 .16 26 2

.11-.19 .15 25 2

.08-.12 .10 26 2

.05-.14 .09 25 2
,

Class 7

A

Range of Xt Average Xt

.08-:29 .19 26 5

Class 8

Range of Xt Average Xt
n m

, .

0-.13 .08 25 5

.04-.12 .09 25 5

0-.19 .08 26 5

J

.



ADDITION, THREE ADDENDS

Date - K.

Class 4

Average XtRange o

01-24-79 1.00 .10-.17 .14 , 29 5

01-31-79, 1.00 0-.13

Class 5

.09 30 5

Date
Range of X Average Xt

01-24-78 .96 ,09-.65 .32 , 24 5

01-31-78 .96 4Mt .04-.22 .10 28 5

Class

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

m

11-07-79 1.00 .15-.52 .29 27 10

11-14-79 .96 .08-.46 .23 25 To
11-28-79 .96 .04-.56 .24 26 10

A



ADDITION, FOUR ADDENDS

Cliss

Date K

1.00

K

Range o X
t

Average Xt
n

9

n

m

.10

m

10-19778

Date

0-.33

Class

.165

Ayerage Xt
.

Range o X
t

10-18-78 .97 .18-.46 .32 29 10
10-25-78 1.00 .18-.57 .41 28 10
11-01-78 1.00 A18-.38 .20 ,26 10
1148-78., 1.00 .11-.41 .22 27 10

01-24-79 1.00 .03-.34 ".17 29 10

01-24-79 1.00 .10-.38 - .20 29 5

01-31-79 1.00. .03-.23 .15 30 5

Class 5

Date
, Range of Xt Average Xt

01-24-79 .96 .09-.57 .37 24 10

01-24-79 .89 * .5-.63 .47 24 5

01-31-79 .93 .12-.46
e

.26 . 28 5

Class 7

Date K
Range of Xt Average Xt

12-12-79 \ 1.00 .08-.58 .31 24 20

12-20-79 .95 .05-.43 .24 22 20

Class 8

Date
^

1.00

ange o X
t

Averadt X
t

25

rn

1011-07-79 .16-.52 .32

11-14-79 .96 .08-.44 .28 26 10

11-28-79 .96 .08-.40 .24 26 10

-e



DECIMAL ADDITION

Class- 1

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

03-02-79 1.00 .06-.53 .25 32 5

03-09-79 1.00 .!03-.20 .11 30 TO

Class 5

D'ate
Range Of Xt Average Xt

11-29-79 4 .81 .05-.29 .18 26 5

12-06-78 .95 .06-.17 .09 19 . 5

Class 6
irsf

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

02-21-79, 1.00 0-.09 .06 . 33 5

03-08-79 .94 .03-.10 .07 33 3

- 57



Date

SUBTRACTION

ZZ
-z

/

Class 2
4

Range of Xt

Y 12-01-78 1.00 .05-.42

A

Average Xt

.21

n'

.19- 10-



Date

SUBTRACTION

ZZ
-ZZ

, Class 2 1

A

Range of Xt
A

Average Xt

12-01-78 '1.00 0-.53 .27 19 10

12-11-78 .96 .04-.48 .23 28 5

Class 5

Date
Range of Xt Average Xt

-10-18-78 .83 0-.35 .18 24 5

-10-18-78 .92 0-.32 .20 24 5

la-25-78 1.00 .08-.33 .20 24 5

10-25-78 .92 .09-.41 ,.21 24 5

Class

Date
Range of it Average Xt

n , m

10-03-79 .93 .07-.89 55 30 10

10-17-79 1.00 .04-.37 .20 27 10

Class 8

Date
Range of it Average it

10-03-79 .96 0-.27 .16 23 10

5



SUBTRACTION

Date K

Class 3

A

Average XtRange of Xt

10-05-78 1.00 0-.33 .16 12 10

10-12-78 1.00 0-.20 .12 10 5

Class 4
.

A

Date K
Range of Xt Average Xt

n m

09-28-78 .86 .17-.58 .43 28 10

10-11-78 .96 .087..28, .20 26 5

09-27-79 .92 .09-.27 .16 24 5

Class 5

Date
Range of it Average Xt

09-28-78 .66 .12-.82 .66 26 10

10711-78 .64 .35-.74 .51 24 5

14-01-78 .92 .12-.38 .30 26 5

11-01-78 .88 .05-.86 .38 25 5

11-08-78 1.00 .12-.88 .30 25 5

11-15-78 .88 .00-.76 .27 24 5

11-29-78. .88 .00-.48 .30 26 5

12-06-78 .95 .05-.28 .18 19 5

02-07-79 .98 .125 .125 28 2

02-14-79 .999 .14-.27 .21 29 2

02-21-79 .98 .10-.22 .16 26 2

02-28-79 .88 .00-.45 .23 25 2

03-29-79 1.00 .04-.16 .10 25 2

09-27-79 .84 .19-.44 .30 19 5



SUBTRACTION

Date

.86

.96

A

K

Class 2

Average Xt

28
27

n

5

5

m

Range of Xt

12-15-78
01-12-79

Date

.08-.42

.12-.65

Class 4

.32

.31

A

Average Xt
A

Range of Xt

10-04-78 .92 .04-.46 .25 26

_

10
03-08-79 .93 t. .00-.19 .095 28 2
05-03-79 .95 , .10-.25 .175 28 2

Class 5

Date Range of it Average it

10-04-78 .78 .10-.67 .51 27 10
01-10-79 1.00 .04-.58 .22 24 5
01-17-79 .96 .08-.38 .20 25 5
01-31-79 1.00 .04-.25 .11 28 3
02-07-79 .75 .00-.62 .31 28 2
02-14-79 .98 .05-.33 .19 29 2
02-28-79 .96 .00-.33 .165 28 2

-'03-08-79 .85 .00-.39 .20 27 2
03-15-79 .92 .00-.08 .04 26 2
03-22-79 .83 .17-.44 .31 26 2
04-19-79 .99 .15-.23

, .19 26 2
04-26-79 ' .97 .09 .09 25 2

b

Class 7

A

Date Range of Xt Average Xt

10-31-79 .75 .09-.57 .37 28 10
11-07-79 .96 .04-.58 .32 27 5
11-14-79 .84 ,20-.57 .38 25 5
12-05-79 1.00 .00-.31 .20 26 20



Date k

10-17-79 1.00

10-31-79` .96

10-31-79 1.00

12-05-79 1.00

SUBTRACTION

zzz
-zzz

(Continued)

Class 8

A

Range of Xt Average Xt

.04-.21 .11 24 10

.12-.29 .21 25 5

.08-.24 .14 25 5

.00-.24 .09 25 20

6,



SUBTRAtTION

AV zzzz
-zzz

Class

Date
Range Average Xt

10-05-78 1.00 0-.08 .03 12 5

10-12-78 .90 0-.44 .18 10 5

10-19-78 .89 0-.25 .075 9 10

Date K

Class 4

Average it
n m

Range of Xt

10-11-78 .92 0-.29 .13 26

_

5

10-18-78 .93 0-.41 .19 29 10
10-25-78 .93 .11-.35 .23 28 5

11-01-78 .96 .16-.40 .27 26 5

11-08-78 .96 .08-.42 .24 27 5

Class 5

Date K
Range of it Average it

rn

10-11-78 .46 .09-.64 .42 24 5

02-07-78 1.00 .18 .18 28 2

02-21-78 .97 .17-.52 .35 26 2
)



A

Date

03-08-79 .46

05-03-79 .97

..,

Date K

01=31-79 .86

03-08-79 .96

03-15-79 .82

03-22-79 .93

03-29-79 .93

04-19-79 1.00
04-26-79 .97

Date

11-28-79 .85

Date k

11-07-79 .88

11-14-79 .88

11-28-79 .81

SUBTRACTION

ZZZZ
-ZZZZ

Class 4

A

Average Xt

28

28

n

3

3

m

A

Range of Xt

.19-.54

.08-.37

Class 5

.36

.23

A

Average XtRange of it

0-.08 .04

_

28 2

.19-.54 .36 27 3

.15-.30 ,.25 '26 3

.26-.67 .41 26 3

.14-.40 .22 25 3

.12-.54 .28 26 3

.09-.54 .25 25 3

Class 7

.Range of Xt Average it

.19-.73 .38 25 5

Class 8

Range of Xt Average it
n m

.09-.41 .24

_

25 5

0-.45 .2Z 25 5

.14-.24 .19 26 5

6.i

:4



-

Date

03-02-79

"
Date

i

1.00

K

SUBTRACTION OF

Class 1

OECJMALS

A

Average Xt
n_

32

n

m

5

m

Range of Xt

.09-.78

Class 6

. .

.48

A

Average XtRange of Xt
_

02-21-79 .97 .06-.38 .19 33 5

03-08-79 .94 0-.19 .12 33 3



MULTIPLICATION

z
XZ

Class 2

Date

02-16-79
02-23-7.9

03-02-79

K

.96

1.00
1.00

Range of Xt verage Xt

25

25

24

10

10

10

.13-.71

0-.28
0-.67

.51

.09

.35

Class 4

^

Date
Range of it Average Xt

02-07-79 1.00 0-.17 .04 29 10

Class 5

, Date i
Range of it Average it

n '' m

0?-21-79 1.00 0-.58 .19 26 10

02-28-79 1.00 0-.40 .16 25 15

03-08-79 1.00 0-.41 .12 27 15



MULTIPLICATION

Date K
Range of

Class 3

Average XtXt

10-26-78 1.00 0-.13 .01 8
12-07-78 1.00 0-.17 .0e 29
12-07-78 1.00 .03-.24 .15 29

Class 4

Date
Range of

L
Average Xt

01-10-79 1.00 .11-.39 .26 28
01-17-79 .96 0-.33 .18 28

02-21-79 1.00 0-.16 .06 25

10

4

4

in

10

p5

4

Class 5

Date k
Range of it Average Xt

n m

03-15-79 .92

03-22-79 .73

03-29-79 .88

04-19-79 1.00
04-26-79 .96

09-27-79 .95

Date K

12-12-79 1.00

_

0-.63 .39 26 10

.16-.42 .33 26 10

.18-.59 ,37 25 10

.04-.65 .33 26 10

.04-.46 .34 25 10

0-.78 .4f 19 10

Class 8

Range of Xt Average X.

0-.20 .10 15 20



Date

OULTIPLICATION

III 1,1
XI

Class 4

,..

IC

Range of Xt Average

01-17-79 .97 .07-.52 .29 28 5

02-21-79 1.00 .04-.08 .05 25 3

Class 8

...

Date i
Range of Xt rtAvege Xt

n m

12-20-79 1.00 0-.31 .15 16 20

(

\

6

ft



-

Date

MULTIPLICATION

Class

A A

Range of' Xt Average Xt

02-14-79 .93 .04-.33 .19 29 3

02-21-79 1.00 .16-.24 .21 25 3

65

r-



Uate

MULTIPLICATION

ZZ,ZZZ
XZ

Class 4

Range of Xt Average Xt

02-14-79 .96 .21-.50 .34 29 3



Date

MULTIPLICATION

ZZZ,ZZZ
XZ

Class

Range of Xt

JII

Average Xt
n

02-14-79 .89 .19-.50 .36 29 3

I.



Date

MULTIPLICATION

z,ziz,zzz'
xz

Class 4

Range_of X.
A

Average Xt

02-14-79 .80 .35-.74 .54 29 3



Date

01-18-79 1.00

Date

MULTIPLICATION

ZZ

XZZ

Class 1

Range of, Xt Average Xt

.04-.26

Class 4

Range of Xt

02-28-79 .87 .20-.36

03-08-79 1.00 .07-.21
,

Date

Class 6

. 11 27

Average Xt

. 28

. 13

Range of Xt Average Xt

09-27-78 1.00 .04-.45

29 4

28 3

a

.20 22 10



Date

01-18-79 193

Date

10-12-78 1.00
12-07-78 .97

Oate K

02-14-79 .79
02-21-79 .96

02-28-79 .86

03-08-79 1.00
03-15-79 .96

03-22-79 1.00
03-29-79 .96

04-19-79 41411.4.997

04-26-79 7

09-27-79 .88

Uate

10-04-78 1.00
10-11-78 1.00

MULTIPLICATION

ZZZ
XZZ

Average

Class 1

Range of it

.16-.44 .30 27 5

Class

Range of it Average it

.06-.33 .18 18 10

.04-.25 .16 29 4

Class 4

Range of it Average it

.18-.68 .39 28 10

.08-.64 .32 26 10

.23-.72 .46 29 3

.04-.39 .25 28 3

.15-.50 .32 _ 27 10

.08-.65 ..40 26 10

.12-.64 .43 26 10

.07-.48 .31- 30 10

.07-.43 .25 29 10

.14-.52 .32 24 '10

Class 6

Range of it Ayerage it

.13-.54 .35 22 10

.05-.40 .21 20 10



MULTIPLICATION

ZZZZ
XZZ

Class 4

Date i
Range of it Average it

n m

02-28-79 .79 .26-.43 .34 29 3

03-08-79 .94 .20-.58 .36 28 4

7 ;)



Date

01'-24-79

MULTIPLICATION

ZZZ
XZZZ

Class 1

Range of Xt

1.00 .04-.62

Average Xt

.35

%

26 10



p.

te K

-13-79 .08

3-21-79 1.00

Date i

D2-28-79 1.00
03-08-79 1.00

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

Class 1

Average itRange of Xt

.62-1.00 .89 32 10

.03-0.25 .13 32 10

6

Class 6

,,

Range of Xt Average Xt
n m

.04-.29 .19 29 10

.09-.27 .17 33 4



DIVISION

TIT

Class

Date
Range of X Average Xt

10-19-78 1.00 0-.22 .10 18 10

11-30-78 .96 .10-.30 .18 21 3

ClasS 4

Date
o,

-K
Range of Xt Average Xt

11-15-78 .96 .16-.44 .36 26 10

11-29-78 1.00 0-.48 .22 2a 5

11-29-78 .99 .30-.87 .57 23 5

12-06-78 1.00 .04-.37 .21 .27 7

12-06-78 .91 .18-.35 .28 27 3

01 -31 -79 .93 .07-.75 .31 30 10

02-07-79 1.00 .03-.34 .19 . 29 10

Class 6

Uate
Range of Xt 'Average Xt

10-25-78 1.00 0-.15 .07 20 10

11-01-78 1.00 .05-.10 .06 21 5

,



DIVISION

4227

Date i

Clas f

Average XtRange of Xt

02-01-79. .93. 0-.23 .15
03-05-79 1.00 .04-.17. .11

Class 3

Oate i
Range of Xt Average X

t

11-30-78 ,.' :82 .18-.24 .20

Class 4

Oate
Range of Xt Average Xt

03-15-79 .56
03-22-79 .96

03-29-79 .92

04-19-79 .93

04-26-79 1.00

Oate

11-01-78 .95

11-29-78 1.00

.41-.93

.18-.45

.22-.48
0-.41

. 67

.27

. 33
.0 .32

.26

Class 6

Average Xt

.20

.04

n m_

28 5

24 3

n m_

21

27 JO
25 10

24 10

29 10

29 10

21 5

19 3



DIVISION

Class 1

Date

"
^

Range of Xt
^

Average Xt

02-13-79 1.00 .04-.31 .15 26 5

03-05-79 1.00 .04-.17 .11 24 3

Class 6

^

Date i Range of Xt Average Xt
n_ m

11-29-78 .95 0-.17 .07 19 3

bi



Date

DIVISION

zzig

Class 3

Range of Xt Average Xt

11-30-78 .90 0-.37 .23 21 3



DIVISION

Date

Class 3

Average it
A

Range of Xt

10-26-78 .94 0-.27 .15 16 10

11-30-78 ,48 0-.10 .07 21 3

02-08-79 %92 .13-.38 .22 26 10

Class 6

Date
. Range of it Average it

11-08-78 1:90 .09-.32 .25 22 10

11-15-78 1.00 .05-.29 .20 21 10

11-29-78 .95 .11-.17 .13 19 3

01-10-79 1.00 0-.16 .09 18 10

4



Date K

DIVISION

zzliTIF-

Class 1

Range-of x4.

A

'Average Xt

02-13-79
03-05-79

0

Date

1.00
.93

.93

.79

A

.90

1.00
1.00

.04-.46

.24-.51

Class

.30

.37

A

Average Xt

. 26

24

28

22

19

24

30

In

5

2

-3

10

10 "

Range of Xt

02-i15-79

_02-22-79

Date

.27-,58

.08-.31

Class 6

.51

.20

A

Average XtRange of Xt,

11-29-78
03-15-79
.03-22-79

.19-.24
0-.46
0-.33

.22

.2.6

.11

-

-

1,4



Date

DIVISION

zz

Class 3

Range of X. Average Xt

02-15-79 .86 . 17-.75 .46 28 2

02-22-79 .82 . 11-.39 .30 22 5

02-22-79 .87 .32-.48 .39 22 , 3

4,



Date

02-15779 ,

.0

aIvisIoN

zzzri-z-Zir

' Class 3

Range of X
t

.71 .44-.55

kierageXt

.49

c7.; ,

28 2



DIVISION INVOLVING DECIMALS

Class 1

Date K
Range of it Average Xt

03-26-79 :69 .33-.84

04-23-79 1.00 0-.24

.68

.11

28 10

33 10



SECTION IV

ABSTRACTS OF SELECTED

RESEARCH STUDI ES

b;



Adams, E. N. On scoring a mastery learning system control test.)
Journal of Computer-Based Instrction, 1974, 1, 50-58.

The state of,learning of a student is modeled as M or N, to agree
with the outcomes mastery and non-mastery made of a control test. The
quality of the fest item is characterized by two error parameters, equal ,

to the probabilities of errors of testing, Types I and II. A scoring
algorithm is specifiedpbased on the-probabilistic theory of inference.
A bootstrap system for determining error parameters is described, capable
of providing continuously improving estimates of error parameters from
'analysis of individual learner performance data, and it is shown to
converge to true values of the parameters in a system for which the
underlying.model is valid., A Baysean approach is used to determine
parameters. In contrast to the classical model of symmetrical random
error, in their model positive and negative errors are unrelated. The

, possible application of the ideas to control test scoring is discussed.
In this paper the author acknowledges Emrick with whom he prepared

. a report on the tmplications of a dichotomous states model for the
reliability of test scores of conventional and pass-fail varieties in
the mastery learning situation.

Aims, D. A Markov model for predicting performance on criterion-
referenced tests. Southwest Regional l_aboratory Technical
Memorandum7

A Markov model for predicting performance on criterion-referenced
tests is presented. The model is expressed mathematically as a function
of a transition matrix (T), a current state Vector (V

c
), and a future

state vector (V
f

) The matrix is defined in terms of conlitional

probabilities; i.e., the probability of making a transition to a specific
future.performance state given data pertaining to the,student's current
performance state. Performance is expressed in terms of mastery, 4
theoretical construct that ts defined in the paper. State vectors
indicate either the probability of mastery or the degree of mastery: The
current-state vector can be computed from available observed criterion
test scores.

Three examples are included which indicate how transition matrices
maji be computed. An example is also provided which shows how the model
can be used to predict' future peformance. Finally, a research appli-
cation and a management application of the Markov model are mentioned.
Definitions

(V) - State Vector; is a function of probability of mastery or
degree of mastery.

(V
c

) - Current State,Vectors: Exist for all units of instruction

that have been completed.

.

(V
f

) - Future State Vectors: can be calculated by using one current

state vector and the appropriate transition matrix.

Mastery - is a theoc4Vcal construct used to represent the maximum
performance level for a specified content objective when performance is
measured with a criterion test which makes no assessment errors.



Transition probabilities are based on test scores obtained for a
sample of students who have previously completed the necessary units of
instruction.

Mathematically, the prediction model is.represented by the following
matrix equation: Vfj Tij Vci

where V
fj

is the future state vector for unit j, V
ci

is the current state

vector for unit i, and Tisis the transition matrix from unit i to unit j.

Applications of the Markov Model:
1. To predict the effects of various instructional sequences on

subsequent performance.
2. To select an optimal decision strategy, e.g. in business.

A Markov model enables prescriptions to be,based on a strategy which
maximizes future predicted-performance. The method may be evaluated by
comparing it with a strategy that maximizes current performance. Evalua-
tion of the two prescription methods would likely involve a direct
comparison otactual posttest performance.

Anderson, J., Kearney, G. E., & Everett, A. V.' An evaluation of
Rasch's structural model for test items. The British Journal

of Mathematical & Statistical Psychology, 1968, 21, 231-238.

Rasch's item analysis model for intelligence tests was examined
using a 45-item spiral omnibus intelligence test, administered to two
samples of 608 and 874 subjects respectively. Five separate hypotheses

were tested:
1) Item difficulty indices are independent of the sample on

which they are based
2) Indices of item difficulty are not substantially influenced

by other items in the test
3) Item difficulty indices are more stable when only items that

fit the model are considered
4) Indices of item difficulty are not influenced by the com-

positdon of ability groupings
5) Ability level indices are independent of the sample on which

they are based.
Findings provide evidence for Rasch's claim that the difficulty

level of items and ability level indices are independent of the sample
on which they are based.

In the beginning of the paper, a review of Rasch's modef is given.

It is noted that the model does not lend itself to small samples.

Anderson, T. W. On estimation of parameters in latent structure analysis.
Psychometrika, 1954, 19, 1-10.

The latent structure model considered here postulates that d popu-
lation of individuals can be divided into m classes such that each class
is "homogeneous" in the sense that for the individuals in the class the



responses to K dichotomous items or questions are statistically inde-
pendent. A method is given for deducing the proportions of the popu-
,lation in each latent class and the probabilities of positive responses
to each item for individuals in each class from knowledge of the proba-
bilities of positive responses for individuals from the population as a
whole. For estimation of the latent parameters on the basis of a sample,
it is proposed that the same method of analysis be applied to the observed
data. The method has the advantages of avoiding implicitly defined and
unobservable quantities, and of using relatively simple computational
procedures of conventional matrix algebra, but it has,the disadvantages
of using only a part of the available information and of using that part
asymmetrically.

"

Baker, F. B. Origins of the item parameters X50 and 8 as a modern item

analysis technique. Journal of Educational Measurement, 1965, 2,
167 180

The purpose of this paper is to bring together the developments
relevant to the curve fitting methods of item analysis. The approach is
to present the developments in essentially chrono,logical order from its
inception in the Binet studies to its modern implementation on digital
computers.

The author points out that the modern digital computer has freed us
from nearly all constraints due to data processing or computation asso-
ciated with item analysis, therefore we should not continue to operate
under yesterday's limitations. He notes that despite Lawley's paper
sbowing that mental test theory should begin with the specification of
the characteristics of the items-within an instrument and that subse-
quent theory should be built upon the item parameters, most of the
current mental test theory begins with the test score and ignores the
underlying composition of that score. Baker concludes that full advan-
tage of the technological advances can be made only when modern item
analysis techniques become an integral part of the total process of test
development.

Barcikowski, R. S. The effects of item discrimination on the standard
errors of estimate associated with item-examinee sampling procedures.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1974, 34, 231-237.

A Monte Carlo study was conducted using item-examinee sampling
procedures to examine the standard error of estimate for a given test's
mean and variance. The main variables considered were test length, item
difficulty, and item discrimination. The results indicate that optimal
estimates, i.e., smallest standard error, of both mean and variance 9.om
a single item-examinee sampling plan may not be possible.

Barcikowski, R. S. A Monte Carlo study of item sampling (versus
traditional sampling) for norm construction. Journal of
Educational Measurement, 1972, 9, 209-214.

el



Using a computer-based model of an item trace line, a random
sampling experiment concerned with comparing item sample estimates to
traditional (examinee) sample estimates of the mean and variance of a

distribution of test scores was conducted. The results indicated that
the optimal method for estimating a test's parameters may Aepend on

several conditions. As expected, item sampling proved superior to
traditional sampling in estimating test means under all conditions.
However, with certain test lenghts, ranges of item difficulty, and
discrimination, traditional sampling provided better estimates of te5t
variance than did item sampling.

Barcikowski, R. S., & Terranova, C. Item sampling. Unpublished paper.

This paper is concerned with the least number of items which are
necessary to provide adequate test norms. This study was designed to
consider the item sampling technique under several conditions of item
difficulty and item discrimination. The problem was to determine whether
the item sampling procedure is better or worse for obtaining estimates

of means and variances than the traditional methods of sampling examinees
or schools, when the'items are of various difficulty and discrimination

ranges.
The study was conducted on the IBM 7044 computer. A population of

300 examinees, 50 test items, and a distribution of test scores depen-

dent upon them were considered. To obtain the scoreS on the computer,
an examinee received a score of 1 if he answered an item correctly, and

a score of 0 if he answered it incorrectly. The normal ogive model was

used and the following assumptions were made:
(1) a unidimensional continuum of the variable of interest

(2) the examinees are distributed normally along this continuum
(3) the items are dichotomous
(4) the items are independent of each other at any given point on

the continuum; and
(5) a rectangular distribution of item difficulty and item dis-

crimination.
Several points were made by the authors:
(1) This was not an empirical study. To further substantiate the

results, an empirical study would be of interest.
(2) The results indicated that item sampling could be used Pri-

marily in the situation where examinees have the same ability level

(homogeneous groups) and the discrimination of the items is high. Most

norming situations can fulfill these conditions with slight method-
ological modifications. However, in those classroom situations where
there are heterogeneous groups, item sampling procedures may not apply.

(3) A more efficient method of comparison between item sampling

and traditional sampling procedures must consider cost of instruments

and administration as well as time expended under both procedures, in

addition to the variables considered in this study.
(4) This method is not appropriate for speed tests since it assumes

that performance of an item is independent of the content in which the

item is met.



(5) The use of the method described in this paper should be of use
in the systematic study of the optimum number of both examinees and
'items necessary to provide adequate test norm§.

Bejar, I. I. Assessing the unidimensionality of achievement tests.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educatiorial

Research Aisociation,' San Francisco, 1979.

The author presents two procedures which seem useful for detecting
violations of the unidimensionality assumption made by latent trait
models without requiring factor analysis of inter-item correlation
Matrices. The procedures,require that departures from unidimensionality
be hypothesized beforehand by sorting the items within the test into
content categories. This is usually possible in achievement tests where
several content areas or Objectives are included in the test. The

rationale of the technique is based on the fact that if the latent space
is unidimensional then performance on the test, or a subset from it,'
should be the same regardless of which items are included in the test.
These two procedures are illustrated with data from two biology mid-

quarter exams.

A. I. A comparison of three equating procedures on the certifying
examination for primary care physician's assistants. Paper presented

at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,

San Francisco, 1979.

A question has been raised concerning the stability of the reference

group for the certifying examination for primary care physician's
assistants, since the educational background of the students who are
entering the training programs is higher today than it was when the test

was normed.
To answer the question about the ability of the current examinees,

four equating methods were used:
(1) Rasch equating procedure
(2) Linear raw equating procedure .

(3) A "short-cut" version of (2), and

(4) Item statistics equating procedure.
The Rasch procedure was best able to answer questions about the'

items and the examinees.

Benson, J. A comparison of thae- and three-parameter logistic models

on measures of test efficiency. A paper presented at the annual

meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education,
San Francisco, 1979.

The purpose of,this study was to empirically compare tests developed

by the one- and three-parameter logistic models in terms of relative

efficiency. The data employed were a 50 item verbal analogy test from a

sample of 5000 high school students. The procedures included item

selection, computation of ability estimates based oft cross-validation
samples, and a relative,efficiency comparison of the two tests. The



results indicated that cognitive tests developed using the one- and
three-parameter logistic models did not differ in terms of their rela-

tive efficiency for most ability groups.

Benson, J. A comparison of three types of item analysis in test develop-
ment using classical and latent trait methods. Unpublished paper.

1

This study was designed to empirically compare the precision and-
efficiency of a cognitive test constructed by three different methods of
item analysis. Classical item analysis, factor analysis and the Rasch
logJstic model were used in the construction of 15 and 30 item tests,
replicated for samples of 250, 500, 995 examinees. The study was designed

in three phases: ,

(a) item selection
(b) double cross-validation of the selected items, and
(c) statistical analyses of the test item characteristics

1 The results of the analyses showed that there were no apparent differ-
ences in the types of tests produced by the three methods of item analysis

with regard to the precision-of measurement.
It was noted that 30% of the items on the 15 item tests and 60% of

the items selected on the 30 item tests were common to each item ana-
lytic method. Therefore, as test length increased the three methods
tended to select the same items.

Thus, the question to consider is: Should practitioners in the,
field of measurement spend their time learning to use the Rasch model to
develop cognitive norm-referenced tests knowing the extra work and
sophistication of knowledge required to effectively use the Rasch

procedures? With the criterion of internal consistency as a measure of
test superiority, it appeared from this study that time spent factor-

ially developing tests, or if computer facilities were not available,
the use of classical item analysis procedures seem more than adequate

for good test construction.
However, internal consistency which is an integral part of classi-

cal test theory (and may be biased since it was derived from the clas-
sical model) may not be a fair and sufficient criterion. The relative'

efficiency formula (Lord) mas not derived for any specific test develop-

ment theory; therefore, relative efficiency estimates should be applicable

to any test development technique.
Generally, the results indicated that the Rasch test was superior

to the two tests based on classical test theory for students of average

to high ability. The two tests based on classical test theory, however,
were superior in efficiency to the Rasch developed test for very low and

very high ability students, Thus, the test constructor must ask himself,
for which segment(s) of the examinee population is the test intended to

discriminate?

Benson, J., Crocker, L. M., & Ware, W. B. A comparison of three types-

of item analysis in test development using classical and latent trait

methods. Paper preented at the annual meeting of the National
Council on Measurement in Education, Toronto, 1978.



-) This study was designed to empirically compare the precision and

efficiency of a cognitive teit constructed by three different methods of

item analysis. Classical item analysis, factor analysis and the Rasch
logistic model wereoused in the construction of 15 and 30 item subtests;
replicated for samples of 250, 500 and 995 examinees. The study was

designed in three phases:
(a) item selection'
(b) double cross-validation of the selected items, and

(c) statistical analyses of the test and item characteristics.
The results of the analysis showed that there were no apparent differ-
ences in the types of tests produced by the three methods of item ana-

lysis with regard to the precision of measurement. However, in terms of

test efficiency, the.results indicated substantive differences in the

tests produced by the three methods of item analysis for students with

varying ability levels.
Comparisons of relative efficiency for the 30 item tests showed

that the tests based on classical test theory were superior to the Rasch
developed test for very low and very high scoring examinees, and the
Rasch developed test was more efficient for average to high scoring

examinees on the verbal aptitude college admissions subtest used in this

study.

Berk, R. A. A consumers' guide to criterion-referenced test item

statistics. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Natrbnal

Council on Measurement in Education, Toronto, 1978.

The author evaluated sixteen item statistics recommended for use in

the development of criterion-referenced tests. Two major criteria were

considered:
(1) practicability in terms of ease of computation and interpreta-

tion and
(2) meaningfulness in the context of the development process.

Most of the statistics were based on a comparison of performance changes

(pretest-posttest) or differences (uninstructed-instructed) between
criterion groups. Descriptions and critiques of the difficulty, dis-
crimination and homogeneity indices are presented in the form of a -

"consumers' guide". It was found that the relatively complex indices
offered few if ani'advantages over the ones that were manually calcu-
lable and easily interpretable.

Berk, R. A. critical review of content domain specification/item
generation strategies for criterion-referenced tests. Paper

presented dt the annual meeting of the American Educational Research

Association, San FranciscO, 1979.

The author notes ;hat recently some of the leading proponents of

criterion=referenced tests have argued that the objectives-based approach

to specifying content domains for purposes of test construction is

inadequate. The arguments focus on the subjectivity involved in com-

'positing those specifications. Along with this criticism it has been

charged that traditional item construction procedures used to write

items from the specifications are also ambiguous.

A



Six strategies for specifying content domains have been proposed as
alternatives to the objectives-based approach of the 1960's and early
1974's. Their effectiveness is assessed in terms of the extent to which
they provide an unambiguous domain definition and explicit rules for
constructing items such that any two test-makers would produce identical
items from theisame specifications.

The six strategies that were critically reviewed in this paper are:
(1) amplified objective's
(2) IOX test specifications
(3) item transformations
(4) item forms
(5) algorithms
(6) mapping sentences

The general and technical characteristics of these strategies were
surveyed. There was a particular emphasis on the major components, the
rule structure by which the content domain is linked to the test items,
the type of item 'domain from which the item sample is generated, and the
projects and content domains to which the strategy has been applied. A

comparison based on these characteristics is made. .
A rating system was also devised to evaluate the strategies according

to eight fa,ctors of practicability. These factors are:
(1) clarity
(2) simplicity
(3) availability
(4) development time
(5) development cost
(6) adaptability
(7) domain appropriateness
(8) practicability.'
Item transformations, item forms, and 4,1gorithms offered the most

rigorous and precise specifications, while amplified objectives, IOX
test specifications, and mapping sentences tended to be the most practical.

Berk, R. A., Item sampling from finite domains of written discourse.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

A sampling methodology is proposed for determining the lengths of
tests designed to assess the comprehension or readability of written
discourse. It is an extension of Bormuth's work on transformational
analysis with a criterion-referenced measurement framework. The sampling
units specific to this type of analysis and alternatiVe sampling models
are examined. Guidelines are provided for computing sample size and
selecting the sample of sentences to which the transformational rules
can be applied. A table of sample sizes for a given set of conditions
is presented to aid thelpractiftioner in utilizing the sampling theory.

Derived from theoretical linguistics by Bormuth, transformational
analysis represents one of the first major attempts to operationally
define domains of written discourse such that the generation of finite

item domains is possible. Sets of explict rules are employed to transform

;J:)



sentences selected from textual material into items that measure coMpre-

hension of those sentences. The rules provide a direct link between-the

content and the items.
The sampling units suggest at least three alternative sampling

plans:
(1) one-stage cluster sampling of passages

(2) two-state or subsampltng of passages and sentences within
Vassages

(3) one-stage simple random sampling of sentences.
The author notes that there are five major factors that affect

sample size:
(1) the statistic used as the basis for interpreting the test

results
(2) the estimation error associated with the sample Statistic

(3) the level of cOnfidence one can place in that statistic
(4) the magnitude of the statistic
(5) the domain size.

Each of these is described in relation to sentence sampling.
It is noted that the most popular procedure to draw a random

4 sample from a domain involves the selection of a set of random numbers
equal 'to the sample size. A simpler and more convenient approach
equivalent to this is recommended for sentence sampling It is called

systematic sampling.
Despite the utility of the sampling'procedures, Berk -"notes that

several technical Issues remain unresolved. E.G., how many and what
type of transformations should be performed on a sentence that is

sampled from a given domain have not been delineated. Other concerns

related to the operations of transformational analysis have also been
expressed.

Berk, R. A. Some guidelines for determining the length of objectives-

based criterion-referenced tests. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education,
San Franciscq2 1979.

.

The author examined four factors essential to determining how many
items should be constructed or sampled for a set of objectives. These

include:
(1) importance an'd type of decisions to be made with the results

(2) importance and emphases assigned to the objectives

(3) number of objectives
(4) practical constraints.

Within the context of related research on cut-off 'Scores and reliability,

it was recommended that between 'five and 10 items per objective be
employed for most classroom decisions and between 10 and 20 items be

used for school, system, and state level decisions. Specific guidelines

are provided for the use of teachers and evaluator. An illustrative

applintion is included.
1

Berkson, J. Maximum likelihood and minimum chi-squar-e estimates of the

logistic function. Journal of the AmeriCan Statistical Association,

1955, 50, 130-162.



Although the,minimum chi-square.and the maximum likelihood estimates

are identical in many situations commonly encountered in statistical

practice, there are also some situations (which occur not infrequently

in practice) in which they are not identical. For finite samples, the

estimates may differ-in 4eir distributions, and the question arises
"Which is the better estimate?" The author states that although con-

jectural opinions favor the maximum likelihood estimate, little or
nothing is reliably known which will provide an answer to this question.

This article reports the results of.one series of experiments Beekson

performed in order to clarify this problem.

Bernknopf, S., & Bashaw, W. L. An inyestigation of criterion-referenced
tests under different conditions of sample variability and item
homogeneity. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Education Research Association, San Francisco; 1976.

This study was designed to examine whethe'r or not traditional

procedures concerning item selection and reliability are both applicable

and approOiate f6r criterion-referenced tests. It was also designed

to examine traditional procedures and those designed especially., for CR

testing in relation to test variance and item homogeneity. Specifically,

the following questions were formulated:
(1) How are traditional and criterion-referented item selection

techniques interrelated?
(2) How are traditional and criterion-referenced reliability

indices interrelated?
(3) How are traditional and criterion-referenced item selection

techniques affected by subject variability and test homogeneity?

(4). How are traditional and criterion-referenced reliability
indices affected by subject variability and.test homogeneity?

The results of the present study indicate that the construction of

criterion-referenced tests can be greatly facilitated by item analysis

procedures such as phi, and the application of traditional reliability

estimates such as KR-20. The procedure of trying out test items on a

group of examinees consisting of masters and non-masters is recdmmended.

Berry, K. J., Martin, T. V. & Olson, K. F. A note on fourfold point

correlation. Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1974, 34,

53-56.

The authors present formulas for a modification of Pearson's

fourfold point correlation. Possessing always - attainable limits of +1

and intermediate values operationally interrpretable in terms of pro-

portionate reduction in error of estimation.

) Besel, R. A mastery-learning test model. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago,

1972.

The author derived a test model for analyzing criterion-referenced

test data. All indiyAduals tested were assumed to be in either the

mastery or the non-mastery states. Bayes formula was used to compute

9 7



state probabilities. Methods for estimating.prior probabilities were
described. Two statistics or "decision variables" were.computed:
Probability of mastery for an individual end proportion in mastery for
an instructional group. The relationship between two tests was repre-
sented as an adjustment matrix. The interpretation of adjustment mat-
ricies in terms of instructional effectiveness and the validation of
learning hierarchies wds discussed.

Boruch, R. F., & Wolins, L. A precedure for estimation of trait,
method and-error variance attributable to a measure. Educational
and Psychological Measurement, 1970, 30, 547-574.

The procedure described in this paper.is based on explicit models
,for multitrait-multimethod data. The formal models are related to
models implicit in the classical Campbell and Fiske (1959) presentation.
The authors offer the following discussion of this paper.

Given a number of allegedly different methods of measuring some
(other) number of allegedly-different.attributeS or traits of an obser-

. vational unit, one Can use an analytic procedure to examine specific
aspects of this situation. The procedure is essentially a quantifi-
cation.and expansion of the systematic assessment of multitrait4ulti-
method matrices as described by Campbell & Fiske.

Given three or mere methods of measuring three or more traits, one
can assess the extent to which the observation is influenced by the
particular Iethod. The esults of the analysis/provide a means of
Aetermining the extent th methods produce bias. This can be done for
each trait. Each method bias may enter more heavily into measurement of
one trait than it enters into the measuement of the other.

This can be done for each method of measurement. Specifically, one
can establish the degree to which measures of the same traits or attri-
butes are related to one another'after one has accounted for method
biases. In the Campbell-Fiske nomenclature this is known as discrimi-
nant validation.

The statistical procedure requires that one hyPothesize a linear
model to account for the data. The inferences described in the two
items above are, of course, conditional on this model being true. The
procedure developed has the distinct advantage of allowing one to assess
the goodness of fit of the model. This is done either through the use
'of a chi-square statistic, or in the sense of desirability of attributes
of a solution.

7

One can also assess the extent to which individual differences
contribute to the Observations, independent of the particular method-
trait combination used in measurement. This is important tnsofar as one
would like to examine global factors such as General Reputation, etc. in
assessment of individuals.

The results of this procedOre seem somewhat less equivocal than
conventional factor analysis procedure since the rotation is uniquely
specified by the design. It shares with the conventional procedures
problems of nonuniqueness, convergence to local minimum and under determi-
nation of factors. To the extent that the various criteria proposed
earlier can be used, the solutions appear to be adequate summarizettons
of the data.



Brennan, R. L. The calculation of reliability from a split-plot

factorial design. Educational and Psycholspical Measurement,

1975, 35, 779-788.,

This paper treats the question, "How should one estimate the

reliability of schools (or classrooms)?" The author reviews the use of

variance components in the estimation of reliability (or generaliza-

bility) coefficients in a split-plot factorial design (SPF) with persons

nested within schools.
Through the use of variance components from'the SPF design, he

derives estimates of reliability for schools and for persons within

schools. He then compares the reliability for persons within schools

from a SPF design with the reliability fOr persons from a randomized

block design. Finally, he compires the reliability for schools from a

SPF design with the reliability for school means from a randomized block

design.
Brennan says that a randomized block design is a repeated measures

design in which the interaction in the population of person i with item

j is confounded with experimental error.

Brennan, R. L. Final report: Psychometric methods for criterion-

. referenced tests. Albany, New York: The Research Foundation of

the State University of New York, 1974.

The first four chapters of this report primarily provide an exten-

sive, critical review of the literature with regard to selected aspects

of the criterion-referenced and mastery testing fields. Major topics

treated include:
40

(1) definitions, distinctions, and hackgrounds

(2) the relevance of classical test theory,
(3) validity and procedures for test construction

(4) test reliability.
Chapter,V provides a treatment of criterion-referenced and mastery

item analysis and revision procedures when items are scored in the

classical correct/wrong manner.
Brief summaries to each chapter are Provided.

Brennan, R. L. Some applications of generalizability theory to the

dependability of domain-referenced tests. Paper presented at the

annual meetinsof the American Educational Research Association,

San FranciscOlr 1979.

Using the basic principle.of,generalizabiTity theory, a psycho-

metric model for domain-referenced interpretations is proposed, dis-

cussed and illustrated. The author'points out thaS this approach is

applicable to numerous data collection designs, 19ruding the tradi-

tional persons-crossed-with-items design, which is treated extensively

here.
It is shown that the appropriate error variance for domain-refer-

enced interpretations is what Cronbach and others call a2(A), rather

than a (0, which is the error variance for norm-referenced interpreta-

tions. Also, it is shown that two indices can be developed that reflect



the dependability co*f a domain-referenced testing peocedure. These

indices are interpretable in several complementary ways, and they are
easily compared with generalizability coefficients. .

In this paper, consideration is given to theoretical results as'
well as to estimation procedures, illustrative examples, extensions to
multiple facet designs, and recommendations for researchers and prac-
titioners.

Brennan, R. L., & Lockwood R. E. A comparison of two cutting score
procedures using generalizability theory. ACT Techntcal Bulletin

No. 33, April, 1979. Also, a paper presented at the Annual Meeting
of the National Council on.Measurement in Education, San Francisco,
1979.

The authors note that Nedelsky and Angoff have suggested procedures
for establishing a cutting score based on raters' judgments about the
likely performance of minimally competent examinees on each item in a

test. In this paper, generalizability theory is used to characterize
and quantify expected variance in cutting scores resulting from each
procedure. Data for a 126-item test are used to illustrate this approach
and to compare the two procedures. Finally, consideration is given to '

the impact of rater disagreement on some issues of measurement reli-
ability'or dependability. Results suggest that the differences between
the Nedelsky and Angoff procedures may be of greater consequence than

their apparent similarities. In particular, the restricted nature of
the Nedelsky (inferred) probability scale may constitute a basis for
rejecting this procedure in certain contexts. It is important to note,
however, that the numerical results reported in this paper are for a
single study, only. As such, the authors caution, they do not form a
sufficient basis for passing-judgment on either the Nedelsky or the
Angoff procedure.

Brownless, V. T., & Keats, J. A. A retest method of studying partial
knowledge and other factors influencing item response. Psychometrika,

1958, 23, 67-73.

A method of studying the-problem of correction for guessing and
other problems associated with behavior in the test situation is des-
cribed and an illustrative example presented.

They assume the following:
(1) At the first administration, all responses are either known

correctly, guessed, or "known" incorrectly.
(2) At the second administration, all responses are either known

correctly, guessed, "known" incorrectly, or repeated from memory.
(3) No person who knows the.correct answer at the first adminis-

tration will guess at the second.
(4) No person will learn an incorrect response between adminiS-

trations.

Capper, J. ApproaChes to standard setting in competency based education:
Framework for a composite model. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto,
1978.



The author describes several approaches to setting performance
standards and then provides a framework for a composite model of stan-

dard-setting in minimum competency testing programs.
Existing standard=setting models include:
(1) Referencing standards to the performance of others on the same

measure. Both Glass & Millman have described an approach to standard-
setting which it eeferenced to the performance of a population of

examinees (adults).
(2) Referencing standards to the performance of others on a

related measure.
(3) Refer4hcing standards to teacher judgments. Teachers who are

familiar with a group of students identify those students whom they are .

'certain' are either masters or'non-masters. Scores for the two groups

are graphed and Out-off point is set where the two curves intersect.
Jaegersdescribes a similar approach which involves comparing the per-
formance histories of examinees with their performance on the measure
for which the standard is being set. Zieky & Livingston describe an
'approach wherein teachers render judgements regarding students they
consider borderline in a particular subject area. -

(4) Glass describes an "Operations research" approach to setting

standards. An example of this would be to find out what levels of
performance on a criterion-referenced test (eg. reading) optimize

performance on an external criterion (eg. success in college or job).

This approach is closely allied to Jaeger's notion of inferring per-

formance on a sample of domain tasks to an ultimate criterion.
(5) Focus on items. Nedelsky, Ebel, & Angoff devised variations

on this basic approach of fOcusing their attention solely on the items.

(6) Approaches based on analysis of classification errors. In

this instance, a standard has previously been set, but is reviewed in

light of misclassifications resulting from this standard. (Jaeger,

Hambleton & Novick, Emrick, Kriewall, Shepard and Glass.) The goal is

to minimize the errors of classification.
Related issues:,
(1) Should the standard be set witii or without the use of actual

performance data? Wiersma & Jurs, and Zieky & Livingston, favor estab-
lishing the criterion prior to any actual measurement. Glass and Popham

support the use of performance data in the setting of standards.

(2) Should normative performance data be used? Shepard recommends

this but suggests that when making decisions for newly developed measures,

the normative information can be derived from similar existing measures.

Glass opposes this.
(3) Should absolute or comparative values be used for setting

standards? Glass supports the notion of using comparative data.
Shepard concedes that there may be some instances where absolute stand-

ards are required (eg. H.S. grad. requirements) and where these standards

can be clearly determined.
FRAMEWORK FOR A COMPOSITE MODEL OF STANDARD-SETTING

I. Description of desirable criterion-referenced test characteristics

to be considered by persons responsible for selecting or developing

a measure.
a. relevance of content to the ultimate task.

b. homogeneity of items.
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c. item cdngruence with content description.

d. representativeness of item sample.

LI. Factors that should be donsidered in setting performance standards:
1. Analysis of test content:

a. difficulty of the content:
b. importance of mastery of the content for acquiring

. subsequent skills.

2. Empirical evidence:
a. summary of criterion groups performance on the measure.

b. comparison of test results with teacher judgmenis.

c. Comparison of criterion groups' performance with other
relevent groups performance on criterion measure.

d. information regarding students' abilities to transfer
their skill to related areas.

e. comparison of students' rate of retention to their
performance on the criterion measure.

3. Analysis of classification errors:

4. Decision consequences:
These may be generated based on field test performance data.

5. Preferences of various'groups - eg. parents, students, teachers,
subject matter experts, employers and college & university

faculty.

Cohen, J. Weighted chi square: An extension of the kappa method.

Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1972, 32, 61-74.

This article presents a very general method for the study of m-way

tables of proportions or frequencies (where m is one or more) in wEich

the investigator's a priori hypotheses aboutthe cells are expressed
numerically and used as weights. These weights are then used,in k

w
, an

index of hypothesized association, and also in a test of its signifi-

cance, weighted chi-square, which thus utilizes as relevant information

the investigator's hypotheses.
The system Cohen describes is a direct outgrowth of work which was

initiated to provide a coefficient of agreement for nIminal scales. The
measure which was proposed, kappa, is simply the proportion of agreement

for the N cases placed in the k categories by the two judges, corrected

for chance agreement. Standard error formulae for significant testing
and setting confidence limits were also presented, and since for large

samples k is approximately normally distributed, statistical tests and

estimatii- take the familiar classical form.

Cohen, J. Weighted kappa: Nominal scale agreement with provision for
scaled disagreement or partial credit. Psychological Bulletin,

1968, 70, 213-220.

A previously described coefficient of agreement for nominal scales,

kappa, treats all disagreements equally. A generalization to weighted,

kappa (kw) is presented. The kw provides for the incorporation of

ratio-scaled degrees of disagreement (or agreement) to each of the cells

of the k x k table of joint nominal scale assignments such that dis-

agreements of varying gravity (or agreements of varying degree) are

u,_



weighted accordingly. Although providing for partial credit; kw is

fully chance corrected. Its sampling characteristics and procedures for
hypothesis testing and setting confidence -limits are given. Under

certain conditions, kwequals OodUct-moment r. Although developed

originally as a measure of reliability, the use of unequal weights for
symmetrical calls makes kw suitable as a measure of validity.

Cook, L. L. & Hambleton, R. K. 'A comparative study of item selection
methods utilizing latent trait theoretic models and concepts. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of NCME, San Francisco, 1979.

Using the three-parameter logistic test model and the concept of
score information curves, the purposes of"this investigation were:

(1) Provide some background oh information curves for items "and
tests;

(2) Using a typical item pool compare the score information
curves for five item selection methods:

(a) random
(b) standard
(c) middle difficulty
(d) up and down
(e) maximum information

(3) Compare the merits of several item selection methods for
producing a scholarship exam and a fest to optimally separate examinees
into three ability categories.

In all cases, the item selection methods based on either the
random selection of items or the use of classical item statistics
produced results inferior to those produced by methods utilizing latent
trait model item parameters. The appropriateness of each method was

situation specific. If maximum information is required at only one
point on an ability continuum, a method which chooses items that maxi-
mize information at this particular point will be the best. If infor-
mation is required over a wider range of abilities, methods involving
averaging the information values across the ability levels of interest
or choosing items in some systematic method that considers each point of

interest on the ability continuum appear to be promising.
The authors point out that although only a limited number of'

methods and testing situations have been investigated, the results
indicate that it may be possible to prespecify item selection methods
that are situation specific and will enable a practitioner to develop a
test quickly and effiCiently without going through a lengthy trial and

error process.
A variable not considered in this study was the effect of the item

pool on the successful application of the methods investigated. The

authors suggest that it is possible that different results might have
been found for item pools containing items with differing character-
istics. The authors caution that further research which consider other
types of information based item selection methods as well as method-item
pool interaction is certaily necessary before a complete set of generali-
zable guidelines can be developed.
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Cooley, W. W. ,Explanatory observational studies. Paper presented at

the annual meeting of.the American.Educational Research Association,
Toronto, 1978.

The task of this paper was to describe the state af the art in the
design,and analysis of reiearch studies'involving relationships among
variables. The focus.is on observational studies. These are studies
that inquire into the learning and development of human beings in the
natural environments n which these processes occur. These studies are
multivariate andlongitudinal, recording the variances and covariances
of events and individual differences as they occur and unfold. There is

particular focus on obserl'iational studies, that are intended to be
explanatory rather than descriptive.

Cooley describes the followirig major requirements for sound obser-
vational studies. .If these requirements alt met, he believes they will
yield consistent; convincing, useful explanations of educational pheno-
mena.

c(1) the sampling framework, which affects the generalizability of
of tHb observed_rplattonships

(2) the theoretical mode, which,destribel the hypothesized'causal.
structure of the variables under considdratton;

(3) the-'statistical procedure, which is used to analyze'the--
network of observed relationships for tbe purpose of establishing the.
plausibility of the theoretical model and estimating its parameters.

The authohconclUdes that morl convincing causal modirs- are needed:
The challenge, he says;*is çons1derable .cbut`the efforts will be more
productive than continuing to conduct meaningless quasi-experiments, or
averaging all of the t-tests they may have produced. Cooley-states that
as educational research is guided by increasingly valid models of edu-
cational phenomena, and the causal networks,that are currently operating
are better understood, we may eventually draw close to that "complete
covariate" that Crobnach and his associates have shown is necessary for
interpretable quasi-experiments.

Cooley, W. W. & Leinhardt, G. Design and educational findings of
the instructional dimensions study. Paper presented at the annual

convention of the American Educational Research Association,
Toronto, 1978.

In 1974 the National Institute of Education (NIE) launched a major
survey of the impact of specific educational practices on student
development. It was called the' Instructional Dimensions Study (IDS).
This report briefly outlines the design and presents some of the results
of the IDS.-- Specifically, it focuses on identifying effective classroom
processes in regular classroom settings.

The results of the study indicate that what goes on in a classroom
has definite impact on what students learn during the course of an
academic year. At least one-fourth of the variatiori in achievement gain
is due to differences in classroom processes.' What is less clear is
precisely which-classroom practices make what kind of a difference with,
whom.

"
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The maior generalization the authors make from the analyses is that
the most useful construct in explaining achievement gain is the oppor-
tunity that the children had to learn the skills assessed in the achieve-
ment test, especially as represented by the measures of overlap between ,

the curriculum and the posttest.
The results of IDS show that students are much more likely to

answer correctly if they have been directly taught the material covered ,
by a test and if they have been exposed to the test format. The finding
emphasizes the importance of being able to justify the form and content
of tests used n evaluatibns.

Another implication of the import6rce of the opportimity construct
.is that program evaluations that do not include information on how time
is allocated or on the degree of overlap between curricula and test, run
the risk of attributing instructional effectiveness to specific programs
or ways of teaching when it is really a matter of differences in oppor-
tunity.

What the data also seem to indicate is that there are many different
ways of teaching and that no one way--individualized or grouped--is
superior. No one technique of instruction is clearly associated with
disastrous outcomes or successful ones.

This is consistent with that fact that there was no clear evidence
regarding the superiority of individualized instruction for compensatory

e.education.
The preliminary results of this study support the idea that the

empha'si.s in instruction should be on the cognitive rather than on the
managerial.

Cox, R. C. Item selection techniques and evaluation of instructional

objectives. Journal of Educational Measurement, 1965, 2, 181-185.

The major conclusions of this study are:
1) Statistical selection of items from the total item pool has a

biasing effect on the selected tests. The proportion of items in the
. selected tests which measure certain instructional objectives is unlike

the proportion of items in the total item pool which measures the same
objectives. The selected tests are not representative of the total item
pool in this respect.

2) Statistical selection of items from the total item pool operates
differentially for male and female groups. When the statistical data
obtained from the female tryout group is used to select tests from the
total item pool, the results differ from those obtained using the male
tryout group. The structure of the selected tests, as indicated by the
taxonomical structure of the items, differs from the male and female

groups.

Crawford, C. R. Item difficulty as related to the complexity of intellec-
tual processes. Journal of Educational Measurement, 1968, 5, 103-

107.

Intellectual processes defined in both Bloom's (1954) taxonomy and
by the Committee on Student Appraisa1_,(1962) are considered to be
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s some danger of confusing the notion of degree
of comp exity with that of difficulty. If we say that
subtraction is more complex than addition, we do not
mean by this that subtraction is necessarily more
difficu t than addition. Complexity and difficulty have

no nece sary connection with each other in our theory."

Crehan, K. D. It

of EducationaT
m analysis for teacher-made mastery tests. Journal

Measurement, 1974, 11, 255-262.

The focus o this study is on item selection for teacher-made

mastery tests. he author questions whether teacher-made tests re-
sulting from vari us item selection techniques differ when' evaluated by
appropriate meth ds of estimating criterion-referenced reliability and
validity.

Six item tecihniques are compared.
Eighteen voTunteer junior and senior high teachers wrote behavioral

objectives and parallel items for each of the original items. The

entire pool of items was administered to two classes before and after
instruction and to two other classes only after instruction.

Pairs of tests developed by each of the six methods were derived.
Estimates of test reliability and validity were obtained using responses
independent of the test construction sample.

No specific selection method resulted in consistently higher

reliability rankings; but the modified Brennan and Cox-Vargas methods
consistently resulted in higher observed validity rankings.

The author notes that generalizations of this study are limited

because of the nonrandom observations. However, the author assumes that
criteria empolyed for reliability and validity are appropriate for

evaluation of teacher-made mastery tests. Crehan questioned whether the

magnitude of improvement in test validity of objective item selection
oVer teacher selection is worth the npcessary effoit on the part of the

teacher.
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Cureton, E. E. Note on 010max . Psychometrika, 1959, 24, 89-91.

Cureton gives formulas for a descripIive statistic related to the ,

fpurfold-point correlation but having always-attainable limits of 1: 1.

Cureton, E. E. Reliability of multiple-choice tests is the proportion

of variance which is true variance. Educational and Psychological

Measurement, 1971, 31, 827-829.

Frary (Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1969, 29, 359-

365) presented an analysis which seemed to show that classicaT-Weak

true-score theory does not apply to multiple-choice tests. Cureton

showed that the difficulty with Frary's derivation is that the guessing

score is not separated into a true component and an error component.

Cureton, E. E. The stability coefficient. Educational and Psychological

Measurement, 1971, 31, 45-55.

The author noted that the formula he previously presented (Educational

and Psychological Measurement, 1958, 18, 715-738 and Educational and

Psychological Measurement, 1965, 25, 127-346) for the stability co.,

efficient was essentially the 4miformula given by Remmers add Whistler

(Journal of Educational Psychology, 1938, 29, 81-92). Although the

formula is correct, both his derivation anrthe one given by Remmers and

Whistler were slightly defective. A derivation:which the author believes

to be more nearly correct was presented in this paper together with some

further discussion.

Divigi,'D. R. A new index for the accuracy of a criterion-referenced

test. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Council

on Measurement in Education, Toronto, 1978.''
4

One aim of criterion-referenced testing is to classify an examinee

without reference to a norm group. Therefore any statements about the

dependability of such classification ought to be group-independent

also. A population-independent index is proposed in terms of the proba-

bility of incorrect Classification near the cut-off true score. The

compound binomial model leads to the conclusion that-a criterion-refer-

enced test is more reliable if the item difficulties are unequal.

Dowing, S. M. & Mehrens, W. A. Six single-administration reliability

coefficients for criterion-referenced tests: A comparative study.

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational

earch Association,. Toronto, 1978.

The purpose of this study' was to compare several criterion-refer-

enced reliability coefficients to the Kuder-Richardson estimates and to

each other. KR 2Q & 21, the Livingston, the Subkoviak and two Huynh .

coefficients (K, k) were computed for a random sample of 33 criterion-

referenced tests. The Subkoviak-coefficient yielded the highest mean



value; Huynh's Kappa yielded the lowest. The Huynh K and 12 coefficients

were'highly positively correlated with-the Kudar-Richardson 20 and 21

coefficients, and with each other; the Livingston and the Subkoviak

indexes were highly correlated with each other. A two-factor principle

components solutionhviggested that only the Subkoviak coefficient

measured d test characteristic that differed from the classical (KR)

internal-consistency coefficients.
The data for this study were 33 achievement exams which represent a

random sample of objective format (3 to 5 option multiple-choice) criter-

ion-referenced (mastery) exams from undergraduate teacher education
classes, medical school classes, and state-wide assessment tests. The

number of exam items ranged from 5 to 143, with a mean of 38.9 items.

The number of subjects taking these tests ranged from 5 to 1110 with a

mean of 209.9. Each of the six reliability coefficients was computed

for each exam.
Results support the usefulness of KR-21 with criterion-referenced

examinations. The authors also believe that their result suggests that

the Livingston Coefficient may be more useful for criterion-referenced

reliability than its critics have allowed.

Duncan, G. T. An empirical Bayes approach to scoring multiple-choice

tests ih the disinformation model. Journal of the American Statistical

Association, 14974, 69, 50-57.

This article develops multiplechoice test scoring,rules, concen-

trating on Bayes ryles and their frequency theory analogs, empirical

Bayes rules. Conditions are given for empirical Bayes estimates to lie

in the probability simplex. The misinformation model is considered in

detail, It is shown that ranking by raw scores is equivalent to ranking

d by Bayes scores when the loss function increases with error and the

P sampling distribution has the monotone likelihood ratio property. Appli-

cation of the techniques is made to data from a multiple-choice test

given *to students of an elementary statistics course.
The misinformation model postulates that a given examinee has

knowledge of the correct response to p (p.0,1,...n) items and perceives

a wrong.answer as correct on w (w*0,1,...n-p) more items. The examinee

then has misinformation about w items.

Ebel, R. L. The case for non-referenced measurements. Paper.

presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational

Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

In building his case for norm-referenced measurements, Ebel divides

this paper into four sections. The first lists differences between norm

and criterion-referenced tests. These include differences in the age

and development of the two test forms, in the kind of information they

provide, in their sampling of tasks, in the educational purposes rthey-

serve, in the range of achievement levels they measure, in the range of

schools for which they are appropriate, and in the conceptions of

learning they imply.



-

Similarities of the test typekare pointed out'in the second
section. Somd of these include the fact that the items used in the two
tests are indistinguishable. The kind of tIsks to be included in each
can be specified precisely. The territory and the boundaries of the
domain of achievements from which Articular tasks are'to be selected
can be defined with all the precision that is necessary for either tyrie

of test. Ebel cOntends that Oth kincN of tests yield s'cores Oat
differ from pupil tb pupil, although a test might be built tolhow no ,

score variance. The author emphasizes his belief that score variance is
not irrelevant to any test of achievement. Another point of similarity
betweem norm and criterion-referenced tests has o do with norms.
Ebel notes that norms are involved in establishing the criteria of
achievement on which criterion-referenced tests are based.

The third section of this paper is Ebel's case against easy items.
The author states that thse items should not be thrown out proiided two
requirements are met:

1) the item unquestionably tests an achievement of unquestionable
importance

2) the dumber of items answered correctly is more important than
its relative value, that is.its precentile rank or stanine or z-score..

The fourth section lists some of 1:#e advantages Ebel sees of norm-

referenced tests.
1) Theyassess de pupil's broad general level of knowledge and

understanding of a subject, not his mastiry.-of a few particulars.
2) they reflect common nation-wide goals for learning, not unique

local goals.
3) They assess-achievements at all levels of excellence and

MedioCrity. They do not focus primarily on minimum essentials.
4) Because each item can test a different aspect of achievement,

they provide a broader and more representative sampling of achievements.
5) They are consistent with the view that achievement in learning

is a matter of mote or less, not of everything (mastery) or nothing.
6) They provide a single score that concisely summarizes a pupil's

general level of achievement, not an extended inventory of things.
learned or not learned.

7), They Are primarily useful for,summative, not formative evalua-
tion. They indicate how successful the pupil's effqrts to learn have
been; how successful the teachers efforts.to foster that learning have
been.

8) They imply that the primary responsibility for successful
learning rests with the pupil, not with the instructional,delivery
sYstem.

Ebel, R. L. The relation of item discrimination to test reliability.
Journal of Educational Measurement, 1967, 3, 125-128.

In this paper, Ebel Maintains that in ordei.,to achieve high-reli-
ability in a test with a given number of items, one m4st write or select
items that are high (in discrimination;-as measured by D, the upper-level

index of discrimination. Data are preiented to support this position.
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Eignor, D. R. Statistical suggestions for the study-of cognitive

structures. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978:

The primary purpose of thig-paper was to offer some viable statis-

,.tical techniques to be used in the study of cognitive structures. The

procedures developed by H4bert and his associates (Schultz and Baker)

offer viable techniques fol. testing the structures generated out of

tasks utilized in the study of cognitive structures. The-procedure for

scaling the proximity data to have metric properties appears manageable

when viewed theoretically; but. practical concerns still exist.

The author notes that one further area of research should be,

considered. The research concern has to do with the situation when the

researcher wants to measure one individual's cognitive structure.and
then compare this to a content structure matrix or an expert's cognitive

proximity matrix. ,This is an issue, Eginor states, that must be dealt

with if the measurement procedures for cognitive structure are ever
going to replace objective tests as measures of higher order objectives.

There are two levels of comern:
1)* Which'Of the tasks (word association, tree construction, F-

sort, similarity judgment) should be used with one individual, and

* 2)- Which of the scaling procedures; S. C. Johnson's hieriarchical

clustering, Kruskal's or Ramsey's multidimensional scaling and Waern's

graphing technique, if any, is amenable to individual solutions? As an

instance of the first leVel of concern, it would appear that while it is,

reasAable to utilize a word associatfon task to generate proximity data
on an individual level, use-of the F-sort appears unreasonable. A matrix
of zeros and ones for an individual is generated in the latter case and

the matrix is likely to yield nonmeaningful results.
.

In sumpary, Eignor states that research needs tO'be done on which

tasks, and tubsequently which scaling or graphing procedures, are best

suited for measuring an individual's cognitive structure.

Eignor, D. R. & Hambleton, R. K. Effects of test length and advancement

,score on several criterion-referenced test reliability and validity .

indices. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National
Council on Measurement in Education, San,Francisco, 1979.

fgpurpose of this study was:
1) to report the relationships between-test lengths and several

reliability and validity indiat for a fixed cut-off score (80%) in five

domain scgre distributions, and
2) to report the relationships between advancement scores and

several reliability and validity indices for several test lengths in

five domain score distributions.
Five figures show the relationships between test length and deci-

,
sion consistency, kappa, decision accuracy, predictive validity, and

efficienty, respectively, for each of the fiveRdomain score distri-

butions under consideration. A number of observatiods and/or cautions
concerning the use of the figures are offered; and.suggestions for

further research and development are ofistred.



Epsteih, K. I. & Knerr, C. S. Criterion-referenced test interpretations

of "classical" measurement theory. Paper presented,at the annual .

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San
Francisco, 1976.

The purpose of this paper is to reignd the practitioner that more
than statistics and measurement theory are required in order to interpret
test results meaningfully, aHd to provide two examOles which illustrate
the importance of considering the,entire testing situation in making
inferences about a particular test.

This.paper suggests that many of the results obtained when "clas-
sical" cechniques are applied to criterion-referenced tests, particu-
larly in the context of mastery learningi, are perfectly reasonable,
interpretable, and should be expected.

Estes., G. D., eblvin, L. W. & Goodwin, C. A crfterion-referenced basic
skilis assessment program tn a large city school system. ,Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research

...Association, San,Francisco, 1976.

The Phoenfx Union High School System has developed a basic skills
assessment program in the auas of.Reading and Mathematics. Procedures

andeconsideratifts used inTlveloping the system are discussed. Pre-

ltminary results on validity and reliability of the assessment instru-

ments are presented. An example of criterion-referenced test develop-
ment using traditional item analysis, reliability, and validity pro-
cedures is provided.

Goals and objectives are tated for both Reading'and Mathematics.
Procedures used to devélop their instruments are outlined. They

were very 'similar to those normally used to develop norm-referenced
tests including item difficulty and discHmination values which were
used to identify the test items to retain, revise or delete from the
item pool.

KR-21 reliability estimates were calculated for their readihg and

math tests.
Concurrent validity estimates were calculated for their reading and

math tests. ,',

A summary of'student performance on their math and reading tests is

presented.
They claim that students have steadily progressed toward mastery of

all areas such that 94.8% of the class of 1972-76 has 'Mastered all the
reading areas, and 80.2% of the class of 1973-77 has mastered all of the
math areas with almost a year and one-half left before graduation.

Everitt, B. S. Moments of the statistics kappa and weighted kappa.
The British Journal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology,
1968, 21, 97-103.

This paper considers the mean and variance of the two statistics,
kappa and weighted kappa, which are useful in measuring agreement

'between two raters, in the situation where they independently allocate a

sample of subjects to a prearranged set of categories.



proportion of observed agreements - proportion of expected agreements
kappa

1 - proportion of expected agreements

Kappa maY be interpreted as the proportion of agreement over and above

that expected by chance. It can be shown to have almost the same value

as the product-moment correlation coefficient for the dichotomous case.

The advantage of kappa appears to be that it is mdre intuitively rea-
sonable, and also that it leads to weighted kappa, which takes into

account the relative seriousness of the different types of disagreement

Aich can arise between the two observers. The mean and variances of

kappa and weighted kappa are considered.

Faggen, J. Decision reliability and classification validity for decision

oriented criterion-referenced tests. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto,
1978. ,

In the first section of Ws paper, a statistical model to study
the relationships between reliabilities'and validities of content-bound .

criterion-referenced test item pools is developed. Two item parameters

are defiKed; ai is the probability of a master answering item i correctly

and biis the probability of a non-master answering item i incorrectly.

Two psychometric properties df the item pools--decision.reliability (RD)

and classificatiOn validity (VD)--are developed. The decision-reli-

ability of an item pool is defined as the probability that a randomly
selected examineewho is administered two randomly constructed n-item

tests is classified as either a master on both tests or as a non-master

on bothstests. The classification validity measures the degree to which

masters score at or above the'cut score on a given test and non-masters

score below the cut score.
In the second section of this paper, a guide is presented to'enable

practitioners--curriculum developers, test constructors, and evaluators--.
.to generate the decision reliabitity matrix and the corresponding

classification validity matrix associated with a heterogeneous item

pool. The use of Bayesian methods is explored to provide estimates of

the several parameters of interest. In addition, the entire theory and

procedures are applied to a mathematics item pool which is currently

monitoring student progress in a self-pacing format. The predictions

made in the first section are borne out successfUlly. In particular,

the data clearly supported the useful relationship that R provides an

upper bound to,VD.
0

In the third and final sectiqn, several additional problems which

need to be pursued with respect to domain-referenced item pool testing

are described.
11,
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Forsyth, R. A. 81 Spratt, K. F. Measuring problem solving ability in
mathemaeics with multiple choice items: .the effect of item format

on selected item and test characteristics. Paper presented at the

annual meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education,

San Francisco, 1979.



The major purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of

the modified item format on selected item and test characteristics.
Specifically, the difficulty and discrimination of such items and the
reliability of a test composed of such items were examined relative-to
the more common format. A limited evaluation of the validity of a test

composed completely of such items was also undertiken. th addition,

since multiple choice items measuring mathematics problem solVing

frequently use the "Not given" or "None of these° alternative, and since

the research related to the effect of such/alternatives on items and
test characteristics is not conclusive, the effects of this type of

alternative in conjunction with the two item formats discussed were also

investigated.
The results of this study suggest that the set-up format yields

more difficult and less discriminating items"than the traditional

format. These generalizations are limited by the particular examinee

and item populations that were studied. It is possible, for example,

that both item formats may perform equally well with high school students.

The authors note that an extrergely limited evaluation of the
validity of items using the set-up-format was -undertaken in this study.
A more extensive evaluation would have required information related to
the test-taking strategies and -problem solving strategies that students

-iise with this type of item. Such data would also be useful for eval-

uating the validity of the more, ditional items. Future studies in

this research area should atte o gather information related to these

strategies.

Frase, L. T. The demise of generality in measurement and .research

methodology. Paper presented at the Center for the Study of
Evaluation, Winter Invitational Conference on Measurement and
Methodology, Los Angeles, 1978.

In this paper the author does three things. First, he expresses

some optimism about the decline of superficial analyses in testing and

research methodology. However, he states that there is a need for
caution lest the tendency toward precision makes one lose sight of the

broadly adaptive characteristics of human behavior that cut across

learning tasks. Second, he reviews a model of learning skills that
might be used to link specific performances to test items, and to link

test items to instructional methods. He notes that this is only one
model that could provide a domain focus for item writing, but it has a

strong research base and it communicates with the kinds of activities

that are encouraged in reading comprehension programs. Finally, he

reviewi ,some complexities of inferring processing activities from
performance on test items. This analysis leads him to believe that a

great deal can be learned about tests and about _people by concentrating

on the strategies that test-takers use to arrive at the information (or

data base) that supports test-taking performance.. He notes that test-

taking performance is often governed by factors (like motivation and

world knowledge) wpich have little to do with the nominal task presented

'by a test item.



Frase concludes that practitioners sharpen their conception of
learning theory, that they analyze the-skillsientailed in specific
subject matters, and that they explore ways to relate these skills to
instructional methods and outcomes. Data he reviewed suggest that not
only the idealized conceptions of what cognitive processing is be
explored, butalso the adaptive behavfors e test-takers that simplify

and convert nominal stimulus materials into something other than they
are intended to be.

He suggests that it might be true that part of the reason for test
score declines is that the background knowledge of students who now take
standardized tests has chaued, and that some cultural backgrounds do
not support concern for hot,Pone scores on a test. If so, Frase con-

cludes, then it is all the moresimportant to characterize and explore
partial and optional representational processes, since these have to do
with motivational and cultural-factors which are logically prior to many
of the performances that our test items attempt to measure..

Gagne, R. M. Observing the effects oflearning. Educational Psychologist,

1975, 11, 144-157.

The author states that the effects of learning are typically observed
in test situations which need to be evaluated in terms of both construct
and validity. The model empolyed by information-processing theories of
learning and_memory is proposed as a,Source of construct validity which
provides a rationale for assessitlg the effects of several Aifferent
phases of the learning-memory process. As for content validity, the
suggestion is made that criterion-referenced measurement be achieved by
precise analysis, description, and representation of the criterion
through job-sample" testing, which would avoid the apparent narrowness
of coverage of "domain-referenced" item forms.

Gardner, P. L. Test length and the standard error of measurement.
Journal of Educational Measurement, 1970, 7, 271-273.

The author shows that under very general conditions, the standard
error.of measurementestimated from the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 and
Kuder-Richardson formula 21 leads to Lord's observations that the stan-
dard error of measurement of a test is directly proportional to the
square root of the number of items on the test.

Grosse, M. E. An application of the Rasch model to common person .

equating. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1979.

This paper describes the use of.the Rasch model to equate pairs of

examinations taken by the same group of examinees. The examinations had
no items in common, so this is an example of common person equating.

When traditional psychometric methods were applied to an examina-
tion, neither scores nor reference groups suitable for the purpose of
recertification could be obtained. The Rasch model provided a two step
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solution to these problems. First, it provided a rationale for\ombining
measures derived from different sections of the examination. Second, it
provided a method for discovering and adjusting the differential diffi-
culty of the subspecialty examinations. The final result was a singTe
-common ability measure for each candidate. A reference group of satis-
factory size could then be identified for the purpose of establishing a
norm referenced standard for acceptable performance on the examination.

41

Grosse, M. E., Wright, B. D., Shumacher, C. F. An application of the
Rasch model to common person equating. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the Ainerican Educational Research Association,
San Francisco, 1979.

This paper describes the use of the Rasch model to equate pairs of
examinations taken by the same group of examinees. The examinations had
no items in common, so this is an example of common person equating. The
analyses were conducted'for the recertification examination of the
American Board of Plastic Surgery.

The first issue addressed with the Rasch model was the question of
t/14

the unidimensionality versus multidimensionality of the underlying trait,
measured by the 5 examination books. The seCond issue addressed with
the Rasch model was the intrinsic, unknown difficulty of the subspe-

%cialty examinations.
In summary, when traditional psychometric methods'were applied to

an examination, neither scores nor reference groups suitable for the
purpose of recertification could be obtained. The Rasch model provided
a 2-step solution to these problems. First, it provided a rationale for
combining measures derived from different sections of the examination.
Second, it provided a method for discovering and adjusting the differen-
tial difficulty of the subspecialty examrinations. The final result was a
single common ability measure for each catiOidate. A reference group of
satisfactory size couTd then be identified for the purpoe of estab-
lishing a norm referenced standard for acceptable perforklance on the
examination.

Gumbel, E. J. Bivariate logistic distributions. Journal of the
American Statistical Association, 1961, 56, 335-349.

The author notes that the logistic distribution closely resembles
the normal one. Both are symmetrical. In this paper two logistic
bivariate distributions are studied. In both cases the curves of equal
probability density are not ellipses, the regression curves are not
linear and the conditional expectations are limited. The first dis-
tribution analyzed with the help of the bivariate moment generating
function is asymmetrical and therefore departs considerably from the
normal one. The coefficient of correlation is constant and equal to one
half. The second bivariate logistic distribution is symmetrical. The
regression curves are linear in probability scale and the coefficient of
correlatioR varies in the interval + .30396.



Gustafsson, J. t. Testing and obtaining fit of data to the Rasch model.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Assoccation, San Francisco, 1974p.

In this paper the author treats problems and procedures'in assessing
and obtaining fit of data to the Rasch model. The assumptions embodied

in the model are made explicit and it is concluded that statistical
tests are needed which are sensitive to deviations such that more than
one item parameter would be needed for each item, and such that more
than one person parameter would be needed for each person. Statistical

goodness-of-fit tests, based on conditional maximum likelihood estimates
of the item parameters, which can detect these two kinds of deviation
are presented. Common sources of deviation are also identified, as are
the tests needed to detect them. Problems in the use ofstatistfcal
tests to assess fit are discussed and some investigations of power are
presented. In relation,to a distinction between use of the Rasch model

as a criterion and as an instrument, the treatment of the goodness-of-
fit problem in different measurement contexts is discussed. Finally it

is concluded that items which can be identified as misfitting should not
be routinely excluded to obtain fit to the model; instead other actions
should often be taken such as grouping of the items into homogeneous
subsets.

Haladyna, T. M. An investigation of full- and subscale reliabilities

of criterion-referenced tests. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago,
1974.

The author notes that classical test theory has been rejected for

application to criterion-referenced (CR) tests by most psychmetricians
due to an expected lack of variance in scores and other difficulties.

The present study was conceived to resolve the variance problem and

explore the possibility that classical test theory is both appropriate

and desirable for some types of CR tests. Both a rationale and empiri-
cal evidence were offered to support the practice of using unrestricted

samples to estimate full- and subscale reliabilities of CR tests using

classical procedures. However, reservations were expressed concerning

the reliability of these subscales.

Haladyna, T. & Roid, G. The stability of Rasch item difficulty and
student achievement estimates for a criterion-referenced test. A

paper prj.sented at the annual meeting of the National Council on

Measupient in Education, San Francisco, 1979.

he purpose of this study was to determine the applicability of the

Ras model to criterion-referenced (CR) testing. Since a CR test is
sen4jtive to instruction, item difficulties tend to vary as a function

of i struction. In this study, CR tests data were subjected to a Rasch
item analysis under three sample conditions:

1) uninstructed students only
2) instructed students only
3) ,combined samples.



The authors make the following conclusions.
1) Difficulty is not stably estimated for these CR tests. The

Resch item statistics tend to fluctuate as a function of instruction.
2) The mean-square-fit index appears to be poorly estimated

regardless of sample condition. Thus, these results suggest that MSF
not be considered useful information in CR analysis.

3) Examinee achievement estimates tend to remain stable regardless
of which sample is used to establish these estimates. These results
attest to the robustness of the Rasch model for providing estimates of
student.achievement based on a *et of difficulty estimates, despite the
fact that these estimates vary from sample to sample.

Hambieton, R. K. A review of testing and decision-meking procedures
Jor selected individualized instructional programs. ACT Technical
Bulletin No. 15, August 1973.

,

The first purpose of this investigation was to provide a descrip- .
tion of the testing models that are currently being used in selected
individualized instructional programs. Three programs were studied:

1 Individually prescribed-instruction
2 program for learning in accordance with needs,
3 mastery learning.

The author provides an introduction for each instructional model. This
includes a brief history, of the program, the content areas covered, and
an indication of the extent of implementation. 'Also, a description of
each instructional paradigm and details on the testing model are pro-
vided. An attempt is made to pinpoint the decision points in each
model, spelling out the consequences of the various possible actions fn
relation to each of the possible true states of nature.

A second purpose of this paperiwIls to compare the three programs
and the four component parts of the sting model; namely, selection of
a program of study, criterion-referen ed testing on the unit objectives,
assignment of instructional modes, and final year-end assessment.

A final purpose was to briefly outline several promising lines of
A research in connection with the tekting methods and decision procedures

for individualized instructional programs.

Hambleton, R. K. Testing and decision-making procedures for selected
individualized instructional programs. Review of Educational Research,

1974, 44, 371-400.

The author notes that.the successful implementation of an individuf.

alized instructional program depends, in part, upon the availability of ,°

appropriate testing and decision-making procedures to monitor student
progress. In this paper, Hambleton has attempted to describe and to
compare the testing models of three of the best known and widely adopted
instructional programs: IPI, Project PLAN, and Mestery Learning. In

addition, on the basis of a review of the models, he has outlined several
important lines of research that couldsontribute significantly to the
quality of testing and decision-making within the context of these and,'
other individualized instructional prOgrams.
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Hambleton, R. K. & Cook, L. L. Some results on the robustness of

latent trait models. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

The purpose of this paper was to study the goodness-of-fit" of the

one-, two-, and three-parameter logistic models. The authors studied,
using computer-simulated test data, the effects of four variables:
Variation in item discrimination parameters, the average value of the
pseudo-change level parameters, test length, and the shape of the ability
distribution. Artificial or simulated data representing departures of
varying degrees from the assumptions of the three-parimeter logistic
test model were genera,ted and the "goodness-of fit' of the three test
models to the data was Atudied.

The results of the computer simulations were:
Level of variation in discrimination parameters:

1) For the values Studied in the paper, using discrimination
parameters as item weights contributed very little to the proper ranking
of examinees.
Level of pseudo-thance level_parameters:

2) With the 20-item tests, the three-parameter model was con-
siderably more effective at ranking examinees correctly in the lower
half of the ability distribution. Correlations were about .08 higher
(1,.75 to 1,.83) in the uniform distribution of ability and about .08
higher in the normal distribution (nd.65 to 1,.73). The improvement in,
the average absolute difference in rank order was about 13.

3) With the forty-item tests, the three-parameter *model was also
somewhat more effective at ranking examinees correctly in the lower half

of the ability distribution., Correlations,were about .04 higher in both
ability distributions. .The improvement ih the average absolute differ-
ence in rank order was about 8. The reduction in effectiveness of the
three-parameter model weights was to be expected with the longer tests.
Gulliksen noted the insignificance of scoring weights when the test gets.
longer and test items are positively dbrrelated.

4) For examinees in the upper half of the ability distributidn,
and for the data sets studied, the number rights score was about as
effective as the more.complicated scoring weights used in the too-and
three-parameter models.
Shape of the Abilitx Distribution:

5) Ks expected, correlations tended to ligher for the uniformly
distributed abilit, scores.
-Vest Lendth:

6) Increases in correlations due to -doubling the length of the .

,test were observed.' Again, as expetted they tended to be rather small.

Hambleton, R. K. & Eignor, D. Guidelines for evaluatiqp criterion-
referenced tests and test manuals. Paper presented at the annual
Jneeting of the National Council on Measurement in EdUcation, Toronto,

1978. 4 4,

The authors note the scope and number of criterion-referenced
teSts available to pot tial users.is impressive, but that the quality



of these tests varies tremendously and so it is very important for
potential users to review available tests carefully before making their
selections.

The primary purpose of this paper was to propose a set of guide-
lines for evaluating criterion-referenced tests and test manuals. The

guidelines should buseful to both users and developers of criterion-
referenced tests. A secondary purpose was to report on their use of the
guidelines with eleven commercially available criterion-referenced test
batteries.

The guidelines represent the authors own biases about what is
important technical information for users to have in making informed
decisions about the quality of criterion-referenced tests.

Questions were generated by the authors asking themselves "What
questions would we want to answer before making a decision to use a
criterion-referenced test in a particular situation?" Questions were

organized around ten broad categories: Objectives, Test Items, Adminis-
tration, Test Layout, Reliability, Cut-off scores, Validity, Norms,
Reporting of Test Score Information and Test Score Interpretations.
Several questions for each category are listed.

Eleven criterion-referenced tests were selected for review. The

primary purpose of this article was to ascertain the extent to_which
these tests met the authors guidelines. The evaluation of each test is

reported as well as how the tests as a-group meet each of the guide-
lines.

The authors note that their guidelines are offered only to serve aS
a "catalyst" for further discussion and debate. Their use of the pro-

posed guidelines to evaluate eleven criterion-referenced tests was

' intended to
1) demonstrate that the proposed guidelines were work'able,

2) highlight areas where considerAbly more or different work on

the part of test developers is needed.
Individuals with suggestions fiSr improving the guidelines were

encouraged to write the authors.

Hambleton, RK vick, M. R. Toward,an integration of theory and
method for criterion-referenced tests./ journal of Educational
Measurement, 1973, 10, 159-170.

The authors synthesize some of the thliking in the area of criterion-

referenced (CR) testing (current in 1973) as/Well as provide the beginning
of an integration theory and method for such testing. They view criter-

ion-referenced testing' from a decision-theoretic point_of view; thus
approaches to reliability and validity estimation conststent with this
phiTosophy are suggested. In order to improve the decision-making
accuracy of CR tests, a Bayesian procedure for estimating true mastery

scores is proposed. This Bayesian procedure utilized information'about
othermembers of a student's group (collateral information), but the

resulting estimation is considered to be criterion-referenced rather
than norm-referenced since the student is compared to a standard rather

than to other students. The authors contend that in theory, the Baye-
T
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sian procedure increases the "effective length" of the test by improving
the reliability, the validity, and the decision-making accuracy of the
criterion-referenced test scores.

Harms, R. A. The development, validation and application of an
external criterion measure of achievement test item bias. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of the National Council on Measure
ment in Education, Toronto, 1978.

This paper outlines the need for bas-is, development, validation and
application of an external criterion measure of test item bias.

The criterion measure developed is based on the sole and generally
accepted presupposition that fair test items are test items that are -

just. From this initial presupposition, a criterion measure of item
bias based on an operationalization of Rawls' theory of justice, justice
as fairness, is developed, validated and applied by student raters to
items selected from the 1972 TASK II A. Finally, the by-item results

and implications of this application are included and diicussed.

Rrinciple I - Within a defined sage (Contract) test items should not
"turn-off" students so that thec are unable to do as well as their
abilities would indicate.

Criteria for Principle I:
A) An item must not contain any information that could be offen-

sive to a student's religion or culture.
B) An item must be non-sexual in the sense that it must not be

designed to offend either sexual group.
C) An item must not include depictions of any group that are

degrading or stereotypic.
D) An item must not portray groups as unequal in ability.

E) An item must not, by content or form,cause students to be
"turned-off" so that they may not do as well as they are able.
Principle II -,Within the domain of a defined usage (contract) for any
given test item, all students should have equality of opportunity to

respond.
Criteria for Principle II
F) The content of the test item must not reflect information and/

or skills thatinay not be expected to be within the educational back-
ground' of all students or groups that take the item.

G) The content of the ttem must not contain any clues or informa-
tion that could be seen to work to the benefit of any group or either

sex.
H) The content of the item must be shared io all and not specific

to'any one group or sex.
I) Group specific language, vocabulary or reference pronouns (he,

she, etc.) must not be included in items.
Implications - Analyzing test items for bias is most useful in the test
construction phase when the test is easily amenable to change. The
included criterion measure has been systematically applied in several

such applications with encouraging results. It appears to the author,

however, that the measure is very possibly conservative and its appli-

cation will lead to the selection of a larger number of items as biased



than post-hoc statistical procedures. However, as it is easier to

rewrite abberant items than to Speculate on their effect on scores, such

conservatism is likely to be both long-term efficient and beneficial.

The author expects to continue this research by applying five of

the published analytical item bias estimation procedures to the TASK

items previously examined by the criterion measure. The results of this

comparison will be used in a comparative concurrent validation of these

analytical estimators.
' The author advocates an ongoing test developmeni and item writing-

tool that may be used as a benchmark measure of test item bias. [He's

not advocating an additional item bias estimation procedure or a replace-

ment one].

Hayek, L. C. An empirical study of properties of mastery models.

Smithsonian Institution, 'April, 1979.

This study presents and empirically evaluates, a probabilistic

model for mastery assessment. Characteristics of the estimation pro-

cedure are examined and bias of estimates, asymptotic results and good,-

ness of fit problems are discussed. The overall findings suggest that

noronly is total sample size a major concern for the user, but also

average frequency per response vector and number of items were found to

be potential problem areas.

Haynes, J. L. & Walker, C. Establishing criteria for objective mastery--

.4 art or science? Paper presented at the annUal meeting of the

American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1976.

The purpose of this paper is to examine some methods of estab-

lishing criteria for mastery for objective-referenced tests.

Recognizing the importance of valid criteria, the Florida Depart-

ment of Education conducted a series of studies to determine:

1) the validity of the established criteria for masters,

2) whether an empirical basis for establishing criteria for

mastery could be identified.
The studies were conducted in conjunction with Florida's statewide

assessment program, which administers a state-developed, objective-

referenced test in reading, writing and mathematics to students in

grades three, six and nine. The three studies are described briefly in

this paper.
The first study involved teacher judgment of mastery. If teachers

identify students As masters-or non-masters and the same classification

occurs based on which students meet the established criteria, a high

degree of concurrent validity would be established. This presupposes

that teacher jUdgment about student mastery is itself valid and reliable.

The findings indicate that any criteria will result in a high percentage

of misclassifications when compared to a global teacher judgment about

student mastery or non-mastery of-a subject area.

The second study involved teacher judgment of item achievement.

This study-asked teachers to apply their general knowledge of students'

competencies to.estimate the difficulty of selected items whicil were

part of the assessment instssument. Asia general approach to setting



objective criteria, this method seemed to add little information for the

amount of work involved. Since teachers would probaiply continue to use

a relatively small range!, most mastery scores would/be n-1. If that

will be the outcome, it would be much easier to set n-1 as the criteria

without expending teacher effort to confirm it.
The third study, called one-above stddy, involved students which

were identified by their teachers as being superior students in either

communication skills or mathematics. Each student completed the 44mmun1-

cation skills or math section of the regular assessment booklet fot the.

grade immediately below. This process of administering"the test to

superior students in the grade above seems to hold the mOst promise,

both as an approach to establishing criteria and as a me#ns of identi-

fying weak items.

Helmstadter, G. C. A comparison of Bayesian and traditional indexes of

test item effectiveness. Paper presented at the,annual meeting of

the National Council on Measurement in Education, Chicago, 1974.

The purpose of this study was to apply Bayes rhea-ern to item

_ analysis of test questions and to compare the resulting indexes of item

effectiveness with the traditional index of test item discrimination

when "high" and "low" knowledge groups are defined in three different,

ways. Empirical data in this study were the responses to items on a pre

and post test from 43 students in a multivariate statistics course and

from 55 students in an adolescent psychology course.

Bayes theorem was applied and led to the development of three

separate indexes of item effectivenes$ as follows:

1) the probability that a subject knows the content'material giVemA

the correct response was selected;
2) the probability that he does not know the material given that

the imcorrect response was selected,

3) the probability that a correct decision will be made about the

examinee's knowledge of the content given the results of performance on

that item.
These three item characteristics plut a classical item discrimination.

index, were then computed for each item. Three variants of these four

item characteristics wete obtained by defining "high knowledge" aAd "low

knowledge" groups in different ways.
Intercorrelations among the twelve different indexes derived for

each item were computed over the items within each of the two separate

tests. The medians of the intercorrelations among ways of defining

groups and the medians of the intercorrelations among the different item

indexes were calculated. A principle axis factor analysis with varimax

rotation was applied to each intercotrelation matrix, thus obtaining an

independent factor structure for each of the two classes.

The data suggest that the common practice of defining "high" and

"low" knowledge gtoups in terms of scores on the posttest only is ques-

tionable. They further indicate that there may be two quite dittinct

types of effective achievement test items: those that indicate that the

examinee knows the material and those that indicate that the examinee

does not know the materiallhus, another common practice - that of
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using a single index of item discrimination - is also called into
question.

Hill, R. K. Use of the Rasch model to solve data problems encountered

by the California assessment proiram. Paper'presented at the
annual meeting of the National Councdl on Measurement in Education,
San Francisco, 1979.

This paper presents four problems that the staff of the California
Assessment Program, the statewide testing progftm for the State of
California, found difficult to solve. Each of these problems proved to
be readily solvable when techniques being developed by advocates of the
Rasch model were applied. The Ourpose of this paper was.not to present
new approaches for using the Rasch model, but to demonstrate that the

approaches that have been developed already have great practical signifi---x:

cance and should be disseminated and used more widely by practitioners.

Hills, J. R. Using empirical data to set cutoff scores. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of the National Codncil on Measure-
ment in Education, San Francisco, 1979.

The author notei that the 1974 edition of Standards for Educational

and Psychological Tests takes a clear stand on the setting of cutoff

scores.. But that presentation was written a decade ago. The author'

reviews some of the developments. since then. This includes the work of )

Cronback & Snow in which they point out that investigators should be'

looking for at least interactions of the fourth order; the work of
Millman who starts with the true score; the woek of Hambleton & Novick
who suggest that one consider not only whether an error is made in
classifying a student, but which kind of error is mord serious; the work

of Fhaner modffied\by Wilcox who suggest that the cutting score be set

in terms of an inefference zone. In Wilcox's development we must set
the desired probability of making a correct decision; the work of Davis

& Diamond which used Bayes's Theorem tO calculate the lowest acceptable

cutting score. Finally, the author discusses the work of Viscomho
started from the observed score and chose not to use Bayes's therem.
Vlsco started with the observed score and a specified confidence inter-

val and solved for the lowest true score that would be in the interval.

Visco also turns the problem around and considers setting.cutting scores

for nonmastpry.
The author notes that none of the examined methods offers support

to the notion that in criterion-referenced testing, we.need only a few

items to decide whether a student has mastered an objective. Hills is

concerned that there is not a system for classroom teachers to set
soundly the cutting scores on their own tests, or evaluate the soundness

of the cutting scores given them by publishers.
Dw

Hively, W., Patterson, H. L. & Page, S. A. A "universe-defined" system

of arithmetic achievement tests. .Journal of Educational Measurement,

1968, 5, 275-290. 061 Iv=



This paper shows that two quite different approaches to achievement
testing converge. One is the strong form of educational behaviorism
exemplified by B. F. Skinner's work in the area of programmed instruc-
tion. The other is the positivistic approach to mental test theory
exemplified by Cronbach's work on "GenerAjizability." Hively et al

maintain that if behaviorists cananalyze non-trivial Subject matter
into well-defined behavioral classes, generalizability theory promises
appropOate and powerful measurement models. Osburn (1968) has named
this area "universe-defined-achievement testing."

Data are presented fram one of the first applications. The subject

matter is mathematics.
A general form, toge r with a list of generation rules, precisely .

deftne the set of all tes items which may be taken to represent the
Aiagnostic category. The blesfor generating such a set of test items
is called an "item form.'V A collection of item forms constitute a
"universe" from which tests may be drawn.: A "family" of random-parallel
tests (Cronbach, 1963) is definedspy a sampling plan over a universe of
item forms. A "generalizability s dy".of the test families was con-

1
ducted. Three.tests were generated from each family. The results show
that the relative magnitudes of the components of variance display an .

extraordinarily consistent pattern across the different test families.
It is emphasized that these results were obtained on the basis of purely
formal content analysis of the subject matter, without any statistical
item selection procedures whatsoever.

In addition to estimates of "relative" stability of test scores i
expressed by intercorrelation coefficients, a measure of the indivi-
dual's performance with respect to the universe, which does not require
comparison to other individuals for its interpretatiom, ts alsO obtain-
able. To get_this, we may use the within-person vartance to estimate a
confidence interval for any individual's "true" or "universe" score,
given his observed score on a rand mly chosen test. The underlying
assumption in all of the above is t at the between- and within-person
variances are independent of one ano'tjer.

The authors continue to say that iven information about how a
person responded to a particular test item, we would expect to be able

to predict how he would respond to another, randomly-chosen item from
the saiwitem fom but not necessarily how he would respond to an item
from a different item form. Predictiam from one item form to another

should depend on how the items forms are related.
Hively concludes that the data lead one to place only moderate

faith in the item forMs as categories which represent distinct, homo-
genous classes of behavior and which thus provide the foundation for

detailed diagnosis and remediation. By contrast, it seems paradoxical

that the total test scores should have been as reliable as they were.

Horn, J. L. Integration of concepts of reliability and standard error

measurement. Educational and Psychological Measurement 1971, 31, .

$7-74.

'the purpose of this paper is to explicate soMe of the problems
implied by the'assumptions underTying deilvations of various indices or
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error of measurement'and such coefficients of reliability as the Kuder-

Richardson formula 20 and the Kuder-Richardson formula 21, and to indicate

some of the practical implications of various proposed solutions.

.
Horn looks at standard error of measurement and reliability co-

efficients as they are defined in terms of two random response models.
The conclusion is that generally the KUder-Richardson formula 20 should

yield'a larger estimate of reliability than the Kuder-Richardson formula-
21, and although the difference may be small in many practical situa-

tions, the fact of the difference between the two should be kept in mind

when considering the standard error of measurement formulae.
In the seCond section of thispaper. Horn looks at some standard

error of measurement models. It is noted that different kinds of
variability can be represented as "error" in any one of the formulae for

reliability or standard error of measurement.

Hughes, F. P. The Rasch model applied to the equating of several

examination forms. Paper presented at the joint session of the

annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association
and the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Ftancisco,

1979.

The equating of six tests was discussed using dataobtained from

common-item links and analyzed using the Rasch model: An iterative

procedure developed by Drs. Wright andiMead for estimating average test

difficulty on a common scale, and for estimating the expected value of

shifts for common-item and non-existent links, was described and illus-

trated using these data. Also, a procedure is suggested for evaluating
the quality or coherence of the equating data; and its application to

the data in this study is discussed.
Two indices were derived to help.identify triads and links that

lacked coherence. The author recommends that the distributions of these

indices should be investigated so that firm guidelines for identifying

tr,iads and links that lack coherence can be established.

Hummel-Rossi, B., & Oldak, R. An empirical comparison of methods for

determining reliability of criterion-referenced tests. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research

Association, Toronto, 1978.

Using a two-part aptitude test administered to 226 students criter-

ion-referenced ability estimates were obtained at selected cut-off

scores for Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina's kappa coefficient,

Huynh's kappa coefficient, Huynh's approximation for kappa, Harris's

efficiency coefficient, and Subkoviak's coefficient of agreement. J
Results indicated similarity between the Swaminathan et al. and Huynh

kappa estimates. Huynh's approximation for kappa appeared stable.
Subkoviak's coefficient gave high estimates close to the observed'

consistency of classification. Harris's estimates proved unrelated,to

the others. The authors note that the size of the reliability coeffi-

cient is bound strongly to the method of calculation.



Before one computes the reliability of a criterion-referenced test
he must decide on the kind of reliability interpretation needed as the
various methods provide different types of information as well as
different values. In practice one rarely meets all the assumptions of

the various models for4stimating criterion-referenced reliability; as

one deviates from the models the estimates may become less accurate.

Investigation of these coefficients under violations of their model
assumptions is suggested.

Hutten, L. R. A comparison of the fit of empirical data to two latent

trait models. Paper presented at the annual meeting of-the American
Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1979.

The primary question addressed in this study was how weltfo
empirical data fit the one and three-parameter logistic latent trait
models. The author notes that little research has addressed the queStion
of comparable model fit and lists three important questions.

1) Should the-practitioner select the Rasch model with one type of
data, and the Birnbaum (3-parameter) model for other kinds of data?

2) Is there improvement in model-data fit found by using the
three-parameter model, rather than the Rasch model?

3) How can practitioners determine which test model (the one or

three-parameter model) best suit their data?
The results of this stu6 indicate that for data having items equal

in discrimqnation, the Rasch model provides better fit to empirical data

than the three-parameter logistic model. A practical method for deter-

mining equality of item discrimination, using classical. point-biserials,

was suggested. It was also noted that the maximum likelihOod estimate

of the discrimination parameter may be inadequate at this time. As

improvements ore made in the three-parameter estimation methods; a more
sensitive estimate of this parameter may be found.

Although the data.used in this study were multiple ehoice in
nature, violation of the "no guessing" assumption of the Rasch model did

not appear to effect fit of the one-parameter model to data. The maxi-

mum likelihood procedure 'tended to overestimate guessing for this data.
This caused reduced model-data fit of the three-parameter model espe-
cially in the lower ability range. Generally, guessing was unestimable

for this.data. The author states that better estimates are needed for
both item discrimination and guessing if the three-parameter model is to

be used effectivelye
Using a factor analytic criterion, the data used in this study were

all found to have one general factor which, in all cases, accounted for

more than 20% of the test variance. There also appeared to be some

improvement of fit to both models for data that showed extremely strong

first factor variance.
Although the ability estimates from short tests were good, item

estimates from small samples of persons-tended not to be so good. This

result was especially apparent in estimating item.discrimination from

small samples.
When the logist program was used with known item parameters, the

cost of estimation in one and three-parameter cases was equivalent. In



estimating item parameters simulteneously with ability, the savings
found by using the one-parameter model were considerable.

In summarY, using costs and fit to test score distributions as
criteria, the Rasch model was clearly superior in fit to empirical data
than the three-parameter logistic model. It is important to note that
other criteria for fit might have been seleeted which would have shown
better fit for the three-parameter model.

The results also show that in the case when item discriminations,
are quite dissimilar, the three-parameter model demonstrated superior
fit to tile Rasch model. Research is needed to determine how unequal
item discrimination needs to be for the three-parameter model to become
more-effective.

Finally, it is important to note that the conclusions drawn in this
paper are tentative. The project is in midstream; less than half of the
projected data sets have been analyzed to date.

'Huynh, H. Bayesian and empirical Bayes approaches to setting test
mastery scores. Paper presented in an AERA/NCME joint syposium on
"psychometric approachesto domain-referenced testing", at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
San Francisco, 1979.

The Bayesian ma;tery scores as proposed by Swaminathan et al. and
the empirical Bayes mastery scores derived from Huynh's decision-theo-
retic framework are compared on the basis of approximate-beta-binomial
and real CTBS test data. It is found that the two sets of mastery
scores are identical or almost identical as long as the test score
distribution is reasonably sYmmetric or when the true criterion level is
high. Large discrepancies tend to occur when this level is low, espe-
cially when the test scores concentrate at some extreme scores or are
fairly bumpy. However, in termt of mastery/nonmastery deci5ions, the
Huynh procedure provides the same classifications as the BaYTsian method
in practically all situations. Moreover, the former may be used for
tests of arbitrary length and has been generalized to more complex
testing situations.

Huynh, H. Budgetary consideration in setting mastery scores. Research

Memorandum 79-3, publication series in mastery testing, Educational
Research Program, Columbia, South Carolina: College of Education,

University of South Carolina, 1979.

A general model along with four illustrations are presented for-the
consideration of budgetary constraints in the setting of cutoff scores
in instructional programs involving remedial actions regarding poor test

performers. Budgetary constraints normally put an upper limit on any

choice of cutoff score.. Given relevent information, this limit may be

determined. Alternatively, ways to assess the budgetary consequences
associated with a given cutoff score are provided. Such information

would be useful in, any final decision regarding the cutoff score.
a
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Huynh, H. A class of mastery scores based on the bivariate normal
model. Research Memorandum 79-4, publication series in mastery
testing, Educational Research Program, Columbia, South Carolina,
1979. \

This study touches some aspects of the determination of mastery
scores on the basis of the bivariate normal test model. The loss ratio
associated with classification errors is assumed to be constant, and the
referral success function ranges in the normal ogive family. Alter-
natively the model also provides a fairly simple way to assess the loss
consequences associated with each mastery score. Such information`is

deemed useful to the test user who may wish to examine these conse-
quences before making a final choice of cutoff score. It is also noted

that the model provides a latent trait analysis for testing/measurement
situations involving instructed and noninstructed groups, or pretest and

posttest data.

Huynh, H. Computation and inference for two reliability indices in
mastery testing based on the Beta-binomial model. Paper presented

at the annual Southeastern Invitational Confe0ence on Measurement
'in Education, Greensboro, North Carolina, 1978.

In inastery testing the raw agreement index and the kappa index may
be secured via one test adminiStration when the test scores follow beta-

binomial distributions. This paper reports tables and a computer pro-

gram which facilitate the computation of those indices and of their

standard errors of estimate. Illustrations are provided in the form of
confidence intervals, hypothesis testing, and minimum sample sizes in

reliability studies for mastery tests.

Huynh, H. A nonrandomized minimax solution for mastery scores in the

binomial error model. Research Memorandum 78-2, publication series

in mastery testing, Educational Research Program, Columbia, South

Carolina: College of Education, University of South Carolina, 1978.

A nonrandomized minimax solution is presented for mastery scores in

the binomial error model. The computation does not require prior know-,
ledge regarding an individual examinee or group test data for a popu-

lation.of eiaminees. The optimum mastery score minimizes the maximum

risk which would be incurred by misclatsifications. A closed-form
solution is provided for the case of constant losses, and tables are
presented for a variety of situations including linear and quadratic

losses. A scheme which allows for correction for guessing is also

described.

Huynh, H. & Mandeville, G. K. An approximation to the true'ability

distribution in the binomial error model and applications. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of the American Educattonal Research

Association, Toronto, 1978.

Assuming that the density p of the true ability 9 in the binomial

test score model is*continuous in the closed interval (0,1), a Bernstein
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polyno mial ,can be used to uniformly approximate 0. Then'via quadratic
,prOgramming techniques, least-square estimates may be obtained for the
coefficients defining the polynomial. The approximation, in turn will
yield estimates for any indices.based on the univariate and/or bivariate
density function assoiiated with the binomial test score model. Numerical

'illustrations are provided for the projection of decision reliability
and proportion of success in mastery'testing.

The -authors note that a linear constraint is built into this algorithm
and thus the accuracy of the fitting .ma-y be somewhat disturbed. 'Another

version of the approximation with no such linear constraint will soon be
investigated by the authors.

Huynh, Perney, J. Determinatiot ,of mastery scores when instruc-
tional units are linearly related. Paper- presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San
Francisco, 1976.

A procedure is described for the determination of mastery scores
when instructional units are sequenced in a linear hierarchy. The

scheme is basedjon theprinciple of backward induction. Using an over-
all evaluation fb estimate the criterion level, the mastery score for
°the last unit is determined first. On the basis of mastery classi-
fication for the last unit, a mastery score is computed for the pre-
ceeding unit. The process is continued until a mastery score fs obtaine0

for the first unit.
4 A model relaOng the performance oh the referral task to the

criterion level ahd mastery score is based on the beta-binomial density

function. The implication is that all test items are of equal difficulty.
(Students with lower test scores are more l*kely to fail the referral
task than those with higher test scores.)

The steps for the computation'scheme, which is similar to the
technique of backward induction, is presented.

Huynh, H. & Saun ers, J. C. IfI. ficcuracy of two procedures for
estimating relilbility of mastery tests. Paper presented at the .

annual conference of the Eastern Educational Research Association,
Kiawah Island, South Carolina, 1979.

The beta-binomial estimates for the raw agreement index p and the
'kappa index in mastery testing are compared with those based on repeated
testings in terms of bias and, sampling stability. Across a variety of
test score distributions, test lengths, ind mastery scores, the beta-
binomial estimates tend to underestfmate.the corresponding population

values. The percent of bias, however, is negligible (about 2.5%) for p
and moderate (about 10%) for kappa. Both beta-binomial estimates are
almost twice as,stable as those based on repeated testings. Though the
beta-binomial estimates presume equality of item difficulty, the data
presented indicate that even gross departures from equality do not
affect the performance of the estimates.
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Hymel, G. M. & Gaines, W. G. Emrick's model as a basis for,determining
an optimal criterion score and a ratio of regret in a mOtery testing

situation. PaPer presented at the annual meeting of the National
Council on Measurement in Education, Toronto, 1978.

The authors note that Emrick's model is an algorithm whidt=generates
a test cut rule or mastery criterion based upon both the pr8perties of

a given test and a cost-benefit analysis of possible decision-errors.
The objectives of this paper are: .

(1) to present the basic assumptions and formulation of Emrick's
('71) evaluation model.for mastery testing.

(2) to demonstrate the application of the model in determining
the most appropriate mastery.criterion that should be established for a
field-tested achievement instrument.

(3) to suggest an ex post facto application of the model to those
situations in which the determination of a mastery criterion and the'use
of a given'instrument have already occurred.

.In this paper the authors fail to mention the Wilcox-Harris paper,
"On Emrick's 'An Evaluation Model for Mastery Testing'" in the Journal
of Educational Measurement, 1977, 3. In the Wilcox-Harris paper it is
shown that Emrick's expression forthe correlation between a mastery
state and item response is correct when exactly half.of the examinees

are masters or when there is no measurement error, but that in general,

his expression is incorrect. It is further shown that Emrick's esti-
mation of the probability of misclassifying examinees cannot be justi-

fied when the generally-correct correlation is used.

Ironson, G. H. A comparative analysis of several methods of assessing

item bias. Paper presented at the annual convention of the American
Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

Test data from two diverse culture-groups (1,691 blacks; (1,794

whites) were analyzed to determine the agreement among four methods of
bias and two.indices intended as validity criteria. The four methods of

detecting item bias were:
1) transformed difficulty,
2) discrimination differences,
3) chi-square,
4) item characteristic curve.

The first validity measure was based upon matching groups on ability and

the second was based upon classifying each item as traditional (verbal &

mathematics) or nontraditional (letter groups, mosaic comparisons,

picture number). The test battery was given as part of the National
Longitudinal Study of High School Class of 1972 and was composed of 155

items from the six substests listed above.
There appeared to be some bias in the battery as measured by

1) those indices having associated significance tests,

2) a comparison of two white groups showing considerably less bias

than the black and white comparison groups of interest.
For the 150 items analyied, three of the methods (which maintained

magnitude but not direction of bias),
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1) .transformed difficulty,
2) chi-square,

k 3) ICCi approaches were moderately, correlated (1&2 = .239, 1&3440

.370, 2&3 = .485).
There was little agreement between the discrimination differences'approach
and the others. Upon close examination the percent agreement among the
iteins identified as most biased by each method was moderitely lord'

Of the two validity indices, the traditional_ verses non-traditional
classification of items had higher correlations with the bias methods;
the obtained correlations. were (.244; .104; .280; and .414) with the
four bias methods respectively. The second validity measure examined
difficulty differences for a random, sample of 100 blacks matched with
100 whites separately on each subtest score. This index correlated
significantly with both the transformed difficulty (.279) and ICC (.316)
approaches (with both direction and magnitude of bias preserved). The

chi-square index was not included in this analysis because the direction
of bias is difficult to maintain.

Finally, the correlations were not high enough to offer conclusive
advice to theuser on which bias methods to employ. Thus, the author
suggests that additional studies need to be done to further evaluate the
external validity and comparability of the methods.

Kaiser, H. F. & Michael, W. B. Domain validity and generalizability.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1975, 351 31-35.

An alternative derivation of Tryon's.basic formula for the co-
efficient of domain val$dity or the coefficient of generalizability
developed by Cronbach, Rajaratnum and Gleser is provided. This deri-

vation, which is also the generalized Kuder-Richardion coefficient,
requires a relatively minimal number of assumtions comparedvwith that in

previously proposed approaches.

Kane, M. T. & Brennan, R. L. Agreement coefficients as indices of
dependability for domain-referenced tests. ACT Technical Bulletin

No. 28, Iowa City: The Research and Development Division, 1977.

The authors point out that a large number of seemingly diverse
coefficients have been proposed as indices of dependability, or reli-
ability, for domain-referenced and/or mastery tests. In this paper, it

is shown that most of these indices are special cases of two generalized
indices of agreement, one that is corrected for chance, and one that is

not. The special cases of these two indices are determined by assump-
-dons about the nature of the agreement function or, equivalently, the
nature of the loss function for the testing procedure. For example,

indices discussed by Huynh, Subkoviak, Swaminathan, Hambleton and Algina
employ a threshold agreement, or loss function; whereas, indices dis-
cussed by Brennan and Kane and Livingston employ a squared error loss

function. Since all of these indices are discussed within a single
general framework, the differences among them in their assumptions,
properties and uses can be exhibite0 clearly. For purposes of comparison,



norm-referenced generalizability coefficients are also developed'and
discussed within this general framework. .

Katzenmeyer, C. G., Stewart, D. M. & Quilli0g, M. R. A model for.the

development and evaluation of placement tests for objective based
curriculum management systems. Paper presented at the annual meeting

of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago, 1974.

This paper outlines a model for the development and evaluation of a

placement test for the Word Attack area of the Wisconsin Design for

Reading Skill Development: A thirty-item placement test was constructed
and tried out in two elementary schools prior to program implementation.

Development strategies and effectiveness of the placement test in
minimizing leveling errorS are discUssed.

A student was considered inappropriately leveled if he mastered 0

or.only 1.scale at a level (test down) or mastered all or all but 1

test at a level (test up). With regard to this sample, almost all
inappropriate placements were "test ups". The authors considered that
the most important finding in this study was that the Placement Test

could provide highly accurate information in only one direction. Given

the base rate of approximately 75%, the Placement Test was quite effective

in providing a threshold level below which it could be said with con-

siderable certainty that the student was-properly leveled, but the

decision to "test up" when the threshold score was exceeded could not

be made with similar accuracy. It remains to be seen whether this
notion of the placement test as a threshold measure will be supported in

a neW sample that contains a larger portion of "test downs".

Kelley, P. R. Combined common person and toMmon item equating of medical

science examinations. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the

American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1979.

The use of the Rasch model for equating medical examinations has

passed through a three-phase evolution. First, was the equating of
current and reference tests via a combined common person, common item

procedure based on subtest calibrations bf item difficulties. Next,

current and reference tests were equated via a common item procedure

based on total test calibrations of item difficUlties. Finally, came

the common item equating of a current examination, with difficulties

calibrated on the total test, to a combination of several reference

examinations, in otOw words, to the item bank.
This step of equating to the bank scale is important because it

will allow for maximum flexibility in use of the item bank for test

design and development. It will also provide a broader examinee base
for the conversion of Rasch person abilities to scores on a traditional

scale.
Once the item difficulties are in place oi the bank scale, it will

-not be assumed that they can be used forever illthout being checked.

Procedures to detect drift in item difficulty and fit will be imple-

mented.
Use of the Rasch model in this way will enable the medical examiners

to monitor, over time, comparability of examinee samples and the diffi-

culty of items. This is expected to enhance their ability to monitor



the comparability over time of the standards set for passing the tests

for purposes of certification.

Kiefer, E. & Bramble; W. The calibration of a criterion-referenced

test. Paper 'Oesented at the annual meeting of the American Educa-

tional Research Association, Chicago, 1974.

The authors think that the crucial difference between criterion-

referenced measurements and normative based testing is the way that

scores are interpreted. The question is whether the test is designed

for the purpose of comparing a score to some criterion or standard or

whether it is designed to make comparisons between individuals.

The following questions are raised by the use of criterion-refer-

enced measurements:
-1) assuming that a standard or criterion has been chosen, how

generalizable is it?
2) What is the relationship between the test items and test scores

and those standards?
3) Given that the scores are compared to a standard, with how much

precision can one state whether a particular score represents attainment

or above the standard? That is; how good is the decision which classi-

fies studentsras having either attained or not attained that standard?

It is with these questions in mind that the authors chose to caltbrate a

criterion-referenced test using the Rasch model.
The data for this investigation were item responses on'an 84 item

final exam from an introductory educational psychology course at the

University of Kentucky. The subjects were 201 U. of K. undergraduates

enrolled in the College of Education.
The items for the test were fitted to the Rasch model. The process

by which the test was calibrated was based on the procedures outlined by

Wright & Panchepakesan (1969); the six steps are outlined by the authors.

A major limitation of the procedure followed by the authors was the

problem of arriving at a decision about what to do' with items which

measure important performances but do not fit a latent trait. For a

Rasch model, there are 3 main reasons why an item does not fit a latent

trait:
1) the' item measures a different trait,

2) the item is poorly written and does not measure the desired

performance,
3) the item measures the frait but does not fit the model because

of the model's restrictive assumptions (i.e. that all the discrimination

parameters are equal to one).
The authors advocate that the test maker should hypothesize which items

measure which trait, calibrate the items, and look closely at items

which do not fit the model to see if the items are good ones. If they

are not good ones, re-write them, if they are good ones, keep them,

A second limitation of their procedure is the size of the sample

needed to generate stable parameter estimates. Wright suggested to ttiem

that a group of at least 200,respondees is necessary. This could be a

problem for a classroom teachers.
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The authors conclude that the Rasch model, and other latent trait
models, are potentially useful for the calibration of criterion-refer-
enced tests. With a large pool of calibrated'items, the tester can use
any sub-set of them to estimate ability on the,trait. This makes the
comparison between the student's ability and the criterion a meaningful
one without resorting to either a normative rubric or a defense of the

criterion and the domain from which the items were telected. Given a

criterion, it is possible to say, without regard to a samp)e of-personii,
or the sample of items, what the probability of a person weeting the '

criterion is. In addition, given a large pool of items it is possible
to estimate person ability to practically any degree of accuracy. This .

insures a more precise determination of the probability that the person
has exceeded the criterion.

The authors are convinced then that the calibration of a criterion-
referenced test leads to more consistency between the purposes of such
testing and the interpretation of the scores. It leads to more generali-
zability about the meaning of the scores and more precision concerning
the eXte t to-which a score represents passing a criterion. Despite

some limi ations of this procedure it has great potential in its appli-

cation.

Kingsbury, G. G. ti Weissvgle J. An adaptive testing strategy for

mastery decisions. Reshrch Report 79-5, Psychometric Methods
Program, Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN. 55455, 1979.

In an attempt to increase the efficienclW mastery testing while
maintaining a high level of confidence for each mastery decision, the
authors applied the theory and technology of item characteristic curve
(ICC) response theory and adaptive testing to the problem of judging
individuals competencies against a pre-specified mastery level to
determine whether each individual is a. "master" or a "nonmaster" of a
specified content domain. Items from two conventionally administered
classroom mastery tests administered in a military training environment
were calibrated using the unidimensional three-paraMeter logittic ICC

model. Then, using response.data originally obtained from the con-
ventional administration of the tests, a computerized adaptive mastery
testing (AMT) strategy was applied in a real-data simulation.

The AMT procedure used ICC theory to transform the arbitrary
"proportion correct" mastery level used in traditional mastery testing
to the ICC achievement metric in order to allow the adaptation of the

test to each trainee's achievement level estimate, which was calculated

after each item response. Adaptive testing continued until the 95%
Bayesian confidence interval around the trdinee's achievement level
estimate failed tb contain the prespecified mastery level. At that

point testing was terminated, and a mastery decision was made for the

trainee.
Results obtained from the AMT procedure were compared io results

obtained from the traditional mastery testing paradigm in terms of the
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reduction in mean test length, information characteristics, and the
correspondence between decisions made by the two procedures for three
different mastery levels and for each of the two tests. 'The AMT pro-
cedure reduced the average test length 30% to 81% over all circumstances
examined (with model test length reductions of up to 92%), while reaching

the same decision as the conventional procedure for 96% of the trainees.

The authors note and discuss additional advantages and possible
applications of AMT procedures in certain classroom situations; further
research questions are suggested.

Kingsbury, G. G. & Weiss, D. J. Effect of point-in-time in instruction

on the measurement of achievement. Research Report 79-4, Department

of Psychology, University of Mi/nnesota, Minneapolis, Mh., August,

1979.

The authors point out that item characteristic curve (ICC) theory

has potential for solving some of the problems inherehtlin the pretest-
test and test-posttest paradigms for measuring change in achievement
levels. However, if achievement.tests given at different points in the

course of instruction tap different achievement dimensions, the use of
icq approaches and/or change scores from these tests is not desirable.
This problem is investigated in two studies designed to determine whether

or not achievement tests administered at different times during a

sequence of instruction actually measure the same achievement dimen-

sions.
, To investigate possible changes in dimensionality between different

points in instruction, aspects of the dimensionality of achievement test

data were examined prior to instruction, at the peak of instruction, and

up to a month following the peak of instruction. Data used were con-

ventional and adgptive achievement test data administered to students in

a general biology course at the University of Minnesota.
Results raised questions about the utility of the pretest-test

paradigm for measuring change in achievement levels, since a comparison

of ICC parameter estimates indicated that a change in the dimensionality

of achievement had occurred within the short (4-week) Period of instruc-

tion. This change was also observed using a factor analytic comparison.

Use of the test-posttest paradigm to measure retention was supported

since a regression comparison of students' achievement level estimates

did not indicate any significant change in'the achievement metric up to

1 month after the Aak of instruction. The significance of this results

for the use of adaptive testing technology in measuring achievement is

described.
Implications of these studies and the use of ICC theory in the

measurement of achievement, as well as some potential limitations in

terms of generalizability of these results, are discussed'.

Kingsbury, G. G. & Weiss, D. J. Relationships among achievement level

estimates from three item characteristic curve scoring methods.

Research report 79-3, Psychometric Methods Program, Department of

Psychology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn., 1979.



This study compared achieveMeht level estimates from three item
characteristic curve (ICC) scoring methods using the one-, two-, and
three-parameter ICC models. The three scoring methods were maximum-
ltkelihood normal, maximumlikelihood logistic, and'Owen's Bayesian
scoring method. Data included all possible response patterns from a
hypothetical five-item test, as well as response patterns from live
administration of a conventional and adaptive achievement test. For the

conventional and adaptiie test data, correlations among achievement
level estimates were examined as a function of test length.'.

Results for all data sets showed a high degree of similarity among
9 estimates foS the one- and two-parameter data, with slight decreases
in correlations as information on the discrimination parameter was used
in scoring. When the.third ("guessing") Parameter was used in scorigg
the item response data, correlations among 9 estimates were reduced,
particularly, for the adaptive test data. The data also showed an
increasing tendency for the maximum-likelihood methods to result in
convergence failures as the third parameter of the ICC was used in .

scoring. In general, the adaptive test data Are less likely to result
in convergence failures than were the conventional test data. The data
also illustrated how each of the three scoring methods tend to utjlize tk

ICC parameter informatipn in arriving at 9 estimates and the relation-

ships of these estimated to a number-correct scoring philosophy. The

authors discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each of the scoring

meIhodd'. They suggest that future research examine the relative vilidi-

ties of scoring methods and model combinations.

Klein, D. F. & Cleary, T. A. Platonic true scores: Further =rent.
Psychological Bulletin, 1969, 71, 278-280.

The true score in classical test theory is defined as an expected

value. Some people have assumed incorrectly that this true score is

also necessarily accurate. Unfortunately, the intuitively appealing
accurate alternative to the classical true score, the "Platonic" true

score, does not lead to the standard classical theory relationships

among true, error,.and observed scores. The present article attempts to
clarify some questions regarding these two conceptions Of true scores.
'Scales of measurement, types of distribution, and conditions where the \

. two true scores are equivalent, and error reduction, are discussed.

This is Klein & Cleary's response to Levy!s attack on their original

article on Platonic true'scores.

Klein, S. P. 4 Kosecoff, J. Issues and procedures in the development

of criterion referenced tests. ERIC clearinghouse on tests, measure-.

ment and evaluation. Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing

Service, 1973.

This paper has attempted to outline the basic steps and procedures

in the development of criterion referenced tests as well as the issues

and problems assoqjated with these activities. In addition, representa-

tive CRT systems Ave been reviewed. From this analysis it is clear



that the developer of a CRT must answer a number of questions in order
to clarify the nature-and purpose of a CRT.

, 1) For what decisfon areas-and purposes is the CRT most applicable?,
2) What areas and objectives does the CRT cover'and how were these

objectives derived and organized? ,
,

3) How broadly or narrowly are the objectives defined?
4) How were the test items or tasks chosen to measure the objectives

defined and developed? ,

5) How dependent are the items on particular instructional materials
or programs? And what is their applicability to different kinds of
students?

6) What methods were used to improve the items on the CRT and w y
were they chosen relative to the purpose of the instrument?

7) How was the validity of the CRT established?
8) What kinds of scores should be reported for a CRT and what is

"%he justification for these scores, especially those involving "Mastery?"
9) How was the test finally put together, what compromises had to

be made, and how were they resolved?
10) In what ways will Packaging of the CRT facilitate/its use?
The CRT systems reviewed in this paper are:

N..

1) California Test Bureau-McGraw-Hill (CTB) - Prescriptive Mathe-
matics Inventory (PMI).

2 Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM).
'3 Individualized Criterion Referenced Testing (ICRT).
4 Instructional Objectives Exchange (I0X).

,
5) Minnemast curriculum ProjecteUniversity of Minnesota.
6) National Assessment of Educational ProgressN(NAEP).
7) Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL).
8) System for Objectives Based Assessment - Reading (SOBAR);

Center for the Study of tmaluation: UCLA
9) Zweig and Associates.

Koch, W. R. & Reckase, M. D. Problems in application of latent trait
models to tailored testing. Research Report 79-1, Tailored
Testing Research Laboratory, Educational Psychology Department,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 65211.

Computerized tailored testing procedures have been suceessfully
applied in the past to the measurement of aptitude or ability. The

latent trait models employed in these procedures make the basic assump-
tion that the underlying latent trait being measured is unidimensional.
However, achievement tests are commonly found to measure several factors.
The purpose of the present research was to study the effects of using
tailored tests for achievement measurement, knowing .that the unidimen-
sionality assumption would be violated. Of equal importance to the

. stUdy was a comparison of the one- and three-parameter logistic models
to each other as well as to a traditional paper-and-pencil achievement
test. A total of 110 undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory
educational psychology and measurement course at the UniversitY of

Missouri-Columbia served as examinees for the study. A counterbalanced
test-retest design was employedin which there were two separate test
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sessions one week apart for each examinee, wjth both thd one- and
.

three-parameter tests adminiStered at each session. Tbdtailored tests
were administered on Applied Digital Data Systems Consul no cathode ray
tube terminals which were connected to an IBM-370/168 computer througtr a
timesharing system. Relative efficiency curves,,test-rete0t-reliability.'
coefficients, goodness of fit of the models, descriptive statistics,
content validity 'and the correlation of 'the tailored test ability,esti-
mates with the traditional course exam scores were used to compai-e the
models. Item pools were construdied through the use of linking pro-
cedures to place item parameters from different test calibrations onto
the same Scale. During the tailored test,'items were selected for
administration based on the information function, and maximmlikeiihood
ability .estimation was employed. In addition, an attituddsurvey was
administered after each test session to determine studentlattitudes
toward the tailored tests.. The results of the study indicated that
neither tailored test procedure performed as well as the traditional
course exam in terms of reliability. However, the three -parameter
procedure had higher test information and better fit of observed responses

.to the.model than the one-parameter procedure. Neither the one-parameter
nor the three-parameter tailored tests yielded satisfactory content'

validity. The attitude scale results indicated generally favorable
student attitudes toward*tailored testing.

Koch, W. R. & Reckase,'M. D. Problems in application of latent trait
models to tailored testing. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Francisco,
1979.

The purpose of this'pager was to describe some of the difficulties.
which became evident while conducting tailored testing research at the
University of MissouriLColumbia. The authors first discussed the
rationale behind tailored testing'and some of its primary character
istics.-

They conclude that the results of applying tailored testing pro-
cedures to the measurement of unidimensional vocabulary ability were
generally satisfactory. However, tailored testing applied to multi-
dimensional adhievement measurement presented many difficulties. Some

, of the possible causes of these difficulties include the small sample

sizes used to calib4te the tasts resulting in unstable itemf.parameter
estimates; a compounding of the instability of,the parameter estimates
'during linking procedures; the possibility that latent trait models may
not be robust with respect to violation of the unidimensionality assump7
tion by multi-content achievement tests; and the nonconvergence of some

7--tailored tests when using maximum likelihood ability estimation.
The authors note that very little'can be taken for granted in

'setting ,up tailored testihg procedures. They conclude that a great deal
more research must be conducted to determine optimal levels of the
various components that control tailored testing procedures:

Kolen, M. J. & Whitney, D. R. Accuracy of estimat4n9 two parameter
logistic latent trait parameters and implications for classroom
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tests. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

The authors contend that the problembf possible low accuracy in
estimation of the.latent trait parameters due to small sample sizes must
be considered befdre latent trait theorycan be useful for classroom
tests,

'The purpoie of this study was to assess, using computer generated
data, the accuracy of estimation in Birnbaum'fs two parameter logistic
model with varyin9 small sample .sizes. The maximum likelihood (ML)
procedure for estimating the latent trait parameters was compared to a
method in which the observed relaiive frequencies were smoothed usIng an
isotonic regrelsion method prior to applying the ML procedure,, Com-
parisons of accuracy in estimation were based on mean squared error,
variance and bias in estimating the parameters. In addition, the
obtained average variances mere compared to an approximation to the Rao-
Cramer lower bound for the variance in estimating each of the two para-
meters.

, The relative frequencies were randomly generated TOO times for each
of the 45 possible combinations of a (slope parameter - item discri-

mination), b (location parameter - item difficulty) and N. The par-

ameters (a and b ) were estimated,for each of the replications Using

both,of the procedures. The individual ability parameters were fixed
and assumed known for all replications.

Results: The regular ML method led to more accurate estimation of
the slope parameter (a9 ,) whereas the isotonic method yielded more

raccurate estimation of the location parameter (b ). The results 'indicate

that since the isotonic method was not more ac6urate for both, parameters
and does not provide a reduction in coMOUtational labor, it probably
would not be used exclusively in practice.

The results also indicated that the approximating variances approach
sloseTy the obtained variances for the larger sample sizes and.dt some
combinations of the parameters for the smaller sample,sizes.

In .relation to classroom testing, unless samples of approximately
100 or more students are used, the latent trait parameter estimatesmill
be fairly inaccurate (but the problem of inaccuracy in estimating the
classical indexes also exists). For small samples, the estimates of the
latent trait parameters are probably no less accurate than those for the
tlassical indexes. The authors conclude that the choice betweehclassical
and latent trait theory Ihould be made on the amount and quality of
information each. theory provides to the instructor4.

Koslowsky, M. & Baflit, H. A measureof reliability using'qualitative
data. Educational and Psychological Measurement,,1975, 35,,843446.

' The authors note that in many types ofreiearch activities, it is
necessary to obtain a-reliability aeasure for qualitative or unordered
data. The procedures that are presently available tannot handle such
data using the classical reliability measures. Finn's (1970) method
assumed iriternal type data, and Goodman and Kruskal's (1954) formula for
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handling reliability of unordered data is good for only one item at a
time. This paper expands the Goodman &*(ruskal formula, and, discusses
an apgroach for calculating the inter-rater reliability for a series of
items across many subjects. The procedure is considered to be analogous
to the usual reliability determination for an achievement test or an
'attitude teSt.

Kriewall, T. E. Aspects and applications,of criterion-referenced
tests. Paper presented at the annual meeting_of the American

,Educational Research-Association, Chicagor, 1972.

The measurement information generated by CRT's is designed for use
in instructional management systems where classifications of pupils for
treatment are to be decided on'the basis of minimal data consistent with
predetermined limits for the errors of misclassification. The measures
obtained are content-specific estimates of proficiency useful for the
stratification of learning groups on a d*-to-day basis if need be. By

sampling across items rather than across persons, absolute measures of ,

proficiencilde obtained which can be reliably interpreted for non-
randomly selected pupils, the pupils of particular instructional concern .
The model is designed for wide variety of applications but retains in
the concept of proficiency a simple and useful index for instructional
management. The empirical data generated have clear implications for
instructional decision-making.

Some of the applications of item-sampling theory include the
ability to; ,

1) categorize learners into temporary learning groups on the basis
of a common requirement for instructional treatment (Diagnosis and
Prescription Function);

2). assess the,relative effectiveness of competing instructional
treatments (Instructional Assessment Function);

3) to determine, in the case of established insktructlonal segments
having predtermined performance standards, which in viduals have
acquired minimal standards of proficiency required fot mastery and which
learners require further prescriptive assistance (Quality Control
Function);

4) in the case of curriculum development, to indicate hierarchical
relations within a content sequence (Curriculdm Design Function).

Krippendorff, K. Estimating the reliability, systematic 'error and
random error of internal data. Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment, 1970, 30, 61-70.

The author states that the analyst of a recording instrument may
wish to obtain the following:

,

1) An estimate of the reliability of a population of data over all
observers in the universe using the recording instrument. This measure

,

is called data reliability and can be interpreted as a measure of the
confidence in data.

2) . An estimate of the extent to which data reliability could be

improved if scale values were to be transformed or their definitions
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were to be modified for the individual observers is measure assesses
the systematic error of the recording process,4hichtogether with a
measure of the random error may be saidsto account for the lack of data
reliability.

3) An estimate of the reliability associated with each individual
observer, often called individual reliahility. Such an estimate permits
the identification of a-servers who are,detrimental to achieving high
data reliability. 'Deviant observers need either more instruction or
cannot be employed in the process of collecting"data.

4) An estimate of the extent to which each observer is corrigible
by further instruction. Such an estimate would assess systematic
observer biases which together with the individall's random error
account for laek of individual reliability.

5) Finally, there is needed an indication of the extent to which a
random sample'of observers agree on the scoring of each unit of recording.
This measurement may be callqd unit reliability and allows one to identify
sources of unreliability witHin the set of observations.

In his article; the author aims at explicating these analytical
devices.

Levy, P. Platonic true scores and rating scales: A case of uncorrelated
definitions. Psychological Bulletin, 1969,,71, 276-277.

The demonstration by Klein and Cleary that theiassumptions of
classical test theory are untenable for Platonic trie score theory is

.based upon a confusion of the nominal and interval sc e meanings of the
digits 1 ahd O. Classical test theory applies, by def$flition, only when
its definiti-ons are allowed to operate. Their referenc to the work of

4;k1

Sutcl Aid,hot support their case.
This is a rebuttal of Klein & Cleary's article on Patonic true

score nd errors in psychiatric rating scales in Ps chol ical Bulletin,

1967, 68, 77-80.
,

Livingston, S. A. Reliabilitygof tests used to make,pass/fail degisions:
Answering the right questions. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the National Council on Measurement in Education, Toronto, 1978.

The traditional reliability coefficient and standard error of
measurement are not adequate-measures of reliability for tests used to
make pass/fail decisions. Answering the important reliability questions
requires estimation of the joint distribution of the true and observed
scores. Lord's "Method 20" estimates this distribution without the
deficiencies'of other methods. New output formats condense the estimated
distribution into readily useable information, including a 2x2 contingency
table, cOnditional true-score distributions, and an index of decision-
making efficiency.

Livings* talks about "minimally acceptable performance" e.g.
passing a final exam for a course, rather than "mastery-nonmastery" of
the material. He asks three questions:

1) Of those persons who passed the test, how many Would have
passed if the test_bad been perfectly reliable? Of those who failed,
how many would have failed if the test had been perfectly reliable?



2) What is the distribution df true scores in the group of persons

who passed the test? What is the distribution of true scores in the
group of persons who failed the test?

3) What is the decision-making efficiency of the test, as compared
with that of a perfectly reliable test?

The author maintains, that the traditional reliability coefficient
and the standard error of measurement will not answer these questions
but that Lord's "Method 20" will. Method 20 assumes that the conditional
distribution of observed scores, for persons with a given true score, is

. a "compound binomial distribution" (this assumption is less restrictive

than the assumption of a binomial distribution.)
It is noteworthy that for Livingston's data, sample size was 3,274

in which case the binomial and the compound binomial practically "con-
verge".

Lloyd, B. H. A comparison of methods of vertical equating. Pape

presented at the annual meeting of the National Council on
Measurement in Education, San Francisco, 1979.

The purpose of this study was to explore a practical application of

the Rasch model to the vertical equating of levels of a mathematics
computation test. Three aspects of the problem were considered:

1) the consistency of calibration of ability estimates on the same

test level for different levels of ability;
2) the adequacy of vertically equating adjacent test levels when

estimates of parameters are obtained from two groups of comparable

ability; and
3) comparison of the results of equating directly two nonadjacent

test levels with the results Of equating'them by'pairwise chaining

through;an intermediate level. The author thought that if the Rasch
model wis appropriate for vertical equating df this test, the cali-

brations should be consistent in determining ability estimates for the

separate ability groups, and the equating of both adjacent and non-

adjacent levels should be invariant with respect to groups.
The results f,rom this study indicate that*the use of latent trait

methods in verticaP equating should be approached with extreme caution.

The author notes that this warning seems especially appropriate in the

vertical equating of achievement tests where by necessity the content

specifications of the test appreciably change with test level. She

raises a note of caution for those test developers assembling achieve-

ment test item banks based on item calibration hy latent trait methods.

Lord, F. M. An analysis Ofthe verbal scholastic aptitude test using
Birnbaum's three-parameter logistic model. Educational and Psycho-

logical Measurement, 1968, 28, 989-1020. -

The main purpose of this report is to point outfcertain kinds of

information that are needed by anyone concerned with'mental testing and

to illustrate how such information can be provided by Birnbaum's methods,

provided the underlying mathematical model is suitable for the data at

hand. Lord hopes to achieve this purpose by preyenting the results
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obtained for one test: the College Entrance Examination Board's Verbal
Scholastic Aptitude Test. The results represent a statistical analysis
of the answer sheets of a sample of 2, 862 examinees who took the test
on May 2, 1964.

The assumptions underlying Birnbaum's three-parameter logistic
model may be stated loosely as follows:

1) The test items have only one psychological dimension in common.
2) The test items are scored either "right" or wrong".

, 3) The probability that 'an examinee will answer a given item
correctly is a three-parameter logistic function of his verbal ability.

Lord notes that one can hardly expect the model to hold exactly;
what is important is whether the model can provide trustworthy approxi-
mate answers to important practical questions.

It is noted that the results reported for the SAT are tentative and
are given for illustrative purposes only.

Lord, F. M. Do tests of the same length have the same standard errors
of measurement? Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1957,
17, 510-521.

Lord notes that from one point of view, tests of the same length
have the same standaed errors of measurement. Several questions regarding
these standard errors are discussed in this paper and answers are given.

Lord, F. M. Estimating true-score distributions in psychological testing
(an empirical Bayes estimation problem). Psychometrika, 1969, 34,
259-299.

The following problem is considered: Glven that the frequency
distribution of the errors of measurement is known, determine or estimate
the distribution of true scores from the distribution of observed scores
for a group of examinees. Typically this problem does not have a
unique solution. However, if the true-score distribution is "smooth,"
then,any two smooth s'olutions to the problem will differ little from
each other. Methods for finding smooth solutions are developed:

a) for a population and
b) for a sample of examinees.

The results of a number of tryouts on actual test data are summarized.
This is the article about "Method 20" which Livingston refers to in

his '78 NCME paper.

Lord, F. M. A note on the normal ogive or logistic curve in item
analysis. Psychometrika, 1965, 30,_3,71-372.

Lord notes that it is common to assume that the proportion of
correct answers to an item has a normal-ogive or logistic relationship
to the total test score. He shows that this is a mistaken and an

undesirable notion.

Lord, F. M. A significance test for the hypothesis that two variables
measure the same trait except for errors of measurement. Psychometrika,

1957, 22, 207-220.
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Lord derives the likelihood-ratio significance test for the hypothe-
sis that after correction for ettenuation two variables have a perfect
correlation in the population from which the sample is-drawn.

Macready, G. B. & Dayton, C. M. A two-stage conditional estimation
procedure for unrestricted latent class models. Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Asso-
ciation, San Francisco, 1979.

The purpose of this paper was to describe a two stage conditional
estimation procedure which results in reasonable estimates of specific
models even though they may be non-identifiable. This procedure involves
the following stages:

1) establishment of initial parameter estimates and
2) step-wise maximum likelihood solutions for latent class prob-

abilities and classification errors with iteration of this process until
stable parameter estimates across successive iteratibns are obtained.

Macready, G. B. & Merwin, J. C. Homogeneity within item forms in
domain referenced testing. Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment, 1973, 33-, 351-360.

This paper considers-"the nature of the relationships among items
within item forms and how these relationships compare with an ideal case
for diagnostic tests in which if a person gets one item within an item
form right, then he should get all items within the item form correct.

The results suggest that, in'most cases, item forms which generate
items of moderate difficulty can be used to obtairLrelatively homo-
geneous sets of items of equivalent difficulty for a defined population
of subjects. Such item forms provide sets of items superior to those
which would be expected if item difficulties alone were used to group
items into sets. This suggests that the means used in defining the
replacement-set structures by attempting to objectify the intuitive
categories ordinarily used by teachers in constructing diagnostic tests
is at least a reasonable first effort.

The results also suggest a basis for identification of item forms
which will generate homogeneous items of similar difficulty. Using this

information, it is possible to determine whether the breadth of an item
form is appropriate and if not, identify changes which will lead to an

item form of more useful breadth.

McLarty, J. R. Multi-level item analysis. Paper presented at the
annual conference of the California Society of Educational Program
Auditors and Evaluators, San Francisco, 1979.

The author notes that most educitional data are multi-level; data
are collected from individuals (students, teachers, etc.) within groups

(classrooms, schools). Observed group effects may be the result of the
ways in which individuals are selected into the groups or of the effects

on individuals of the programs and processes which take place within the



groups. Empirical item analysis usually combined information from
students in multiple groups, resulting in reliability and validity
coefficients which combine between and within group relationships. This

paper presents an application of multi-level regression techniques to

item analysis using Biology test data for the U.S.A. from the IEA six-

subject survey. Statistical procedures for'disaggregating between and
within group relationships are presented, and possible interpretations
of the results and implications fOr program evaluation are discussed.

Marco, G. L., Peterson, N. W. & Stewart, E. E. A test of the adequacy

of curvilinear score equating models. Paper presented at the
Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference, Minneapolis, 1979.

This study is the first part of a fuller study, the purpose of
which is to examine the adequacy of score equating models when certain
sample and test characteristics are systematically varied. The emphasis

in this part of the study is on curvilinear models. The second part

focuses on linear models. This study is more comprehensive than pre-
vious studies of equating models in that it includes a greater variety
of equipercentile, linear and ICC models and investigates equatings
based on dissimilar samp1e1 as on random samples.

Results are presented in tables and figures. Following an explana-

tion of the tables and figures, salient features of the results are
discussed, some limitations on their interpretation are suggested and

several conclusions are presented.

Maxwell, A. E. The effect of correlated errors on estimates of reli-

ability coefficiepts. Educational and Psychological Measurement,

1968, 28, 803-811.

The procedure whereby the "reliability" coefficient of a test can
be derived by analysis of variance is reviewed. The assumptions under-
lying the analysis of variance model are noted and it is shown that if

the error terms in the model are not independent then the estimate of

the relilbility coefficient will be biased, and in most commonly occur-
ring oaes will be an overestimate.

Maxwell, A. E. MaXimum likelihood estimates of item parameters using

the logistic function. Psychometrika, 1959, 24, 221-227.

.
The logistic function is proposed as an alternative to the integrated

normal function whentestimating parameters of test items. The logistic
curve is described; an iterative method for finding maximum likelihood
estimates of its parameters is given, and an example of its use is

presented.

Mehrens, W. A. & Ebel, R. L. Some comments on criterion-referenced and

norm-referenced achievements tests. NCME measurement in education,

1979, 10, No. 1, 1-7.

This paper is divided into two sections:
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1) the controversy and problems associated with defining tests
(i.e. criterion-referenced tests and norm-referenced tests); and

2) the problems associated with using tests (i.e. standardized
versus tailor-made achievement tests, uses for criterion-reference

,j interpretation, mastery testing, and uses for norm-reference interpre-

* tations).
The authors conclude that there is a place in educational measure-

ment for both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced test inteiveta-
dons. The question, they state, is not which interpretation to use, but
when to use each. They stress that local tailor-made tests are desirable
supplements to external standardized tests, not superior alternatives.

Merz, W. R. & Rudner, L. M. Bias in testing: A presentation of

selected methods. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

Selected methods for examining the test performance of members of
identifiable groups for fairness were presented. Two sets of method-
ologies were identified: one in which an intact test is administered to
members of different groups to provide data for selection; the other, in
which items from a pool are examined for systematic differentiation
among groups. The purpose of this paper was simply to describe the
methods. No attempt to evaluate them was made.

Under the first condition of administering an intact test to
members of different groups, seven approaches to regression analysis
were reviewed. All seven attempt to predict from a selection or place-
ment instrument to a criterion of success. The first method, labeled
the regression model by Petersen & Novick defines a test as fair if
there are no consistent non-zero errors of prediction for members of
each subgroup of the population! The second method described by Thorn-

dike was called the constant ratio model-EY-Petersen & Novick. A test

is fair if it identifies applicants for selection in such a way that the
ratio of the proportion selected to the prOportion successful is the
same in all subpopulations. A third approach was proposed by Einhorn &
Bass and labeled the equal risk-MaP by Petersen and NovtcR. It defines

a test as fair when all persons selected are predicted to be above a
specific minimum point on the criterion with a specified degree of
confidence.The fourth method was proposed by Darlington and suggests a
model which wourd-74,-lace the concept of cultural fairness with another
which he labels cultural optimality; hence, it was called the culture
modified criterion approach by Petersen & Novick. Cole proposed a fifth
method labeled the conditional probability model by Petersen & Novick.
In this model, a test is regarded fair if, given satisfactory criterion
performance, individuals have the same probability of selection regard-

less of group membership. The sixth model was proposed by Linn and
defines a test as fair if all 4557Eints who are selected are guaranteed
ad equal, or fair, chance of being successful regardless of group member-
ship. This model was labeled the equal probability model by Petersen &
Novick. The seventh model to be reviewed was proposed by Gross & Su and
was labeled the threshold utility model by Petersen & Novick. It states

that a test is fair if an individual from a subpopulation is selected
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when his/her predicted score reaches a specific minimum point on the
criterion which has been modified in such a way that the expected
utility of the selection process is a maximum.

Under the second condition in which items from a pool are eXamined
for systematic differentiation among groups, six approaches were reviewed.

They were:'
1 Analysis of variance;
2 Transform Item Difficulties;
3 Correlation approaches;
4 Factor Analytic Approaches;
5 Distractor Response Analysis;
6 Item Characteristic Curve Theory Approaches.

Merz, W. R. & Grossen, N. E. An empirical investigation of six
methods for examining test item bias. Report No. NIE-6-78-0061.
National Institute of Education, Washington, D, C.

The purpose of this investigation was to examine six approaches for
assessing test item bias. The methods employed were Transformed Item
Difficulty, Point Biserial Correlations, Chi-Square, Factor Analysis,
One Parameter Item Characteristic Curve and Three Parameter Item Character-
istic curve. Data sets for analysis were generated by a Monte Carlo
technique based on the three parameter model; thus four parameters were
controlled: total score distributions, item difficulties, item dis-

criminations and guessing. Only the difficulty parameter was biased.
Results indicated that Transformed Item Difficulty had highest correla-

tions with generated bias. The Three Parameter Item Characteristic
Curve and the One Parameter Item Characteristic Curve were next highest.

Factor Analysis then Chi-square followed next. Point Biserial correla-

tion-functioned erratically. Results of the analysis are compared and

recommendations on the use of each method are presented.

Meskauskas, J. A. Evaluation models for criterion-referenced testing:
Views regarding mastery and standard-setting. Review of Educational

Research, 1976, 46, 133-158.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the mastery models
underpinning the techniques being proposed and to review the procedures

suggested for setting the pass-fail point.
Mastery models fall into two broad categories:

1) Continuum models - mastery as an area on a continuum

2) State models - mastery as all or none.
Characteristics common to continuum models are:
1) Mastery is viewed das a continuously-distributed ability or set

of abilities.
2) An area is identified at the upper end of this continuum, and

if an individual equals or exceeds the lower bound of this area, he is

termed a master.
3) The goal of measurement is to obtain information for the

purposes,of educational decision-making, which explicitly follows the

classification decision.



The author reviews Nedelsky's minimum pass level (MPL) method;
Ebel's method of passing score estimation; the Kriewall binomial-based
model;

Characteristics common to state models are: ,

1) Criterion-referenced test (CRT) true-score performance is
viewed as an all-or-noe dichotomous task. -

2) The standard or cutting score that should be used in an error-
free situation is implied as part of the model.

3) Considerations of measurement error essentially always result
in the adoption of standards that demand less than the model seeks.

The author reviews Emricks' mastery testing evaluation model,
Roudabush's dichotomous true-score models.

Other models which may be considered mixed include Millman's
binomial-based decision model; the Davis and Diamound Bayesian method;
the work of Novick and collaborators.

This paper is organized around the views of various authors re-
garding the nature of mastery and the way it is acquired since differ-
ences ih conceptualization result in very ,different approaches to

,

eyaluation. /

Meskauskas, J. A. Standard setting procedures for Medical specialty

11

boards. Paper presented at the annual meeting of t e American
Educational Research Assoclation, Toronto, 1978.

)

The purposes.of this paper are:
1) to describe the ways in which standard-setting procedures are

carried out in the medical specialty certification arena,
2) to briefly discuss some experiments which have been conducted

with alternatives to currently-used normative standards, and
3) to speculate on some of the reasons why these experiments have

had limited success.
The defensibility of normative as well as absolute standards is dis-

cussed.
Meskauskas' view is that the only philosophically defensible

standards are those which judge the adequacy of a performance solely on
the basis of how well an examinee deals with the content of the examina-
tion. (Since judgment is needed to obtain these standards, to call them
"absolute" connotes too much -hence he uses the term "content-referenced").

In summary, the experiences to date in this medical area do not
support a hope that one can successfully apply an existing model or
technique to this area. However, there is a growing support for content-
referenced standards and unflagging philosophical support for the impor-
tance of the effort. It is believed that thete circumstances, when
combined with a well-thought out research effort in the decision processes
of standard-setting, will undoubtedly lead to standards which are defensible
and supportable by all parties-decision-makers, public and candidates.

Millman, J. Criterionreferenced measurement. Prepublication draft,

1974.
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The purpose of this monograph is' to acquaint the reader with the
present state of the art of criterion-referenced measurement and to
suggest directions that further inquiry and the future literature might
take.

The monograph covers the following topics:
1) A concept of criterion-referenced tests

a) Traditional definition
b) A refined view including domain-referenced tests and

differential assessment devices.
c) the relation of test uses to desirable test character-

istics.
d) some other terminology for tests including content standard
tests, objective-based tests and mastery tests.

2) Domain-referenced tests
a) defining the item population including linguistically-
based schemes, item forms, facet analysis, amplified objectives,
domain size and the defining facets.
b) generating and selecting test items.
c) establishing a passing standard
d) determining test length including classical binomial
model and a.Bayesian model.
e) evaluating the domain definition and test including
reliability and validity.

'3) Differential assessment devices
a) criterion groups observed including choosing the criterion
variable, developing an item pool, selecting the specific
items, choosing procedures for-validation.
b) criterion groups unobserved.

4) Educational applications of domain-referenced tests
a) needs assessment
b) individualized instruction including domain-referenced
tests, differential assessment devices.
c) program evaluation
d) teaching improvement and personnel evaluation.

Morgan, P., Kosecoff, J. Walker, C. and Keesling, J. W. It's the

metric that counts or criterion-referenced'schizophrenia. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, San Francisco, 1976.

The purpose of this paper is to lend support to the view that
different decision purposes require Criterion-referenced tests (CRTs)
with different physical and theoretical properties and that-therefore,
tRTs must be evaluated in terms of the context in which they will be

used. To do this, two situations in which CRTs are being used, the
classroom resource and the program evaluation context, were considered
and a sample of criteria that have been used or are being used to
evaluate CRTs were assigned weights appropriate to each context. Then,

28 commercially published CRT were rated using each set of weights.
The dually-weighted set df fourteen criteria are:
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1) Overlap of objectives acrOss grade levels

2) Grade level coverage
3) Number of test forms
,4) Special equipment needed for test administration

- 5a) Average time for administering a single test
5h) Average time for administering all tests

i

6 Machine/self-scoring
7 Score interpretation
8 Curriculum match
9) Who can interpret scores

10) Formai field test
11) Stability/number of items per objective
12) Sensitivity to instruction

13) Subject area comprehensiveness
14) Availability of comparative information,. .

Each CRT was independently reviewed twice using the 14 criteria and

discrepancies were resolved by the reviewers. When sufficient informa-
tion could not be obtained-to rate a criterion,-a score of zero was

assigned; Review scores were computed &the proportion of possible
points earned by a CRT and separate scores for the two weighting systems
were reported for each CRT.

There is considerable variation in the scores each CRf earned using

the tjo different weighting scales. When rated within the classroom

resou context, the highest percentage obtained was 80 percent, with a

low of rcent. Within the program evaluation context, the spread in

the range o high and low percentages was quite similar; being 83% and

43%,. respectively. A tentative conclusion, based on a review of the
percentages earned by a CRT.in these two contexts, might be that in

trying to achieve both the classroom resource and program evaluation
functions, CRTs are, for the most part, only garginally fulfilling each

purpose. .

The findings of this study support the view that the same criteria

cannoebe used for all purposes and that therefore, a CRT must be developed,
validated and evaluated in terms of the purpose for which it is intended.

Moy, M.L.Y. & Barcikowski, R. S. Item sampling: Optimal number of

people and items. The Journal of Experimental Education, 1974,

42, .

Using a computer-based Monte Carlo approach to generate item responses,
t4e results of this study indicate that, when item discrimination indices

are considered, item sampling procedures having the same number of
observations have different standard errors in estimating both test mean

and test variance. With certain types of tests, a single item umpling
plan would not yield optimal, i.e., smallest standard error, estimates

of both u and az. That is, one sampling plan would be needed to op-
timally estimate p and another to optimally estimate 02. In addition,

it was found that single exhaustion of the item set weT sufficient for

estimating both p and a2.



Moyer, J. E. Alternative reliability indices. Unpublished paper.
Michigan Department of Education, 1979.

In an effort to find the-.Appropriate reliability estimates for
criterion-referenced tests, Miekigan Educational Assessment Program
(MEAP) has utilized several methods, both traditional and new, to
document the reliability of its tests. The purpose of this paper is to
present the results of those efforts.

k
The first study compares.kappa and Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 as

reliability estimates. The second study presents some preliminary
results of a test-retest reliability study which used kappa as one of
the correlation coefficients. In the third section, information is
presented comparing kappa, as an item discrimination index, to the
Brennan (B) index and phi.

The most important results of these attempts.to show the reli-
ability of the MEAP tests are:

1) kappa is dependent on variance lir its computation.
2) icappa and phi behave in almost the same fashion.

Moyer, J. E. & Fishbein, R. L. A comparison of Kuder-Richardson formula
20 and Kappa as estimates of the reliability of criterion-referenced
tests. Unpublished paper, Michigan Department of Education, 1979.

This paper attempted to provide some answers to the question: If
traditional and new methods were used with data obtained from admin-
istering criterion-referenced tests, would different decisions about the
reliability of those tests be made on the basis of the two reliability
estimates, Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 and Kappa?

The results of the ANOVA showed that the differences between the
wan KR-20's for the three groups (parallel forms, KR-20, and Kappa)

were not found to be significant at the .05 level. Further results
showed that there was a difference of the mean kappas for the three
groups at the .05 level of significance.

The authors recommend that further research needs to be done using
the KR-20 coefficient computed across the items of two or more randomly

T.
parallel tests andithe kappa computed for tHose tests, in order to
determine the relationship between KR-20 and Kappa. Also, the behavior
of KR-20 and Kappa under criterion-referenced test conditions needs to
be researched.

Nitko, A. J. & Feldt, L. S. A note on the effect of item difficulty-
diitributions on the sampling distribution of KR-20. American
Educational Research Journal, 1969, 6, 433-437.

To investigate the possibility of the effect of 'the item difficulty
distribution on the sampling distribution of KR-20, two extreme types of
distributions of 0.'s were constructed:

1) a uniform distribution over the range 0j, . .20(.05).80

2) a highly concentrated distribution in the neighborhood of
. = .50 with the range 0. = .45(.05).60.0.3
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teveral Monte Carlo experiments were conducted to examine the
effect of these item difficulty distributions on the sampling distri-
bution of KR-20. Ten distributions of KR-20 were obtained-two unden
each of five levels of population.reliability.

Data suggests that the effect of these two extremes-of item diffi-
culty distributions is minimal. Some of the small differences in per-
centiles which exist is attributed to sampling error and to the fact
that the population Leliabilities were not precisely equal for the two
tests.

The authors con end that the data provide strong evidence that the
form of the distribution of item difficultie§ has'little effect on the
sampling:distribution of KR-20.

Oosterhof, A. C. Stability of various item discrimination indices,
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans, 1973.

This study was concerned with the degree to which various dis-
crimination indices remain invariant mhen the item with which they are
associated assumes membership within different sets of items. The

normal procedure used in this tryout of items is to divide the total
sample of items into several test forms and administer each form to a
different group of subjects. One of the inherent assumptions involved
in this procedure is that, as an item assumes membership within varying
sets of items, the respective parameters associated with the item remain
constant. If this,assumption of stability is not true for a particular
index of discrimination, then the items selected for'inclusion in the
final test form on the basis of such an index will be determin by the
chance combination of items with which the item was originally associated, ,

and not necessarily by the discriminatory power intrinsic to he item
were it to be included in the final form of the test instruMe t.

The item discrimination indices compared in this stu-drinclude
point biserial coefficients, biserial coefficients, phi coefficients,
estimates of tetrachoric coefficients, Gulliksen's item reliability,
Findley's difference'index, Flanagan's approximation and Davis', trant-
formation of the product-moment correlation coefficient. An adaptation ,
of the point-biserial coefficient using Livingston's (1972) criterion-
referenced applications of classical test theory was obtained by sub-
stituting various criterion scores for the test mean.

The 50 item Verbal Reasoning subtest of the Differential Aptitude
Tests was used as the source of items for this study and was admin-
istered to 10th grade students in 11 school districts in the state of
Kansas.

Data from the study indicate that as an item is given gembership
within vaying sets of other items, Gulliksen's item reliability index
and Findley's difference index are the most stable of the 24 discrimina-
tion indices investigated with respect to the invariance character-
istics. A detailed discussion of the finding& is reported.

Osbur14,H. G. The effect of item stratification on errors of
measurement. Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1969,
29, 295-301.
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"- This paper shows that, in the gase of matched item tests, the
reduction in errors of measurement for tests constructed by stratified
sampling as comOared with tests donstructed by random sampling from an
infinite population of items, is a simple function of the variance of
the difference between pairs of strata true scores. For unmatched item
tests, the reduction in errors of measurement due to stratification is a
function of the variance (acrOss strata) of the strata mean true ',bores
plus'the variance of the difference between pairs of strata true scores.

These results predict that, in the case of matched.. item tests,the
largest reductions in et/ors of measurement will result from strati-
fication on item content rather than item difficulty while for unmatched
item tests just the opposite is true.

Osburn, H. G. Item sampling for achievement testing. Educational
and Psychological Measurement, 1968,28, 95-104.

This paper concerns the explicit dfinition of the universe of
content, and the stratified'random sampl ng of items from the universe
of content so defined.

A universe defined test is a test coritructed and administered in
such a way that an examinee's score on the test provides an unbiased
estimate of his score on some explicitly de ined universe of item
content. Two requirements for test construction are:

1) all items that could possibly appea in the test should be
specified in advance,

2)4', the items in a particular test should be selected by random
sampling or stratified random sampling from the universe of content.

Osburn's approach to defining a universe of content is to analyze
the content area into a hierarchical arrangement of item forms and to
develop a program for a digital computer that would compose item sen-
tences given a suitable vocabulary and structural codes for the item
forms.

An item form has the following characteristics:
1), it generates items with a fixed_syntatical steucture,
2) it contains one or moee variable elements,
'3) it defines a class of item sentences by specifying the replace-

ment sets for the variable elements.
The principal advantage of item forms analysis is that it seems possible
to characterize the universe of content as an abstract system while
maintaining an unambiguous link between the system and the actual items
that appear on any form of the test.

Osburn's treatment of item forms analysis draws on the Ins.'
features of Hively's approach with more.emphisis on the hierarchical
arrangement,of item forms into a generalized system. The method is the

reverse of Gagnd's task analysis in that it proceeds from the general to
the specific with an emphasis on the abstract system rather than on
specific task elements.

The author contends that the abstract system together with the item
generating prtgram satisfies the properties of a universe defined test.

It is the author's stance that the mental test model that has been
so successful in aptitude testihg is not appropriate for across the .

board application to achievement testing.



Theoretical imPlications of a universe defined test included:
1) Reliability Theory:
In a,universe defined test, a particular test or item Ample

becomes relatively unimportant and interest is focused on the universe

of content. Concern is not focused on a specific test but rather with-a
procedure for estimating an individual's true score on a universe of

content.
Classical mental test theory involving assumptions of test equiva-

lence has been divorced from test content and true score content has
been little more than a statistical fiction. The theory of generaliza-
bility (Cronbach et al) which assumes random or stratified random sampling
of test conditions as a starting point has linked reliability theory with
test content. Universe defined tests can be made to satisfy rigorously
the assumptions of generalizability theory and constitute a practica.-k_
means for implementation of the theory. In generalizability theory, the
concept of the universe true score becomes meaningful.

2) Validity Theory:
For a universe defined test, what the test is measuring ,ihs operation-

ally defined by the universe of content as embodied in the iteki generating

rules. It should be possible to keep separate the concept of what a
test is measuring from the concept of the extent to which the responses
of a persqn sample to the universe of content are related to their
responses to other classes of stimuli (construct validity, etc.). In

response to Ebel's (American Psychologist, 1961, 16, 640-647.) plea for

the operational definition of measurement procedures, Osburn suggests
that the most important requirement for the operational definition of a
test is the specification of the universe of content.'

3) Item Analysis:
The author suggests that item analysis techniques be redefined if

we are to preserve the idea of random sampling from a specified universe

of content. Any decision to exclude items based upon item analysis data
must result in a redefinition of the universe of content:*

4) Normative Data:
The percent correct score of a universe defined test is meaningful

(Ebel points out that to be meaningful, any test score must be related
to,test content as well as to scores of other examinees) because it is
related to test content. On most psychological tests, a percent correct
saore is meaningless because the universe of content is not completely
specified and random sampling is neglected.

5) Matched vs. Unmatched Data:
Matched-the same sample of items is administered to each subject in

the person sample.
Unmatched-the items are randomly sampled for each subject. If the

investigator is interested in the absolute score of an individual, it
does not matter whether or not data are matched or unmatched. If he

wants relative scores for individuarg-, matchedjdata are required. If he

wishes to estimate the mean for a group of persbns, and proposes to
generalize over persons and items, unmatched are preferred.

Patience, W. M. & Reckase, M. D. Operational characteristics of a
one-parameter tailored.testing procedure. Research report 79-2,
Tailored Testing Research Laboratory, University of Missouri,

Columbia, MO. 65211.
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The primary objective of this investigation was to determine the
effects of varying the program parameters, stepsize arid acceptance
range, as well asthe item pool attributes, size and shape, on the bias
and standard error of the maximum likelihood ability estimates obtained
from tailored tests. Two main research questions were addressed.
First, what value of stepsize and acceptance range provided the least
bias and smallest standard error of,ability estimates? Second, what
shape and size of item difficulty distribution provided the least bias
and standard error of ability estimates across the range of the latent
trait?

Two programs, TREE1P and SNIP, we're used for investigating the
effects of program parameters and item pool attributes. Results suggested
that each of the variables played a role in affecting the magnitude of
statistical bias and standard error at various points along the ability
continuum. The results were prvented as a guide for those involved in
setting up a tailored testing Of.ocedure. Figures and tables are pro-,
vided to faci)itate applications of tailored testing procedures such
that a minimum of bias and standard error of ability estimates could be
attained.

*

Patience, W. M. & Reckase, M. le Operational characteristics of a Rasch
model tailored testing procedure when program parameters and item
pool attributes are varied. Paper presented at'the annual meeting
of the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Francisco,
1979.

The primary purpose of the'research descrtbed in this paper was to
determine the operational characteristics of a one-parameter tailored
testing procedure when program parameters and item pool attributes were

varied.
Two FORTRAN programs were used for investigating effects of program

parameters and item pool atttibutes. The input variables for both

programs included:
a) acceptance range;
b) stepsize,
c) item pool size,
d) item difficulty values for the various sizes and shapes of item

pools,
e) the true abilities for which an estimate w.nito be made utilizing

the program parameters and item pool provided.
The results of this study,were drawn from tables which summarized

the results of the TREE1P and SIM1P programs. The tables are provided

in this paper:

Plake, B. S. & Hoover, H. D. A methodology for identifying biased
achievement test items that removes the confounding in an item-by-
groups interaction due to possible group differences in instructional
level. Paper presented at the annual.meeting.of the American
Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978./

The paper presents a method for identifying biased achievement test

items. One technique of screening a test for biased item is an analysis
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of variance procedure. In studies using ANOVA procedures, the signifi-
cant items-by-groups interaction is considered to be a signal that
biased items may be present.

One reason for checking an achievement test for biased items is to
remove items that are systematically favoring one group of examinees
differently than would be expected by initial achievement level.

The hypothesis of interest is: "there is no interaction between
items and groups." When a significant items by groups interaction is
found, a follow-up procedure is recommended to identify the items
contributing to the items by group interaction. Plake & Hoover recommend
something called the Bonferroni follow-0 procedure which is based on
the interaction contrast.

Poggio, J. P., Asmus, E. P. & Levy, J. ,An investigation of responses
to omitted items under formula scoring instructions. Paper presented

at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
Toronto, 1978.

The study was designed as an empirical test of Frederic Lord's
hypothesis ('75) that responses to omitted test items obtained from
formula-scoring testingare random guesses. Two hundred twenty-one
individuals particfpated in the study. Each participant was administered
a course pre-test on which they were told to respond only to items that

they felt they could make a knowledgeable response. Students were then
later given an opportunity to respond to those items they originally

omitted. Results of analyses on the omitted items found that:
1) student responses to these items exceed that expected by chance;

2) that the rank ordering of items based on item difficulties

t obtained from first attempt and second attempt responses remained
greatly intact; and

3) factor analyses of item intercorrelations among first attempt
and second attempt items resulted in assessment of a similar trait on
both measures. The pattern of findings that the authors have observed
fail to support the assumption that reSponses to omitted items are
eandom. This conclusion is justified only within the testing conditions
studied in this investigation.

In presenting his gosition Lord states that students perhapi need

formal instrbction in following test instructions. The authors found

that the iteM mean over those items first omitted was .332. Their
formula-scoring instructions encouraged students-to respond only if one
alternative could be omitted when judging each of the four alternatives
presented with each item. For the situation examined in this study, the
nature of such instruction should be to encourage students to attempt
items and not to discourage them.

The authors examination of formula-scores and number-right scores
as predictors of course achievement found the number-right estiniators as

superior. For the situation they studied they failed to find evidence
to support Lord's position that the number-right score is an inadmiss-

able estimator.



Popham, W. J. Technical travails of developing criterion-referenced
tests. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National
Council on Measurement in Education, Chicago, 1974.

The purpose of this paper was to recount the decisions, errors, and
insights made during the.10X criterion-referenced test development
enterprise. Major problems encountered come under the following headings:

1) An optimal number of tests. The question of content or skill,
generality manifests itself in connection with determining how many
criterion-referenced tests to produce.

2) Choosing a domain. The following six considerations were used
in deciding on domains:

a) general acceptance to teachers, subject matter specialists,
the public;

b) transferability within the domain;
c) transferability outside the domain;
d) terminality;
e) amenability to instruction;
f) ease of scorability.

3) Domain homogeneity. The author reports that his staff for the
10X project was unable to solve this problem.

4) Cost and Conscience. The author doubts that a commercial or
nonprofit test development agency can engage in the development of truly
high quality criterion-referenced tests without substantial external
subsidies.

5) A technical wasteland. The author concludes that what is
needed is a well financed, governmentally-initiated project to expand
the present weak technological base for criterion-referenced measure-
ment.

Popp, J. A. Toward a quantitative estimate of internal validity. ,Paper
presented at the annual meeting,of the American Educational Research
Association, Toronto, 1978.

The notion of internal validity is examined for purposes of estab-
lishing a method of quantitatively estimating it. The logical problem
of identifying independent alternative hypotheses is considered as well
as their relative plausibility weighting. Finally, the question of
internal validity is viewed as being a form of Harmon's "inference to
the best explanation".

The question of, internal validity is taken to be: Did the treatment
make any difference or have any effect upon the criterion variable?
Internal validity is a matter of how well a particular instance of data
collection or generation can be described and explained. The author
states that within the confines of a single experiment, i.e., where
there is no concern for generalizability, the only rationally defensible
way of inferring "what happened" is the method described by Harman.

The reference to Harman is: G. H. Harman, The inference to the
best explanation, Philosophical Review, 1965, 74, 88-95.
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Ramsay, J. 0. True score theory: A paradox. Educational and Psychological
Measurement, 1971, 31, 715-719.

In classical mental test theory, if there is no a priori r4 eason for
accepting the statement, "there is no platonic true score," then it is
usually not unreasonable to define true score as the expected value of
observed score. Ramsay attempts to show that there are consequences of
this assumption.

Reliability is defined as p = 4::q /(4::q + a:) where a: = 4::: - cq.

By using a fundamental theorem about variance and noting that E(xlt) = t,
the variance of observed score for a particular true score is limited.
In 1?rder to see how different from zero this lower limit on reliability
may kin practice, Ramsay proposes the beta distribution be uted as a
model fdr he distribution of true score.

The r sult is a "realistic" lower bound on reliability as a function
liof true sc re mean and variance. Amexample is given which expresses

the lower bound on reliability as a function of true'score standard
deviation.

The author notes three ways out of this paradox:
1) Work only with scores transformed so as to 4 distributed on an

infinite interval. This, he points out, seems to make the concept
of true score even more artificial than when it was defined to be the
expected observed score.

2) Replace this assumption with some new ones. The danger here is
that the resulting test score theory will be stronger and contain even
more parameters than can be handled computationallyand theoretically.

3). Abandon the whole enterprise of describing test §core behavior
out of a predictive context and rely on standard statistical methodology
to relate one test to another. The author notes that this is a radical
approach which few may favor.

Reckase, M. D. A comparison of the one- and three-parameter logistic
models for item calibration. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.

The author notes that there has been an ongoing debate concerning
the relative merits of the one- and three-parameter models, and that
most of the research used simulated test items. The purpose of this
paper was to extend the comparison of these two models to real data with
reasonable sample sizes and to evaluate'the models on both t eoretical
and practical grounds.

Five specific compariirons were made:
a) the evaluation of the goodness of fit of each of the models to

the item response data;
b) the determination of the4relationship between the ability

estimates and the item responses;
c) the determination of the predictive validity of the ability

estimates from the models in some limited cases;
d) the estimation of the minimum sample size required for each

model to calibrate tests;
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e) the determination gf the relationship between the ability
estimates obtained from thetwo models.

Stixteen data sets were used. The first eight were obtained from
the administration of the Missouri School & College Ability Test (MSCAT),
a standardized test, to groups of students throughout the state of
Missouri. The second set was obtained from/the administration of four
classroom exams given to undergraduate students in a large measurement
course. (Eight simulated test data-sets were also produced; these were
generated to match various factor matrices using the usual linear factor
analysis model).

Summary of Results:
a) the three-parameter model fit the test data better in all cases

than the one-parameter model and there was a trend.in the fit related to
the dimensionality of the test;

b) the one-parameter model ability estimates shared more variance
with the item responses than the three-parameter model;

c) there was no difference in the concurrent validity for small
samples using the two models predicting classroom achievement tests;

d) , the one-parameter model required smaller samples for cali-
bration than the three-parameter model;

e) the ability estimates from the two models correlated highly for
most of the data-sets.

The'one-parameter model was preferred for use with small sample
group data to predict outside criterion variables.

Reckase, M. D. Item pool construction for use with latent trait
models. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1979.

The purpose of this paper was to analyze six three-parameter logis-
tic linking techniques and one one-parameter logistic linking technique
to determine:

a) the sample size required to adequately link tests;
b) the number of overlapping items needed to link tests;
c) whether parameter estimate drift occurs when new tests are

linked to an existing pool;
d) which procedure was best for linking item parameter estimates

obtained from the three parameter logistic model.
The one-parameter linking did well regardless of the number of items in
common between tests if sample sizes of 300 or more were used. The

three-parameter linkings required a substantially larger sample size for
stable linkings. A sample of 1000 was recommended. No clearly superior
three-parameter linking procedure was found, although the major axis
method applied to LOGIST calibrations was less accurate than the others.
At the recommended 1000 sample size, the major axis ANCILLES method and
maximum-likelihood LOGIST method seem to give a good combination of
accuracy for estimation of the three-parameters. All of these con-
clusions were determined based upon multivariate achievement test data.
If more unidimensional data were used, larger correlations would be
expected.



Reichman, S. L. Et Oosterhof, A. C. Strategy guidelines for the

construction of mastery tests. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San .

Francisco, 1976.

In this paper, the authors propose a comprehensive model which

would facilitate the instructional designer or individual instructor in

concurrently considering various components which affect the construc-

tion of criterion-referenced tests used to make pass/no-pass decisions

in regard to specified decision points. Components within the model

include the average response latency time associated with the specific

item format, the total amount of student time to be allocated to testing,

the number of items selected for determining pass/no-pass decisions on

each decision point, the number of mastery-status decisions made within

the course, and the probability for individuals performing at a speci-

fied,true domain score of being placed in the correct mastery state.

In order to demonstrate the empirical determination of probabili-

ties of correctly classifying individuals into mastery/non-mastery

categories, a 56 item test covering a well-defined domain of science

information was administered to 1281 high school students. Baseline

probabilities were determined under various domain and test sizes, using

six different criterion levels in each case. Binomial expansions were'

then used to determine probabilities as test lengths were increased.

The data collected suggested that when a well-defined domain is

established, as the actual domain size was reduced the average proba-

bility of misclassifying individuals at specific domain levels remained

fairly consistent. Further, as the actual test size wasTeduced the

baseline probability of misclassifying an individual at a given domain

level also remained fairly consistent, while the standard deviation

increased slightly. Increasing the criterion level resulted in an

increase in the probability of misclassifyihg individuals with domain

scores below that criterion level.
Application of the model demonstrated how the designer or instructor

could manipulate components within the model in order to select the most

efficient combination of factors to meet present needs. It was also

demonstrated how this model could be'used to make testing decisions for

specific types of students based upon estimates of student performance

with the content domain. The need for further research in the area of

other domains and various types of item formats was pointed out. Also

the need for further work in developing comprehensive models which

provide the designer or instructor with easy methods for concurrently

considering various test related components has,been identified.

Reid, J. B. A Monte Carlo comparison of phi and kappa as measures of

crlterion-referenced reliability. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto,

1978.

The purpose of this study was to compare the values of phi and

kappa under several conditions of test score standard deviations,



standard errors of measurement and cuttirig scores. It was hypothesized
that none of the conditions would produce differences in the marginal
proportions large enough to cause differences in the corresponding
values of phi and kappa.

A random sample generator was used to simulate test scores on a
test-retest paradigm under various condit4ons of population score
standard deviation and standard error of measurement.

For each of the 270 sample simulations, the values for both phi and
kappa were calculated based on their respective 2 x 2 contingency table.
(One dimension was first test score - master-nonmaster - and the other,
was retest score).

Results - Of the 270 cases simulated, 30 phi-kappa pairs were
indetiFiTiFiTe. Of the remaining 240 cases, none showed differences in

the first decimal position. Approximately two percent had differences

in the second decimal position. About two-thirds of the cases were

different in the third and fourth decimal position. Reid concludes that
not only are the differences very small, but almost all of those that do

occur are of little practical importance. Hence, he suggests that since
phi is more widely known and is, in fact, a correlational procedure, the
use of kappa should be dropped in favor of phi.

Reid says the advocates of kappa argue:
1) There is potential restriction of variance in CRT's;
2) Therefore classical measurement procedures which rely on

variance are not appropriate;
3) as a result, a new index--kappa--is proposed. The implicit

assumption is that kappa will react differently to range restrictions
than more conventional indices such as phi.

Rentz, R. R. & Rentz, C. C. Does the Rasch model really work? A

discussion for practitioners. NCME measurement in education, 1979,

10, No. 2, 1-11.
Jo

In this paper, the authors have tried to synthesize the literature

related to applications of the Rasch model as it relates to test-develop-

ment activities. Based on their evaluation of the research literature
and their own experiences using the model, they believe that the test
developer can feel comfortable in using the Rasch model for constructing

tests.
This paper is organized around the following stages in the test-

construction or test-development process:
1) defining the content of the test and writing the test items;

2) item analysis; and
3) calibrating the test.

For each stage the authors deal with the current state of knowledge as

they see it, offer some recommendations from the literature and their

own experience, point out areas where clarification is needed, and call

attention to areas of controversy.

Rippey, R. Probabilistic testing. Journal of Educational Measurement,

1968, 5, 211-215.



A computer program was developed for scorinj problpilistic tests
and different tests were administered to different grogOs of subjects on

four occasions. Automatic increases in reliability were not found.
Stereotypical student responses were observed. Non probaETTIstic
multiple choice test scores correlated more highly with essay tests
scores than did the probabilistic items, suggesting that a probabilistic
scored item did indeed contain a different kind of information than did
the non-probabilistic scored items. This difference was probably due to
the fact that the probabilistic items contained information which was
related to how sure the student was of his knowledge.

Probabilistic tests ask students to assign weights indicating
preference or degree of belief for each of the options on a multiple
choice item which may or may not have unique correct response options.

Shuford, Albert & Mass ngill (Psychometrika, 1966, 31, 125-45) have
presented a theory of vali confidence testing incorporaitng the three

scoring functions: Logari hmic, Spherical and Euclidean. Rippey's
initial purpose was to test the assertion of Shuford, Albert & Massen-
gill that increases in reliability as a result of probabilistic adminis-
tration and scoring could be anticipated. Automatic increases in reli-

ability were not found.

'Rudner, L. M. & Convey, J. J. An evaluation of select approaches

for biased item identification. Paper presented at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto,
1978.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the following four
approaches to biased item identification using common sets of actual

item response data:
1) Transformed item difficulties, which examines the interaction

of items and groups;
2) Chi-Square, which determines whether examinees of the same

ability level have the same probability of a cori.ect response regardless

of cultural affiliation;
3) Item characteristic curve theory (icc) in which differences in

the probabilities of a correct response given examinees of the same
underlying ability and in different culture groups are evaluated;

4) Factor Score in which item bias is investigated in terms of
loadings on biased test factors.

The investigation addressed two questions:
1) Do the four approaches provide identical classifications of

items as to their degree of aberrance when applied to item response data

corresponding to two culturally different populations?

2) Do the select approaches provide classifications of minimal
bias when applied to subsamples of a single population?

Method - The 1973 Stanford Achievement Test (Reading Comprehension
subteiT)71;hich item for item is deemed equivalent to the hearing
impaired version SAT Reading Comprehension Subtest, formed the item

pool.
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Item responses made by large samples from two diverse culture

groups were used in the study.
1) Students in programs for the hearing impaired across the

U.S. - this culture group was divided randomly into two subgroups.

2) Students from a large west coast public school system. A major

difference between these two culture groups is their exposure to, and

ability to use, the English language.
The degree of bias for each item within the SAT waS identified by

applying a select approach within the transformed item difficulties, icc

theory, factor score and chi-square categories to item responses made

by
1) the two diverse culture group samples;
2) two equal culture group samples.
Results - There was some agreement in terms of the identified

degrees of aberrance between
1) the transformed item difficulties and chi-square (magnitude)

approaches;
2) the icc theory and chi-square (magnitude) approaches; One minus

the probabilities associated with the X2 and the factor score approach

showed little agreement with any of the other methodologies.

Rudner, L. M., Getson, P. R. 81 Knight, D. L. The effect of various test

and item properties on five approaches to biased,item detection.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Council on
Measurement in Education, San Francisco, 1979.

The authors note that the use of certain diagnostic and achievement
tests has been viewed recently as contradictory to a basic civil right -

the fair treatment of individuals regardless of race, sex, religion or

national origin. By identifying and removing biased items in test
development, the authors believe that this right can be upheld. Various

item bias detection models have been proposed; however, their behavior

in practical applications has not been fully evaluated. By using Monte

Carlo generated item response data, this research determined the effective-

ness, sufficiency and similarity of select bialed item detection tech-

niques. Experimental variables included:
1) different proportions of bias for items in the item pool

2) different types of generated item bias
3) different test lengths.

As a result of this research, recommendatlons are made regarding situa-

tions for which each approach is most apprqpriate.
In conclusion, three of the five investigated techniques--item

characteristic curve theory, chi-square with 5 intervals, and trans-
formed item difficulties--produced fairly accurate estimates of the

generated amounts of item bias. None of the techniques were found to be

ideal. The item characteristic curve theory technique depends on the

attainment of accurate parameter estimates, the chi-square technique

depends on crude interval estimates of ability, and the transformed item

difficulties technique is insensitive to bias in item discrimination.

Samejima, F. Constant information model: A new, promising item

characteristic function. Research report 79-1. Personnel'and

Training Research Programs, Psychological Sciences Division, Office

of Naval Research, February, 1979.
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The author notes that the methods and approaches thus far introduced
for estimating the operating/tharacteristics of item response categories
require the Old Test, or a set of items, whose operating characteristics
are known. Te..generalize these methods to apply for the situation where
one Atarts to develop a new item pool, i.e., there is no "Old Test,".an
approach is made by assuming that the tentative item pool has a sub-
stantial number of equivalent items, even though their common item
characteristic function is not known yet. It is observed that, within
the type of item characteristic function which is strictly increasing in
the latent trait 9 with zero and unity as its two asymptotes, the area
under the square root of the item information function is a constant
value, n. The item characteristic function which provides a constant
item information is searched and discovered, and is named the constant
information model. Using this model, it is observed that the subset of
equivalent binary items can belused as a substitute for the Old Test,
and those methods and approaches are generalized in the present situa-
tion. It is discovered that-for once, items with low discrimination
power have a significant role.

Shaycoft, M. F. A paradox in setting cutting scores on criterion-
referenced tests. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, San Francosco, 1976.

Three questions are considered:
1) Should the cutting point on the test correspond exactly to the

standard set for mastery of the entire domain?
2) If not, should the cutting point be set at the same level for

everybody (egg. for students who have and have not taken a course or
studied a module)?

3) If the cutting point is not to be set to correspond exactly to
the established standard_of mastery, where should it be set, and why?

The binomial distribution provides the basic mathematical model. In
the case of multiple choice tests, it is assumed that a binomfal distri-
bution governs the probability that an individual will guas a specified
number of items correctly, from among all those to which herboesn't know

A
the answeh.

No empirical data were used; it was based entirely on theoretical
formulas. One table presents the precentage distribution of clasSifi-
cation categories, at various stages with both completion and multiple
choice tests and various cutting scohes. Another table presents the
relative amount of misclassification at various stages with variOus
cutting scores.
Results and ConclusiOns

The optimul cutting point does not generally coincide with the
standard set for mastery of the domain. The more competent the group as

a whole, the lower the cutting score may be set. These somewhat para-
doxical results apply even when the test is of the completion type, so
that chance success is not an important factor.

It is noted that to minimize misclassification, the cutting score
should be set higher when the test is administered before instruction



than when it is administered after instruction. One practidal impli-
cation is that when requirements are met by examination only, as a
substitute for course attendance plus examination; perhaps it is de-
sirable.to set the passing mark somewhat higher.

Shelley, M. F. & Van Mondrans, A. P. The statistical equivalence of

items generated from same item form. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education, Toronto,
1978.

The multiple-choice test items used in this study wereicomputer
_generated from a simple item form by selecting one corrffct answer and
several, incorrect options for each item stem. The results of this study

suggest that the utility of generating items by randomly selectin-g
options for a given stem is questionable from a practical ps well as a
measurement point of view. For example, about 32% more students answered
one item stem correctly, when the best distractor was randomly omitted.

The data also indicate that the sequence of multiple-choice options has
little if any effect on the item statistics.

The authors mention three general techniques of item:ageneration:
1) stores an item skeleton or algorithm and uses,random techniques

to generate complete items.
2) generates multiple choice questions by selecting from a list of

candidates one correct answer and several distractors for a fixed iteM

stem.
3) varies only the sequence of options for a multiple choice item.
In this study, the computer-generated items were only multiple

choice items. The computer selected one correct answer and"several .

incorrect optiOns for each item stem.
The results of this study suggest that it may not be desirable to

generate multiple-choice items by randomly orderingThe options and/or
randomly selecting options from a set of candidates. Randomly ordering

the same set of options had no discernible effect on the item statis-
tics, did not enlarge the effective size of the item pool, and probably
would not be challenging more than once for the same student. Also more

computer time is required to randomly sequence options than to randomly
order complete items.

This study suggests that the utility of generating items by randomly
selecting options for a given stem is questionable on the bois of
measurement characteristics, computer programming time, coMIAter exe-
cution time, and item writing time.

None of these results apply to completion items.

Shoemaker, D. M. Standard errors of estimate in item-examinee sampling

as a function of test reliability, variation in item difficulty
indices and degree of skewness in the normaliive distribution.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1972, 32, 705-714.

Some procedural gdidelines are available to aid the researcher in

determining the most appropriate number of subtests, number of items
per sUbtest, and number of exatnees per subtest. Conspicuous by its



absence in'a seriei of investigations was a systematic examination of
the effect on standard errors of estimate due to variations in test

reliability. The investigation described in this article was primarily
designed to remedy this situation. Additional parameters considered
were the variance of item difficulty indices eeand degree of skewness

in the normative distri ution. The parameters estimated were the mean
test score p and the st Oard deviation of test scores a.

_-Shoemaker, J. A study of minimum competency testing programs. National

Institut4\of Education, Office of Testing, Assessment and Evaluation,
1978. I

The purpose of this study is to assess, inform and evaluate - not
to-advocate - with the goal of providing an open, objective and, fair,
description of the minimum competency testing movement. There are two

phases of the study. The purpose of Phase I is to collect and dis-
seminate information about minimum competency testing programs. The

chief purpose Of Phase II will be to implement an evaluation of minimum
competency testing programs.

The design of Phase I includes:
1) developing program descriptions;
2) developing program typology;
3) producing program resource guides;
4) designing an evaluation plan.
The design of Phase II,includes plans to involve a sample of state

and local minimum competency testing programs. The goal will be to
assess the representative impact of these programs in a way'that will
provide needed information about the results of minimum competency
efforts. The evaluation will be conducted over a three-year period. It
is believed that the outcomes of the study will be valuable to all
educational decision-makers who must confront policy issues related to
minimum competency testing.

Shoemaker, D. M. & Osburn, H. G. A simulation model for achievement

testing. Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1970, 30,
267-272.

A model was developed by the authors that simulates the adminis-
tration of a single test item to a single examinee. The result is a
simulation model of great flexibility for the sampling of both items and
individuals.

To obtain type-12 sampling (Lord, F. M. Psychometrika, 1955, 20,
193-200)(random items, subjects & occasions) three features were simu-
lated by the model.

1) The test items: a set of k items must be selected from an item 4

population. EaCh item must have a difficulty level and a content

reference.
2) The examinee: a person with a specified ability level must be

randomly selected from a population of people in which the ability under
consideration is normally distributed.

- 3) Testing of examinees over items: does the invidual pass or
fail each item in the test?
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k*The model assumes a normally distributed standardized latent
, ability continuum. The probability of an examinee answering an item
correctly is a normal ogive function of his ability level.

The authors employed their simulation model to empiridally'study
certain estimators, the gamma and gamma-stratified coefficients, of test

//Shuford, E. H. Jr., Albert, A. & Massengill, H. E. Admissible probability
measurement procedures, Psychometrika, 1966, 31, 125-145.

THe authors note that admissible probability measurement procedures
utilize scoring systems with a very special property that guarantees
that any student, at whatever level of knowledge or skill, can maximize
his expected score if and only if he honestly reflects his degree=of-
belief probabilities. Section 1 introduces the notion of a scoring
system with the reproducing property and derives the necessary and
sufficient condition for the case of a test item with just two possible
answers. A method is given for generating a virtually inexhaustible
number of scoring systems both symmetric and asymmetric, with the
reproducing property. A negative result concerning the existence of i
certain sub-class of reproducing scoring systems for the case of more
than two possible answers is obtained. Whereas Section 1 of this paper
is concerned with those instances in which the possible answers to a
query are stated in the test itself, Section 2 is concerned With those
instances in which the student himself must provide the possible answer(s).
In this case, it is shown that a certain minor modification of a scoring
system with the reproducing property yields the desired admissible
probability measurement procedure.

Sirotnik, K. An analysis of variance framework for matrix sampling.
Edu ational and Psychological Measurement, 1970, 30, 891-908.

ollowing a brief discussion of the methodology of matrix sampling,
*this paper 'attempts to demonstrate the following points:

) Matrix sampling can be viewed as a simple two factor,,random
model analysis of variance design, the matrix sampling formulas for
estimating the mean and variance being simply the point estimate
formulas for estimating components of the underlying linear model.

2)- These formulas can be based on the weakest possible set of .

assumptions,viz., random and independent sampling of examinees and
items. No assumptionst' about the statistical nature of the data need be
made.

3) The literature is unclear with respect to the effedt of the
above sampling assumptions on multiple matrix sampling in the estimation
of the mean d especially the variance.,

4) Of he three alternative procedures suggested to deal with
negative va estimates in multiple matrix sampling-equating the
negative estimates to zero, Winsorizing the distribution of estimates,
or treating all est4mates alike regardless of sign-the third procedure
appears to be the most promising. A simulation study is necessary to
determine the shape of thi small sampling distribution of variance
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components for matrix sampling as well as the relative efficiency of the
three methods for handling negative estimates.

Sirotnik, K. Estimates of coefficiiiitlalpha for finite populations
of items. Educational and Psycholodical Measurement, 1972, 32,
129-)36.

This paper attempts to investigate implications for finite and
known item populations of classical test theory and the alpha coeffi-

cient amonq items in paper-and-pencil testing. Finite sampling formulas
for a are erived and conceptual problems relating to the treatment of
the examireeitem .populations are discussed.

The fol owing was shown:
1) An exact estimate of a is possible only in'the infinite case;

the estimate of a in the infinite case is bounded below and above'.
2) If error of measurement variance is conceptualized only as

examinee-item response variability, it can not be exactly estimated in
either the finite or infinite case. It can be overestimated by MSEI.

3) If error of measurement variance is conceptualized as a residual
variance obtained by pooling error and interaction ccimponents, it can be
exactly estimated only in the infinite case by MSEI. The exact estimate

of error of measurement variance conceptualized in this way in the
finite case is bounded below and above by (1 - (m/M)MSEI and MS

EI
respec-

tively.

Sirotnik, K. & Wellington, R. Scrambling content in achievement testing:
An application of multiple matrix sampling in experimental design.
Journal of Educational Measurement, 1974, 11, 179-188,

This study is designed,to research the question of scrambling item
content in the construction of achievement tests, in order that general
implications could be drawn for both examinee and item populations. To
achieve this generality, the methodology of multiple matrix sampling,was
combined with a simple two-group experimental design: a random group of
eighth graders responded to mathematics, science, social studies, reading
and language arts achievement items organized in a scrambled (random)
test format, while another random group responded to the same items
organized in a fixed (segregated by subject matter) test format. The

results indicate that scrambling cognitive test items has minimal or no
effect on mean examinee test performance or on any of the other para-
meters included in the analysis.

Skager, R. W. The great criterion-referenced test myth. CSE Report

No.,95, Los Angeles,: Center for the Study of Evaluation, 1978.

In this paper, Skager reviews the history of criterion-referenced
urement which began when Glaser separated tests into those that are

no -referenced (NRT) and those that are criterion-referenced (CRT).as a
way of emphasizing the distipction between scores that can be inter-

preted in terms of what a person actually can do vs. how well,a person

4,
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does compared to other people. The duthor emphasizes that it is the

interpertation of tests and the way in which test content is specified

and not the test itself whichcan be criterion- or norm-referenced.

Skager notes that whether or not the test measures an open:Or a

specified content domain is. a direct function of the ways in whic,t) their

content domains are specified. Taking the fusnction for which the test

is to be used as the primary dimensidn, the author says that it turns

out that certain content specification modes are more ippropriafe for

certain functions than others'and that particular types of score inter-

pretations go with particular function/specification mode comOnationsl

He then attempts to show how this is the case, limdting the ditctosion'

to the use of educational tests in the, evaluation of learners and not in

the evaluation of theconditions under which learning occurs. The two

groups of functions/ for tests in the evaluation of learners which are

referred to as "foemative" tak "summative" after Bloom, Hastings 'and

Madaus '71 are explained.
Modes for specifying test content.which fall into the following

five categories are discussed:
a) the content/process matrix;

4 b) the theoretical construct;

c) criteribn sampling;
d) objectives based;
e)- formal item generation rules.

.Three types of scoring interpretations which involve referencing an

examinee's test performance to
a) a content domain;
b) a criterion or standard;
c) relative positipn in some defined reference population of -

persons are discussed.
This paper makes the point that not one type of tett is solely" .

,
criterion-referenced as compared to another type of test that is solely

norm-referenced. The really important differentiating factors have to

)do with the function for which the test is to be used and the mode by

which the test content is to be specified. Once this distinction is

made, criterion- vs. norm-referencing becomes a matter of the type of

-score interpretation which is likely to be more useful. In many situa-

tions, both types of interpretations are likely to be useful; regardless

-of the mode of content specification.

Smith, D. U. The effects of various item selection methods on the

classification accuracy and classification consistency of criterion-

referenced instruments. Paper presented at the annual meeting of

the American Educational gesearch Association, Toronto, 1978.

A

This study examined the effects of certain item selection methods

on the classification accuracy and classification consistency of criterion-

reerenced tnstruments. Three item response data sets, representing

varying situations of instructional effectivenesp., were simulated. Five

methods of item selection were.then applied to each data set for the

purpose of selecting a best subset of items. These were:

1) RPB1- point biserial correlation between the dichotomous item

response, (pass, fail) and the total test score.



2) CV - the difference between the posttest and pre-test proportion
of examinees answering the item correctly.

3) BR - the difference between the proportion of examinees in the
mastery group and the nonmastery group passing the item.

4) PHI - the phi coefficient computed between the dichotomous-item
response versus mastery/nonmastery status on the total test.

5) RDM - ajandom selection of the items.
Parallel forms of an instrument were then constructed and two

measures of test quality obtained: the proportion of correct classi-
tfications (for classification accuracy) and a mean split-half coeffi-
cient of agreement, coefficient beta, (for classification consistency).

A Kruskal-Wallis one-way anova of ranked data was performed on the
proportion of corfect classifications for each of the five methods of
item selection. Patrwise comparisons were then performed on the mean
rankings for each of the five selection methods. A similar approach to
the analysis of classification consistency was taken.

Resulti indicated that methods Yielding the best acCuricy and
consistency varied across the situations of instructional effectiveness.

Results of the analysis of classification accuracy and classifi-
cation consistency revealed that no single method of item selection
resulted in instruments which were consistently superior to other
methods in correctly classifying examinees when instructional effective-
ness waS varied.

Overall, the findings reported in this paper suggest that the
classification accuracy and classification consistency of CR assessment
instruments can be improved through the use of item selection methods.
When a "fair amount" of variability is present in the distribution of
test scores, the RPB method was superior to the other methods. However,

in true mastery-learning situations, the CV method of item selection is
recommended. Finally, in those situations where instruceion is rela-
tively ineffective, the BR and PHI methods tended to yield the best
instruments.

Stalli . M. & Gillmore, G. M. A note on "accuracy" and "precision."
Journa Educational Measurement, 1971, 8, 127-129.

In the literature of engineering and "hard" sciences, the term
'precision shares a common core meaning with reliability as used by
behavioral scientists. Accuracy and validity have a similar semantic

overlap.
In educational and psychological measurement, there is an inter-

changeable usage of accuracy and precision in defining reliabilitY.
Thce authors of this paper advocate the use of precision, rather

than accuracy, in describing reliability.

Subkoviak, M. J. Empirical investigatior(of procedures for estimating
reliability for mastery tests. Draft of paper submitted for
publication.

Four different procedures (Huynh, '76; Marshall & Haertel, '76;
Subkoviak, '76; Swaminanthan, Hambleton and Algina, '74) have been
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proposed for estimating the proportion of persons consistently classi-
fied as master/master or nonmaster/nonmaster on two mastery testse
Estimates of this proportion were obtained for repeated samples of size
N=30 for each of the above procedures. The estimates were then compared
for accuracy to the'Value of this proportion in the population on N=1586
subjects from which the samples were drawn. Both test length and
mastery Criterion were varied. While reasonably accurate estimates were
generally obtained for all four procedures, instances of systeTic
estimation bias were observed.

All four procedures (Huynh, '76; Mirshall & Haertel, '76; Subkoviak,
'76' Swaminathan et al., '74) appear to provide reasonably accurate
estimates of the proportion.of consistent classifications on two mastery
tests, for the various cases considered. However, relative advantages
and disadvantages can be noted. The Swaminathan procedure produces
,unbiased estimates; but it requires two testings and standard errors are
relatively large for classroom size sathples. On the'Other hand, the.
Hyynh, Marshall-Haertel, and Subkoviak approaches require only one
testing; and standard errors of estimate are relatively small; but for
short tests, each procedure appears prone to a different type of syste-
matic bias. All things.considered, the Huynh approach seems worthy of
recommendation. It is mathematically sound, requires only, one testing
and produced reasonably accurate estimates, which appear to be slightly
conservatiye for short tests.

Subkoviak, M. J. Estimating reliability from a single administration
of a mastery test. Journal of Educational Measurement, 1976, 13,
265-276.

The author points out that a number of different reliability
coefficiants recently have been proposed for tests used to differentiate
between groups such as masters and non-masters. One promising index is
the proportion of students in a class that are consistently assigned to
the same mastery group across two testings. The present paper proposes
a single test administration method for stimating this index: This is
achieved by substituting assumptions for the second test administration.
These assumptions are: '

1) parallel test scores Xi and Xi are independently distributed-as

2) identical binomial distributions for a fixed person i.

Subkoviak, M. J. The reliability of mastery classification decisions.
University of Wisconsin unpublished paper, 1979.

The author notes that Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina and Coulson
distinguish three different concepts of reliability that arise in the
context of criterion-referenced testing:

a) reliability of mastery classification decisions;
b) reliability of criterion-referenced test scores;
c) reliability of domain score estimates.

This paper focusses on the first of these three types of reliability.
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Specifically, the paper is concerned with approaches to criterion-
referenced reliability that emphasize the consistency of mastery and
non-mastery decisions over repeated testing of the same group.

Four methods of estimating reliability of mastery classification
decision are outlined:

1) Carver method;
2) Swaminathan-Hambleton-Algina method;
3) Huynh method;
4) Subkoviak method.

A comparative analysis of the four reliability methods providing some
insight into the various strengths and weaknesses of the procedures is
presented.

The reliability of mastery classffications versus the reliability
of mastery test scores is also discussed.

Subkoviak, M. J. & Wilcox, R. R. Estimating the probability of correct
classification in mastery testing. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research Associaton, Toronto,
1978.

A procedure is proposed for estimating the proportion of persons in
a group that are correctly classified on a mastery test, i.e., the
proportion whose observed classification agrees with their true classifi-
cation. A numerical example is provided, and expansions of the pro-
cedure are discussed.

Following Keats and Lord *0962), the true score for an individual
is defined as the mean of an individual's observed proportion correct
scores over repeated parallel tests and is assumed to have as d stri-
bution for the population of examinees some member of the Beta amily o

distributions. For predetermined mastery criterion expressed as e

number of items correct on a fixed length mastery test, a procedure is
proposed for estimating the proportion of persons in a group that are
correctly classified as master and nonalaster, i.e. the proportion whose
observed classification agrees with their true classification. This is

the probability of correctly classifying any given individual in the
group. It is suggested that this probabilit4wpuld tend to increase as
the density-of true scores about the mastery criterion decrease and as
the number of items on the test increases. A numerical example is given
and an extension to classification of three or more levels of mastery is

discussed.

Swaminathan, H. & Gifford, J. A. Estimation of parameters in the three-

parameter latent trait model. Paper presented at an AERA-NCME sym
posium entitled "Explorations of Latent Trait Models as a Means of
Solving Practical Measurement Problems", San Francisco,.1979.

The purpose of this study was to compare two methods for estimation
of parameters in the three-parameter logistic model, the Urry method of
estimation and the maximum likelihood procedure. The computer programs

,that were used were the ANCILLES and the LOGIST. The efficiency of the
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procedures were compared with respect to the accuracy of estimation, the
effect of violating underlying assumptions (for the Urry procedure), and
the statistical properties of the estimators. The factors that were
controlled were: test length (4 levels), examinee population size (3
levels) and ability distribution ( 3 levels). .

The results indicate that, in general, the maximum likelihood

F

procedure is.superior to the Urry procedure with respect to the esti-
mation of all item and ability parameters.

The number of examinees had a slight effect in improving the
) accuracy of estimation of the difficulty, and the chance-level and

/ ability parameters. However, increasing the number of items and the
number of examinees considerably improved the accuracy of the discrimi-
nation estimates with both procedures.

Although the maximum likelihood estimates were superior to the Urry
estimates, especially in the case of short tests, the difference between
them was negligible when the number of items and the number of examinees
increased. This is of importance, since the Urry procedure requires
considerably less computer time than the maximum likelihood procedure.
However, the Urry procedure, in general, deletes more items and examinees
during the estimation than the maximum likelihood procedure. This may
explain the rapidity of convergence and indicate a weakness in the Urry
procedure.

The bias and consistency results indicate that for small numbers of
items, the estimates of the item and ability parameters are biased, with
the Urry estimates being more biased than the maximum likelihood esti-
mates. As the number of examinees and the number of items increase, it
appears that the estimators are unbiased, and in fact, are consistent.
This in a sense supports a conjecture of Lord's and shows that the
three-parameter model may be statistically viable.

Swaminathan, H. Hambleton, R. K. & Algina, J. A Bayesian decision-
theoretic procedure for use with criterion-referenced tests. Journal
of Educational Measurement, 1975, 12, 87-98.

The authors, present an exposition of a decision-theoretic solution
to the problem of allocating individuals to mastery states on the
objectives included tn a criterion-referenced test. Decisions are made
by taking into account prior and collateral information on the examinees
and also the losses associated with misclassifications.

Swaminathan, H., Hambleton, R. K. & Algina, J. Reliability of criterion-
referenced tests: A decision-theoretic formulation. Journal of
Educational Measurement, 1974, 11, 263-267.

The purpose of this article was to describe a decision-theoretic
formulatipn of 0-iterion-referenced test reliability. It has been
suggested\that the primary purpose of criterion-referenced testing in
objective-based instructional programs is to classify examinees into
mastery states^(masters or non-masters) on the objectives included in
the test. The authors define the reliability of CR test scores in terms
of consistency of the decision-making process across repeated adminis-
trations of the test. Specifically, reliability of a CR test is defined
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as a meaAure of 'agreement above chance expectation between the decisions
made about examinee mastery states in renated test administrations for
each,objective measured by the criterion-hferenced test.

;Coefficient Kappa (k) takes into account the measure of agreement
expected by chance alone. k (130 - Pc)1(1 - pc) where pc) is the ob-

served proportion of agreement and pc is the expected propOrtion of
\)

agreement. k.has an upper limit of +1 and lower limit of close to -1.
Since we usually have only a sample of examinees, k must be estimated.
k is defined as the sample analogue of k (p

o
-p

c
)1(1-p

c
).

The authors conclude that the coefficient of agreement k and hence
the reliability of CR subtests is dependent on factors that affect the
decision process. These factors include:

1) the method of assigning examinees to mastery states,
2) selection of the cutting score,
3) test length,
4) heterogeneity of the group.
The authors state that decision-making consistency is a measure of

the reliability of the entire decision-making process, and that the test
itself is only one input into the decision-making process. In gen-
eralizing reliability data to a new decision-making situation, all
factors that affect the process must be considered.

Swinton, S. S. On the reliability of item clusters. Paper presented
at the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Francisco,
1979.

A result of Henrysson is used to obtain more accurate estimation of
reliability than is offered by the commonly used KR-20 approximation.
Applying this result to examples and to data from a statewide assessment
program reveals that the KR-20 formula may and frequently does seriously
underestimate these reliabilities. Implications for interpretation of
criterion-referenced tests and for the relationships of single-item
reliability estimates to test reliability estimates are discussed.

Tatsuoka, K. Final report: Analytical test theory model for time
and score. CERL Report E-8, Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, July, 1979.

The purpose of this study was to find a way to utilize response-
time data in the scoring procedure of achievement testing. The empirical
study of adaptive diagnostic testing and a computerized instructional
system revealed that the differences in type'of information-processing
skill developed by different instructional backgrounds affect the
learning of further instructional materials to a great extent. The
author urges us to tap what information-processing strategy was used to
respond to a given problem, not only considering,individual differences
in ability or achievement level, derived solely from the performance
scores. It was seen that there were response patterns which yielded the
same achievement level 9 but the answers were obtained by two different
approaches. If these individual differences in information-procIssing
skills would not be detected on a diagnostic test, then a proactive



inhibition effect-will cause a serious learning deficiency, even for
many'good students, upon studying further instructional materials.

A model useful in identifying discriminating items that are sen-
sitJve to differences in instructional method was developed. It also is
helpful in identifying an individuals' instructional background to a
certain extent.

A method that estimates 0 by regressing 0 onto test-items was
developed and compared with 9 estimates by the maximum likelihood
method. The new method provided as good 9 as the traditionally
established method did. This'method is powerful when the number of
subjects and test-items available are small. Also estimates are always
obtainable and moreover free from a choice of ordering test-items.

Tatsuoka, K. The least-squares estmation of latent trait variables
by a Hilbert space approach. Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory Report E-4, February, 1979.

This research developed a new method for estimating a given latent
trait variable 9 by the least-squares approach. The notion of multiple
regression equation was reinterpreted in terms of properties of a
Hilbert space and the calculation formula for beta weights that can be
obtained recursively in the form of Fourier series was derived. The
values estimated by this method and the maximumplikelihood method were
compared using live data.

Tatsuoka, K., & Birenbaum, M. The danger of relying solely on diagnostic
adaptive testing when prior and subsequent instructional methods
are different. CERL Report E-5,Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, March, 1979.

A computerized diagnostic adaptive test for a series of pre-algebra
signed-number lesson was programmed along with a computer-managed routing
system by which each examinee was sent to the instructional unit Cor-
responding to the level of skill at which she/he stopped in the initial
test. Upon completion of the course a computerized conventional post-
test was given to the examinees. The posttest scores were not uni-
dimensional, while the pretest and post-test data obtained from a
previous study indicated a strong tendency to be unidimensional. The
response patterns of the posttest in the present study showed a high
error rate for the skills prior to stopping levels for a subgroup of
examinees.

A,cluster analysis was performed on the response patterns and four
different groups were found. A disiriminant analysis indicated signifi-
cant differences among the four groats in response patterns of the
skills in §igned number operations. After interviewing the teachers and
several students, the authors concluded that there was a proactive
inhibition effect.

The scoring procedure of the adaptive testing did not consider
individual differences in information-processing skills which were
affected by the instructional method used in previous teaching. Thus,
the students who were taught to perform the beginning part of,a set of
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hierarchically ordered skills by instructional method A would very
likely get confused in a lesson in which a different instructional
method B was adopted. Consequently, quite a few number of peculiar,
response patterns were seen in the performance on the posttest. This

fact led the authors to caution that one should be careful not to rely-
solely on test results determined by performance scores on a diagnostic
'pretest when a computer-managed instructional system is to route each
examinee to their level of instruction.

Tatsuoka, K. & Tatsuoka, M. A model for incorporating response-time_
data in scoring achievement tests. CERL Report E-7, Computer,---
based Education Research Laboratory, University of Illin , Urbana,
Illinois, July, 1979.

The differences in type of information-pr ssing skill developed
by different instructional backgrounds aff , negatively or positively,
the learning of further advanced inst tional materials. That is, if
prior and subsequent instructiona thods are different, a proactive
inhibition effect produces 1 chievement scores on a posttest. This
fact poses a serious prob for routing of students to an instructional
level on the sole ba of performance on a diagnostic adaptive test.

The authors ate that it is essential that what information-
processing s egy was used be unraveled and that this knowledge be
considere simultaneously.

ey note that response time often provides supplementary infor-
on which differentiates among individuals showing identical quality

of performance. A model that reflects this kind of information, obtain-
able from response time scores, is formulated in a similar manner to
latent trait theory and is discussed. This model is useful in identi-
fying discriminating items that are sensitive to differences in instruc-
tional method. It also is helpful in identifying an individual's
instructional background to a certain extent.

Toothaker, L. E. & Chang, H. S. Analysis of qualitative data: A

comparison of various methodologies. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
San Francisco, 1979.

This research empirically compared several methods of analyzing
qualitative data for a variety of settings. The results showed that the
Pearson chi-square test is to be recommended for the situations examined
in this research: equal group size, ten observations per call (average),
designs ranging from 2x2 to 5x4, and 2x2x2 to 3x3x2, and various proba-
bility patterns. The ANOVA F-test, CATANOVA (an analysis of variance
for categorical data), and logit chi-square all have some limitations
and would be second choices to the Pearson chi-square test.

Tucker, S. B. & Vargas, J. S. ItemCanalysis of criterion-referenced
tests for a large individualized course. Unpublished paper.

For item analyzing criterion-referenced tests, the authors sug-
gested using the difference in difficulty indiCes between pre-and
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po5Itests, which they called the Pre-post Difference Index (PPDI). This
--paper described this use and investigates in particular the sensitivity
of the PPDI to changes in instruction. Tests were given as pre- and
posttests for each of 10 self-instructional modules which the students
go through in a learning centet. The students were'approximately 800
education majors. In addition to revealing weaknesses in the items, the
PPDI revealed weakness in the instruction.

Conclusion: Like traditional item analysis procedures for norm-
referenced tests, the authors have found the PPDI to be useful in
identifying weak items in criterion-referenced tests. In individualized
instruction, one has certain criteria one wishes students to meet, and
they are operationalited in the posttests. There is a limit, therefore
to how much one would wish to improVe an instructional system by re-
writing items. Any item analysis index for criterion-referenced tests
should therefore help the instructor improve student learning as well as'
his items. Improvement in instruction should be reflected in the item
analysis data.

Although the results of the present study were not highly signi-
ficant statistically, they gave evidence that the PPDI is sensitive to
as small a change in instruction as a 10 page program. Although it is
not based on highly sophisticated theories of test construction and
analysis, the PPDI has been found to be useful in flagging not only weak
iteMs, but weaknesses in instruction.

Unruh, R. P. Test Validity: Process and Product dimensions. Paper
presented at the annual conference of the California Society of
Educational Program Auditors and Evaluators, San Francisco, 1979.

The author states thatyariables which operate a typical learntng
situation may be classified into two broad categories: product vari-
ables: (i.e., what is learned, or content) and process variables (i.e.,
how the content is learned). In achievement testing careful attention
has been given to product variables, however, process variables have
generally been overlooked. The APA Standards for Educational and
Psychological Tests recognizes three major types of validity: criterio6-
related, content, and construct. Each of three types of validity deal
with some aspect of expected/observed outcome (product) variables. At
the same time, the Standards contains "no recommendations regarding that
class of variables which might be called process or proCess-related.
Because individuals exhibit different learning styles, and because
different educational programs feature different learning environments
and styles (e.g., rote vs. discovery, individual vs. group, etc.) it is
important that individuals who use achievement tests make allAances for
the effects of learning processes on the products of learning. For

these reasons it is suggested that users of tests should carefully
examine the relationship between the processes involved in the learning .

and the testing situation as well as the relationships between the
products. Several variables which may be important when assessing the
process validity of a particular test for a program are suggested.

Walker, C. B. Control test items: A baseline measure for evaluating
achievement. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, Toronto, 1978.
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The author points out that the evaluator gives a posttest of
achievement to pupils in a given program, then tries to interpret the
scores by,comparing them with some type of performance baseline, norm or

expectancy. Two common types of baselines are provided by time series
data and by independent control groups. In this paper another type of

comparison is discussed for which the n trol test items (or

control items) is coined. The foll ng top are scussed: rationale

and precedents for the method, adva tages and d advantages, sources of

possible control objectives and unr solved issues.
The method proposed here consi ts of giving one group of program

pupils a test of two comparable sets of skills, namely program and
control objectives. The familiar control group baseline as well as the
control items baseline are estimates of bow program pupils would have
performed on program objectives without the benefit of relevant instruc-
tion. In the traditional case one draws inferences from one group of
pupils to another, but in the case of control items the inference is
from one group of skills to another. COntrol test items are thus a

conceptual analogue of control groups.
The author lists three advantages of control items:
1) They give another indicator of program effects that can be used

along with time series and control groupi.
2) Control test items provide a method of comparison to use when

time series cannot be used and when control pupils are completely un-
available, available in insufficient numbers, or not clearly comparable

to the treatment groups.
3) TheyOre not subject to some of the problems that control

groups have. E.G. Since control items give a within-test, within-
pupils baseline, treatment and control measures of program pupils can be

compared without regard to program leakage.
Three disadvanteges of the control test item method are:
1) They do not give the type of information that control groups

do, namely, a comparison between existing programs.
2) It would be harder, although not impossible, to use the control

items approach outside of an objectives-based teaching and testing sb
context.

3) The use of control items may reduce the reliability of the
total scores on program items.

The author lists the five following sdurces of possible control
objectives:

1) Look for skills which are relatively circumscribed or discrete.
2) Look for skills which used to be taught and learned at the

relevant level, but which are not now fashionable.
3) Look for skills which are traditionally taught at higiaer levels

but which are not inherently harder to learn at the level tested.
4) When a program objective samples only a part of a well-defined

content area, like irregularly spelled words, control items may be

selected from the excluded part of that content.
5) Objectives from outside the content domain of the program are

available.
Some issues to be resolved involve those of sampling and formatting.
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Werts, C. I., Linn., R. L. & Jdreskog, K. A congeneric modeT for

platonic true scores. Educational and Psychological Measurement,
1973, 330 311-318.

The authors provide an alternative formulation [to Levy (Psychological
Bulletin, 1969, 71, 276-277)] which allows for the model parameters to
be determined given the structural specification of zero mean error and
independence among errors for different items and between,errors and ,

true scores. Their approach is drawn from latent structure analysis
(U. Grenander (Ed.), Probability and statistics, the Harold Cram6r volume.
New York: Wiley, 1959, 9-38) for the special case of dichotomous
latent variables.

Werts, C. E., Linn, R. L. & Jdreskog, K. G. Intraclass reliability

estimates: liesting structural assumptions. Educational and

Psychological Measurement; 1974, 34, 25-33.

Intraclass correlation reliability estimates are based on the
assumption that the various measures are equivalent. Jdreskog's (Bio-

metrika, 1970, 57, 2397251) general mOdel for the Analysis of covariance
structures can Fe-used to test the validity of this assumption.

*

Whitely, S. E. & Dawis, R. E. The nature of objectivity with the

Rasch model, Journal of Educational Measurement, 1974, 11, 163-178.

Rasch-ahd Wright have claimed that the Rasch model leads to a
higher degree of objectivity in measurement than has been previously

possible. Whitely and Dawis found that this is not so.
The authors conclude that the lack of impact of the Rasch model in

test development is due more to the current status of trait measurement
than to the properties of the model. Many of the advantages of the
Rasch model necessitate a different kind of data for trait measurement
than is now characteristic of the field. Explicit trait-item theory,

locally independent items and routine administration of tests by cow-
.puter, would be part of the necessary technological sophistication.

Wilcox, R. R. Achievementtestsand latent structure models. Center for
the Study-of Evaluation, University of California at Los Angeles,

1977.

.Existing latent structure models inten e to desdribe achievement
tests either characterize a population of aminees'in terms of a few

. specific items or they characterize an item domain' in terms of a single

examinee. For many sjtuations it is desired to do both. This paper

describes a possible solution to this problem for certain important
special cases. Explicit estimates of the parameters of the,model are

given. The present model generalizes the models described by Wilcox
and Morrison and it contains the binomial error,model as a special case.

(
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Wilcox, R. R. Analyzing the distractors of multiple choice test items.
Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of California at
Los Angeles, 1979.

Wilcox states that when analyzing the distractors of multiple-
choice test items, it is sometimes desired to determine which of the
distractors has a small probability of being chosen by a typical examinee.
At present, this problem is handled in an informal manner. In parti-
cular, using an arbitrary number of examinees, the probabilities associated
with the distractors are estimated and then sorted according to whether
the estimated values are above or below a known constant po. In this

paper a more formal framework for solving this problem is described.
The first portion of the paper considers the problem from the point of
view of designing an experiment and a later section considersimethodt
that might be employed in a retrospective study. Brief consideration is
also given to how an analysis might proceed when a test item has been
altered in some way.

Akilcox, R. R. Determining the length of a criterion-referenced test.
First.draft of a paper to appear in a special issue of APM. Center
for the Study of Evaluation, University of California at Los Angeles,
July, 1979.

The first purpose of this paper is to give a brief review and
critique of the three general approaches that might be used when deter-
mining the length of a criterion-referenced test., Secondly, new results
on test length are described. Finally, possible directions for future
research, are indicated.

Wilcox states that the most important point of his paper is that
, there is no magic number or even magic formula for determining test
length. Even within the seemingly narrow problem of comparing an
examinee's true score to some constant, there are many approaches to the,
problem. Moreover, intet4ms of which true score to use, it is not at
all clear as to what extent the three types considered here are in
competition with one another. For the moment, the author states that
the best we can do is to be very precise about what we want to deter-
mine, consider what assumptions we are willing to make, and aet accord-
ingly

Wilcox, R. R. On false-positive and false-negative decisions with a
mastery test. Center for the Study of Evaluation, Vniversity of
California at Los AngeleS, 1979.

In an earlier paper Wilcox examines two meihods of estimating the
probability of making a fajowositive or false-negative_decisiori with a
mastery test. Roth proceduhaiRmake an assumption about the form of the
distribution of true scores over the population of extminees which might-
not give good results in all situations. In this_paper upper and lower
bounds on the two possible error types are described which make no
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assumption about the true score distribution beyond that its first two

moments exist. The first method depends only on the abflity to determine
the mean and variance of the true score distribution. Wilcox indicates
that such estimates are readily available when the binomial or compound
binomial error model is assumed. 'The second molthod is based on the

binomial error model which is frequently used to describe a mastery
test. Illuttrati are 'given on how these bounds might be used to
determine the len of the test.

Wilcox, R. R. UppA' and lower bounds bp the probability of a false-
positive or false-negative decision with a mastery test. Unpublished

paper, 1978.

In a previous paper Wilcox described two methods of estimating the
probability of a false-positive or false-negative decision with a mastery
test. Both procedures make assumptions about the form of the true score
distribution which might not give good results in all situations. In

this paper, upper and lower bounds on the two possible error types are
'described which make no assumption about the form af the true score
distribution.

The firstmethod depends only on our ability to determine the mean
and variance of the true score distribution. Such estimates are readily

available when the binomial or compound binomial errormodel is assumed.
The second method is based on the binomial error model which is fre-
quently used to describe a mastery test.

Illustrations are given on how these upper and lower bounds might
be used to determine the length of the test.

Wilcox, R. R. & Yeh, J. P. Using latent structure models to measure

achievement. Center ,for the Study of Evaluation, University of
California at Los Angeles, 1977. /I

This paper considers the use of certain types of latent structure
models when measuring the achievement of examinees. The first portion
of this paper deScribes how certain exact solutions might be used as
approximations to more general solutions or as initial estimates in some
iterative estimation technique. They also derive some new exact results
for the case of hierarchically related items. Finally, they illustrate
that these models.provide a correction for guessing which may lead to
different results than those obtained using the usual observed scores
when comparing two populations of examinees.

It is suggested that there-may be technical problems when using
iterative estimation schemes for%maximum likelihood estimation and that

it.
it is often diffi'cult t determine whether these schemes yield rea-
sonable results. For e model described by Macready and Dayton ('77),

an approximate alternat' e is proposed using the exact algebraic solu-
tions for the parameters in thetcase of separate item pairs. Using two

separate 2x2 tables, the estimates are shown to be reasonably close to
the solution provided by the

,
iteratiae procedures involving alifour

items. ,
.

.

A model and estimation procedure for two.hierarchically related
achievement test items are discu'sSed: (This model is a compliment of



the item sensitivity model - i.e. by assuming that the probability of
guessing is greater than zero, and the probability of incorrect response
given that the examinee does not know the correct response is zero).
However, it is pointed out that not all the parameters can be estimated
simultaneously. To provide estimates for all the parameters, it is
suggested that a third appropriately chosen item could be used. A
numerical example is given.

When comparing two populations of examinees, it is suggested that
by assuming a probabilistic response model, the examiner may arrive at a

conclusion opposite to that of using the observed number-correct scores.
This result is also generalized to mritems tests.

The hierarchical model is then modified for completion items, i.e.,
by assuming that the probability of not knowing and guessing the correct
response to be zero and the probability of knowing but giving an incorrect
response to be greater than zero. (This is the same as the item sensi-
tivity model.)

Finally, it is also suggested that the models'could be used to
determine whether a multiple-choice item is "ideal" in the sense that
the probability of guessing is equal to the recriprotal of ihe number of
choices (Weitzman, 1970).

Woodson, M.I.C.E. Classical test theory and criterion-referenced
scales.

The author notes that for criterion-referenced scales the range of
interest is defined by a range of the characteristic rather than the
distribution of that characteristic in some population. The calibration
sample must be representative of that range of interest. When the range
of interest is appropriately defined, an appropriate calibration sample
may be selected, and classical test theory applies directly to criterion-
referenced scales.

Woodson; The issue of item:and test variance for criterion-
referenced tests. Journal of Educational Measurement, 1974, 11.

The author points out that it ha been argued that item variance
and test variance are not necessary characteristics for criterion- ,

referenced tests, although they are necessary for norm-referenced
tests. The author believes that this position is in error because it
considers sample statistics as the criteria for evaluating items and
tests. Within a particular sample, an item or test may have no variance,
but in the population for whin the test was designed and evaluated the
author believes that both items and tests must have variance.

Woodson, M.I.C.E. The issue of item and test variance for criterion-
referenced tests: A reply. Journal of Educational Measurement,
1974, 11.

In his reply to Millman and Popham, the author states that it As a
g necessary condition that items and tests have variance and discrimination

?



Nowlip

in the range of interest (population Of observations) for which they are
calibrated and selected. The basis for selection of the calibration
sa ple determines the kind of scale which wtll be developed. A random
sq ple from a population of individuals leads to a norm-referenced
sca1e, and a sample representative of abilities of a range of a character-
is ic leads to a criterion-referenced scale.
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